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ABSTRACT 
Inspired by the work of Rossi (1965), Zelinsky (1970), Franklin 
(1986), Lieberson & Bell (1992) and Main (1996) which studied the 
social and cultural aspects of a group of people from their naming 
pattern, this dissertation is an original attempt to apply a statistical 
technique that has been widely used to interpret binary development 
control decisions to deal with a difficult subject “name studies” using 
information revealed in a rare type of real estate- cemeteries – treated 
by many as merely heritage assets.  
 
Arithmetic Comparison and Probit analyses were adopted to 
study 1,627 names and personal data of Catholics collected from St. 
Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery. Furthermore, 1,118 names of 
Protestants collected from Hong Kong Cemetery are used for control 
and comparison purposes.   
 
The evaluation was conducted with eight refutable hypotheses 
related to the popularity of Christian names and factors in the choice 
of Christian names. In Table (A), test results and the implications for 
the eight hypotheses are summarized.   
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Table (A) Summary Results for the Eight Hypotheses 
Hypotheses regarding the choice of Christian name Methodology Test Result Implication 
Female Catholic tombs do not have a higher probability 
of bearing the name Mary than other names 
Arithmetic 
Comparison 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
As the popularity of names 
of Catholics is consistent 
with the hierarchical order of 
saints, this tradition is 
respected by Catholics.  
Male Catholic tombs do not have a higher probability 
of bearing the names Joseph and John than other names 
Arithmetic 
Comparison 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
Male Catholic tombs do not have a higher probability 
of bearing the names of the 12 Apostles than other 
names after Joseph and John 
Arithmetic 
Comparison 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
The probability of a female Catholic tomb bearing the 
name Mary will not be higher if the deceased is a 
Chinese person 
Probit 
Analysis 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
To compare with Catholics 
of other ethnicity, traditional 
Christian names are more 
popular among Chinese 
Catholics.  
The probability of a male Catholic tomb bearing the 
name Joseph or John or the 12 Apostles will not be 
higher if the deceased is a Chinese person 
Probit 
Analysis 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
 
 
 xiv 
 
The probability of a female Catholic tomb bearing the 
name Mary will not be lower if the year of birth of  
deceased is later 
Probit 
Analysis 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
The popularity of the 
traditional Christian names 
decreases as time passes. 
The probability of a male Catholic tomb bearing the 
name  Joseph or John or the 12 Apostles will not be 
lower if the year of birth of  deceased is later 
Probit 
Analysis 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
The probability of a female Catholic tomb bearing the 
name Mary will not be lower if the deceased is born 
after 1965 
Probit 
Analysis 
Hypothesis  
is refuted 
The second Vatican council 
possesses a negative effect to 
the use of the name Mary 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
According to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English 
Language, Real Estate is a legal term that encompasses land along 
with improvements to the land, such as buildings, fences, wells and 
other site improvements that are fixed in location - immovable. 
 
In fact, the definition of Real Estate is so wide that it includes 
all immovable things fixed on a piece of land. Cemeteries and 
gravestones are also real estate although they are seldom discussed.  
 
Unlike the Chinese community where cemeteries are seen as 
taboo or dangerous places (Teather 1998: 21), cemeteries in the west 
are romantic places that attract many tourists. Pere Lachasie in France, 
Recoleta Cemetery in Argentina and the Westwood Memorial Park in 
the United States are famous tourist spots and great people are buried. 
For westerners, it is not only a place for burial, it also offers an 
appealing and appropriate landscape for remembering the dead and 
mediating the relationship between the dead and the bereaved. 
(Tarlow 2000:217) And at the same time, the study of cemetery has 
gained popularity among scholars of Archaeology, History, Culture 
and Sociology.  
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In Hong Kong, because of the promotion of heritage 
conservation and the inadequate burial space, issues related to 
cemeteries have aroused the public awareness. Study of local 
cemeteries is gaining momentum (Ting 2008: 15).   
 
Smith (1985), Bard (1997) and Ko (2001) have studied the 
Hong Kong Cemetery to find out the historical events and local issues 
of early Hong Kong. On the other hand, the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong (Department of Cultural and Religious Studies) has 
launched a project to study the St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery to 
understand the religious beliefs and traditions of Catholics in Hong 
Kong.  
 
In fact, a cemetery does not only serve as a source of history 
(Bard 1997: 1), it reflects different aspects of our society. 
 
Francaviglia (1971: 509) stated that  
 
In the cemetery, architecture, town planning, display of social 
status and racial segregation, all mirrors the living, not the 
dead, Cemetery tell us a great deal about the living people who 
created them. 
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In this dissertation where the choice of names of Catholics is 
studied, the cemetery acts as information as the inscription on 
gravestones records the name of the deceased.  
 
In the past, the best approach to obtain such personal data 
would be from the baptismal registers at each parish church.  However, 
the introduction of the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (Chapter 
486) in 1995 has prohibited this action.  Therefore, gravestones in 
cemeteries will be the second-best source of reliable information 
because these cemeteries are not closed to the public. 
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Background Of The Cemeteries at Happy Valley 
On 25
th
 January 1841, the British navy under Sir Gordon 
Bremer landed on the Hong Kong Island. And on the next day, the 
British announced their formal occupation of the island. 
 
However, the British did not have a good start in Hong Kong as 
a lot of soldiers died of the severe epidemic of fever. According to 
Ting‟s (2008: 10) elaboration,  
 
British soldier who had come a long way to take part in the 
Opium war were unable to acclimatize to the heat and humidity 
of Hong Kong. Adding to it was the rampancy of malaria. The 
mortality rate among British soldiers was extremely high. 
 
As more and more soldiers died, the need for a cemetery has become 
very urgent. A 19
th
 century publication
1
 recorded that 
  
Deaths now (in 1841) became frequent occurrences also among 
the European community, hospitals had to be hastily 
constructed and the first cemetery began to fill… 
                                                          
1  Hawkins. R.S. (1968). Far East Outpost, The Royal Engineers Journal Vol. 
LXXXIL p. 41 
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To cope with sudden increase of dead bodies, the first cemetery 
in Hong Kong located in Wan Chai (at the present St. Francis‟ Chapel 
and above the Queens‟s Road East) was constructed (Ko 2001: 241).  
Several months later, another piece of land adjacent to the cemetery 
was allotted as a burial ground for the Roman Catholics (Ko 2001: 
242) (See Fig 1.1). 
 
The occupation of Hong Kong seemed to be uneasy at first as 
the epidemic of fever continued to visit Hong Kong every summer. In 
1843, the annual death rate among European troops in Hong Kong 
was 22 percent and it was even higher in Indian troops (Ko 2001: 242). 
The burial ground in Wan Chai was running out of space and there 
was a need a build a new cemetery again.  
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Fig 1.1 Hong Kong Island‟s Waterfront in 1842 showing the 
original location of Protestant and Roman Catholic burial grounds 
in the present-day Wanchai. From “Pottinger‟s Map”. 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p. 12. 
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The Hong Kong Cemetery 
In 1845, the Hong Kong Cemetery located in Happy Valley was 
opened and it was managed by the Colonial Chaplain at first (Ting 
2008: 12). The management of the cemetery was later taken over by 
the Sanitary Board and now is the Food and Environmental Hygiene 
Department. From the government documents, it was discovered that 
the cemetery was named as Protestant cemetery at first. Hence, 
deceased who buried there are Protestants only. 
 
As there were more and more wealthy Chinese businessmen 
settling in Hong Kong in the early 20
th
 century, the voice for a piece 
of permanent burial place for Chinese has become louder (Ting 2008: 
13). Lau Chu-pak who was the Chinese representatives argued that the 
cemetery was public and it should also be opened to the non-Christian 
Chinese (Ting 2008: 13). Because of the strong public opinion, the 
Protestant Cemetery Ordinance was enacted in 1909 and it allowed 
the burial of non-Protestants in an isolated spot.  
 
Because of its long history, Hong Kong Cemetery has been the 
burial place of many well-known people of early Hong Kong.  The 
memorials of Sir Robert Ho Tung, Sir Catchick Paul Chater, Kan 
Tung-po and Sir Kai Ho Kai can all be found there (See Photograph 3, 
4, 5). Furthermore, the cemetery provides us another way to see the 
history of Hong Kong.  
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Photograph 1 Hong Kong Cemetery, c.1879; the Race Course is 
seen above and to the right 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.13. 
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Photograph 2 General View of Hong Kong Cemetery 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.15. 
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Fig 1.2 Map of Happy Valley (near the race course and cemeteries) 
Source: Central map  
Available at: http://centamap.com 
Date of access : 16/3/2010 
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Photograph 3 Graves of Sir Robert Ho Tung and his first wife 
Margaret Mak Sau Ying in Hong Kong Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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 Photograph 4 Grave of Sir Catchick Paul Chater in Hong Kong 
Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 5 Grave of Kan Tung Po in Hong Kong Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
As the burial ground for Roman Catholic in Wan Chai was 
running out of space shortly after it was built, a new burial site (later 
named as St. Michael‟s Cemetery) for the Catholics which was 
adjacent to the Hong Kong Cemetery was granted on 7
th
 January, 
1848 (Ko 2001: 244).  The term of the lease is 999 years and the rent 
is 1 dollar per year.   
 
The cemetery is opened for deceased of different nationalities. 
Tombs of Chinese, British, Irish, Italian, Portuguese and French could 
be found there. It is a burial place for many well-known Catholics like 
Tang King-po, Peter Kwang Yung Tsao, Sir Harry Fang and Linda 
Lin Dai (See Photograph 7, 8, 9). 
 
In the dissertation, names of the Protestants and Catholics were 
collected from these two cemeteries.  
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Photograph 6 General View of Hong Kong Cemetery 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office: Hong Kong : p.15.  
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Photograph 7 Grave of Tang King Po in St. Michael‟s Catholic 
Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 8 Grave of Lin Dai, Linda in St. Michael‟s Catholic 
Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 9 Grave of Harold H.W. Lee in St. Michael‟s Catholic 
Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Research Context 
This research originates from the sociology of name studies by 
Rossi (1965), Zelinsky (1970), Franklin (1986), Lieberson & Bell 
(1992), Main (1996). By analyzing the naming pattern of a particular 
community, these researches aimed at finding the factors to the choice 
of names. Ethnicity, religions, education, sexes, family relationships, 
political views were found to be relevance to the choice of name. The 
studies of names provide another view to the cultural and social aspect 
of a community.  
 
In this dissertation, the naming habit of Catholics will be 
studied by using the information obtained from a special form of real 
estate – cemeteries – treated by many as merely heritage assets. 
Factors to the choice of name, social and religious background of the 
Catholics will be revealed too.  
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Objectives 
This dissertation is the first one to study the naming pattern of 
Catholics and it serves for the following four objectives. 
I. To study the naming habits of  the Catholics 
II. To study the factors to the choice of Christian names by 
Catholics 
III. To see the cultural background and religious beliefs of 
Catholics  
IV. To show the usefulness of cemeteries as information source  
 
 
Organization 
This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 gives a 
brief introduction and the background of the research. Chapter 2 
reviews literature in the area of cemeteries, names studies and the 
Catholicism. Chapter 3 explains the eight refutable hypotheses and the 
methodologies employed. Equations of the probit models and the data 
collection method will be described. Chapter 4 explains the results of 
the probit analyses and the arithmetic comparison. Cultural aspect and 
religious belief of Catholics in Hong Kong will be revealed. Chapter 5 
is the conclusion which includes the limitation and further studies of 
this dissertation.   
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
As this dissertation relates to different academic fields, this 
chapter reviews researches that are important to the formation of this 
dissertation. These researches are mainly from three fields which are 
the Cemetery Studies, Sociology of name studies and the Religious 
Studies. The significance of this dissertation will also be explained. 
 
 
Cemetery Studies 
As the architecture of cemeteries and the inscription on 
gravestones provides a lot of useful information, cemeteries have been 
studied by scholars from different fields like, Archaeology, Cultural 
Studies, Sociology, Geography and History. The following chart 
stated researches of cemetery in different fields. 
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Table 2.1 Researches related to Cemeteries 
 
Fields Author Research Topic Content 
Archaeology Dethlefsen 
et al (1966) 
Death‟s heads, cherubs, 
and willow trees: 
experimental 
archaeology in colonial 
cemeteries 
By studying the gravestone in 17
th
 and 18
th
 century in 
Massachusetts, the author tried to find out the culture 
that produced the design of gravestones.  Death‟s 
heads, cherubs and willow tree were the design used 
for explanation. 
Archaeology Hayes 
(1992) 
Old Chinese Graves 
from the Tsuen Wan 
District of New 
Territories 
The article studied the various from of graves in the 
Tsuen Wan District of the New Territories 
Cultural 
studies 
Blom 
(2000) 
Ambivalent heritage: 
between affect and 
ideology in a colonial 
cemetery 
The article examined the significance of the colonial 
cemeteries in India and explained why they are 
neglected and decayed now. The author suggested that 
it is because of the ambivalence it generates  
 23 
 
 
Cultural 
studies 
French 
(1974) 
The Cemetery as 
Cultural Institution : 
The Establishment of 
Mount Auburn and the 
“Rural Cemetery” 
Movement 
By studying the Mount Auburn Cemetery, the author 
explained that the cemetery is not only a place of 
burial, but also a cultural institution as well.   
Cultural 
studies 
Miller et al 
(2006) 
Hallowed Ground, 
Place and Culture: The 
Cemetery and the 
Creation of Place 
The author explored the historical development of 
modern cemetery and used the cemeteries of New 
Orleans, Louisiana as case studies to explain how the 
cemetery is influenced by the culture and their cultural 
significance.   
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Cultural 
studies 
Tarlow 
(2000) 
Landscapes of memory The article studied the various aspects (public health, 
class relationships and foreign influences) of the garden 
cemeteries in Britain. However, the author thought that 
the popularity of a garden cemetery is because of the 
appealing and appropriate landscape it offers. People 
can remember the dead and mediate the relationship 
between the dead and the bereaved in a garden 
cemetery. 
Cultural 
studies 
Teather 
(1999) 
The case of the 
disorderly graves: 
contemporary death 
spaces in Guangzhou 
By studying the disorderly graves in Guangzhou, the 
author studied the factors (economic and political) 
shaping contemporary death spaces in Guangzhou and 
the cultural significance of the death space. The author 
concluded that the death space in Guangzhou reflected 
the conflicts between the modern and traditional.  
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Cultural 
studies 
Wilson 
(1960) 
Chinese burial customs 
in Hong Kong 
The burial customs of Chinese in Hong Kong were 
studied in the article. The meaning and the cultural 
significance of these customs were also explained.   
Culture and 
Architecture 
Francaviglia 
(1991) 
The Cemetery as an 
evolving cultural 
landscape 
From the studies of five Oregon cemeteries, the author 
found that the spatial and architectural evolution of 
these cemeteries is the same as the American style. It is 
an article to study the co-relation between the culture 
and the architecture of cemetery.  
Design Siu (2005) Cultural and Design: A 
New Burial Concept in 
a Densely Populated 
Metropolitan Area 
As the burial space in Hong Kong is inadequate and the 
cremation method is un-sustainable, the author 
proposed a new burial method called „Invisible Niche‟. 
To support the idea, the author also studied the cultural 
and social changes in Hong Kong.  
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Gravestone 
study 
Bard (1997) Garrison Memorials in 
Hong Kong 
The author conducted a gravestone study in the Hong 
Kong Cemetery and studied the historical events of 
early Hong Kong 
Grave stone 
study 
Waters 
(1998)  
Tracing Graves in 
Hong Kong 
As requested by BACSA (British Association for 
Cemeteries in South Asia) to look for seven graves in 
Hong Kong, the author stated the methodologies in 
grave tracing.  
Feng Shui Lai (1974) Feng Shui as a location 
index 
The author used an ideal „feng shui‟ topographic 
model, aerial photographs and Chinese archives to find 
out the first Chinese cemetery in Victoria, Canada.  
Furthermore, the „feng shui‟ model served as a location 
index.  
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Feng Shui Teather 
(1998) 
Themes from complex 
landscapes: Chinese 
cemeteries and 
columbaria in urban 
Hong Kong. 
By studying four cemeteries in Hong Kong, the author 
studied how “feng shui” has affected the location. The 
author discovered that landscape and location of non-
religious cemeteries can reflect a good “feng shui” 
design while the Christian cemetery does not.  
Geography Hardwick et 
al (1971) 
Cemeteries and urban 
land value 
The article studied the land value of different types of 
cemeteries. 
Geography Kong 
(1999) 
Cemeteries and 
columbaria, memorials 
and mausoleums: 
narrative and 
interpretation in the 
study of death spaces 
in geography 
The paper reviewed geographer‟s research on death 
space. The relevance of death space to the theoretical 
argument of social construction or race, class, gender 
and nation, the ideological underpinning of the contest 
between space and the centrality of space were also 
studied.    
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History Ko (2001) A review of the 
development of 
cemeteries in Hong 
Kong : 1841-1950 
In reviewing the development of cemeteries in Hong 
Kong, the writer also studied the historical events and 
local issues in earlier times.  
History Ride (1962) Old Protestant 
Cemetery in Macao 
Through studying the Old Protestant Cemetery in 
Macau, the author aimed to find out some historical 
events and important figures in early Macau.  Names 
and some personal information of the deceased were 
also provided.  
History Smith 
(1985) 
Notes for a visit to the 
government cemetery 
at Happy Valley 
The article revealed the history and development of the 
Hong Kong Cemetery at Happy Valley.  
Sociology Chan 
(2003) 
Hillside burials: 
indigenous rights in the 
new territories of Hong 
Kong 
The article studied the indigenous right of hillside 
burial in the New Territories and found out the 
importance of the burial custom to the Chinese culture. 
 29 
 
Sociology Foster 
(1998) 
Patterns of conception, 
nationality, and 
mortality from 
Midwestern 
cemeteries: a 
sociological analysis of 
historical data 
The research used the data from ten cemeteries (2,021 
burials) to study the demographic and social pattern 
characterizing the Midwest of America  
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By studying the cemeteries, the cultural and social aspects of a 
community can be seen. Smith (1985), Hayes (1992), Bard (1997), 
Waters (1998), Teather (1998), Ko (2001), Chan (2003) who studied 
the cemeteries in Hong Kong also studied the history and local issues 
of early Hong Kong. This dissertation serves for the same purpose and 
the focus is narrowed down to the lives of the Catholic community in 
Hong Kong.  
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Why Do Scholars Study Gravestones? 
The inscription on the gravestone not only provides the 
personal information about the deceased, it also tells us some 
important events.  Bard (1997: 1) in the report of the grave stone 
project commented that 
 
Inscriptions on memorials are not all equally informative. But 
their cumulative value is considerable in throwing light on 
historical events of local interest… there is no time to be lost in 
recording the valuable information on graves and monuments, 
if it is to be saved for posterity. 
 
And in Bard‟s (1997: 2) study of the Military Graves & Monuments 
of the Hong Kong Cemetery, he suggested that a gravestone study 
project can be useful in different aspects like,  
 
(1) Inscription on the memorials may provide valuable information 
about important events, like war, epidemics, natural calamities 
etc.  
 
(2) The construction of a memorial, its symbolic and ornamental 
features, and its development over a period of time may be 
important to historians and architects 
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(3) Inscriptions may be of a special interest to family historians 
and genealogists who study the roots and movements of 
communities.  
 
As gravestones are so valuable in providing different kinds of 
information, they act like a source of information and are studied by 
scholars from different fields. 
 
 
Methodologies Of Gravestone Studies 
In 1991, S.M. Bard and the Antiquities and Monuments Offices 
began a gravestone study project in the Hong Kong Cemetery. Bard‟s 
project lasted for 15.5 months and about 1300 military graves and 
monuments covering the period from 1841 to 1969 were studied.  
 
According to Bard (1997: 2),  
 
the study aims at learning about the lives and deaths of the 
servicemen; augmented by the background research, it is hoped 
to gain a composite picture, not only of the life of the garrison, 
with its day-to-day problems, its hazards and calamities, but 
also of the early Hong Kong as a whole. 
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The report also stated the methodologies of a gravestone study 
project and it is a useful reference for this research.   
 
(1) Plan of work 
As the duration of the gravestone study project is long and it involves 
quite a number of workers and experts, the project leader has to 
outline the working schedule first so as to enhance the working 
efficiency. From the work of Bard and the AMO, the project was 
divided into four phases (Survey and Field Recoding, Photography, 
Background Research and Collation of Results & Report) and there 
was a time limit for each phase. The outline can act as a reference of 
working progress and remind the team if they are working too slowly. 
 
(2) Survey 
For the purpose of identification, each studied gravestone is given a 
reference number and its location is marked on the map. As the area 
of the cemetery is so large and contained so many tombs, this method 
provide scholars and readers an effective way in finding the exact 
position of the studied gravestone.  
 
In the project, a standard ordinance map which was divided into 
different sections was used as the basic map (See Fig 2.1). 
Furthermore, each section was enlarged so that each memorial could 
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be drawn accurately in terms of location and shape (See Fig 2.2). The 
reference number of the gravestone is also given in the section map.  
 
(3) Field recording and Inscription  
Since the inscription on the gravestone is an important source in 
providing information of the historical events and local issues, field 
recording is very crucial for the quality of the project. Bard (1997: 13) 
has stated the requirements and importance of the field recording. 
 
From the point of view of historical research, the inscription is 
the most valuable component of a memorial, and maximum 
effort is spent on reading it as completely as possible. It is 
copied verbatim, in the space provided in the recording form, 
and every detail of spelling (including the mistakes), homilies, 
and religious verses is observed. The style of the writing, 
however, is not copied;….  
 
Since field recording is important, the procedure has to be undertaken 
seriously (See Photograph 10, 11). Furthermore, Bard (1997: 23) 
suggested using a recording form so that the data can be arranged in a 
more systematic way (See Fig 2.3).  
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Fig 2.1Map of the Hong Kong Cemetery 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong Kong: Some Graves and 
Monuments at Happy Valley. The Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong: p.16.  
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Fig 2.2 Map of a Section of the Hong Kong Cemetery 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.17.  
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Photograph 10 The team at work in the Hong Kong Cemetery 
(Reading an inscription with the help of a mirror) 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.19.  
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Photograph 11 The Team at work in the Hong Kong Cemetery 
(Recording a memorial) 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.19.  
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Fig. 2.3 The recording form 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.19.  
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(4) Photography 
Apart from copying the inscription, it is also essential to keep a 
photographic record of the studied gravestone. Bard (1997: 24) 
suggested that a photograph can record the shape and the form of a 
gravestone, its ornamental features and the style of the lettering of the 
inscription.  
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What Is A Name? 
Unlike historians who are not very interested in the names of 
people they are studying, scholars from different fields like linguistic, 
philosophy and social anthropology have recognized the need for the 
studies on names for a long time (Wilson 1998: x). Yet, they hold 
different opinions and views on the meaning of names.  
 
For linguists and philosophers, names serve for only one 
function which is to identify people (Wilson 1998: xi). In their 
analyses, words and names are separated and it is undergone in the 
absences of social context (Wilson 1998: xi). Mill (1843) said that the 
association of proper name to the object or person is arbitrary and they 
have no meaning at all. They purely refer to the person having that 
name without any description. Jullian (1919) suggested that names are 
„sterilized words‟ which lost the original meaning. And they are used 
only as a simple label. According to Rymes (1996:238), these 
thoughts are reflected by modern linguistics books that all examples 
include two names only, Mary and John. 
 
However, sociologists believe that names should bear some 
meaning and it is more than an arbitrary label only. Miller (1927: 586) 
pointed out that a name is the symbol of the social personality - that is, 
the personality as recognized by the group and as fashioned by the 
current folkways of that group. He also suggested that being named is 
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the starting point of the individual‟s life in a group and the individual 
is aggregated to his society after he gets his names.  
 
Miller (1927: 586) illustrated his thought through his studies in 
the indigenous tribe from the island of Borneo. In Borneo, the child is 
never counted as a member of a family until he is named. If an 
unnamed child dies before the naming ceremony, his mother will be 
sad for it but no more than if the child dies as stillborn.  
 
Though, the case mentioned will not happen in modern society, 
it has clearly demonstrated Miller‟s idea that name is the symbol of 
the social personality. Being named does not only provide 
identification for the person, it also gains the recognition as a member 
and a part of a group. 
 
Some sociologists have similar thoughts as Miller and they 
have further elaborated his notion. Zelinsky (1970: 748) argued that 
name is not a good means to identify people. He stated that it is either 
unnecessary for purposes of identification, or does the job rather 
poorly. He also suggested that a numerical system like driver‟s 
licenses, telephone or military serial numbers will serve the purposes 
of identification more effectively. Conversely, he thinks that a name is 
a meaningful statement that charges a special field of images, 
significations, and emotional reverberations for the giver, bearer and 
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community at large. This notion was supported by Libeberson (1984: 
77) who believed that the naming process involves an interaction 
between the images that the names hold for the parents and the 
expectations, hopes, and visions they have about their child. Anderson 
(2007) has also pointed out that name givers may wish to attribute 
qualities to the namees by their choice of name For example, they will 
use names like Modesty, Patience and Felicity.  
 
It can be concluded that a name is not only used for 
identification and it has some more meanings. It defines a person‟s 
social personality and possesses meaning to the giver and bearer. 
Therefore, a name is not an arbitrary and meaningless label described 
by linguistics and philosophers.  
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Factors Affecting The Choice Of Names And Their Implications 
In the studies concerning the effect of social taste to the choice 
of children‟s first name, Lieberson & Bell (1992: 514) stated that 
naming is a social process and is influenced by various social and 
cultural factors. 
 
The naming activity is ultimately a social process, and the 
resulting pattern of name usage reflects the combined influence 
of imagery associated with each name, the notions parents have 
about the future characteristics of their children, estimates of 
the response of others to the name, the awareness and 
knowledge of names through the mass media and other sources, 
parents’ belief about what are appropriate children’s names for 
persons of their status and institutionalized norms and 
pressures 
 
Sociologists have studied the naming pattern of different groups 
of people to find out the factors affecting the choice of name. From 
their studies, the culture and some aspects of society are revealed. The 
following have shown the factors that have been explored and tested. 
Reasons for the formation of the factors are also provided. 
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Gender 
The traditional belief is reflected from the choice of a name of a 
different gender. Lieberson & Bell (1992: 517) compared the naming 
pattern of the boys and girls born in New York State from 1973-85 
and four features are discovered.  
 
Firstly, there is a difference between boys and girls in the 
concentration of name. Boys‟ names are more concentrated in the 20 
most common names than girls‟ name. Also, the percentage of using 
the most popular boys‟ names is higher than girls‟. Secondly, more 
girls than boys had „unique‟ names. Unique names are names that 
have only been used by one child in the whole sample. Thirdly, there 
is a difference in the rapidity of the change of name between boys and 
girls. Changes and turnover in the top 20 names of girls are higher 
than boys. Fourthly, boys‟ names are more traditional and girls‟ 
names are fashionable. This could be seen from the difference in the 
source of name. Boys‟ names are usually from biblical and Greek 
sources, while girls‟ names are usually diminutive, or derived from 
pet names, plants names or town names. 
 
Lieberson & Bell (1992: 520) suggested that is because of the 
historically rooted conceptions of the roles of females and males in 
the society. He used the notion of Rossi (1965: 503) for elaboration. 
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„Women play the more crucial role in family and kin activities, while 
men are the symbolic carriers of the temporal continuity of the family‟  
 
Therefore, Lieberson & Bell (1992: 520) thought that a lesser 
role is assigned to women and their names are relatively more 
decorative and open to fashion.  
 
Education Level 
In the research mentioned above, Lieberson & Bell (1992: 523) 
also studied how the educational level of the mothers affects the 
choice of name for their sons and daughters in terms of phonemic, 
etymology and the history of names. 
 
Firstly, women with lower education level prefer names without 
long-standing historical roots than highly educated women. Highly 
educated women generally resist names that are too novel and lack 
historical roots. Secondly, n-sounding names are more attractive to 
mothers with higher education level. Thirdly, boys‟ names having the 
meaning of strength are more popular among less educated mothers. 
While girls‟ name having the meaning of goodness, strength, activity, 
sincerity and intelligence are more popular among highly educated 
mothers. 
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Although these features are explained by the statistical analysis, 
Lieberson & Bell (1992) do not explain why these forms take place. 
 
Relationship With Kin 
Names of kin are one of the major sources for the name of 
children. To study why parents would choose the name of kin for their 
children, Rossi (1965) conducted semi-structured interviews with 384 
women from middle class families that are from the three 
neighborhoods in the Chicago area.  
 
The results of the interviews can be summarized in three main 
ways. Firstly, the probability that the children will be named after the 
kin will be higher if the families have more frequent contacts with 
their relatives. Secondly, the probability will also be higher if there is 
a close relationship between the relatives and children. Thirdly, 
children who are named after their grandparents have a close 
relationship with grandparents.  
 
From the above three main points, Rossi (1965: 503) concluded 
that a positive feeling between the parents and kin will increase the 
incentives for parents to name their children after kin.  
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Historical View 
The choice of a name will be affected by the history of a 
country. People‟s preference towards some famous persons will be 
reflected by the naming pattern.  
 
Franklin (1986) studied the forename of around 750 English 
peasants in the 14
th
 century to find out their historical attitude. The 
source of his studies was from a manorial extent, a tax assessment, 
and a series of manorial court rolls. 
 
From his analysis, names like William, Richard and John who 
were borne by the kings are popular among males. While, names like 
Edith, Matilda, Alice and Joan who are borne by queens and ladies are 
popular among women. Franklin (1986: 25) suggested that reflected 
the popularity of the kings and queens among the citizens. It also told 
us the historical view of the peasants in the 14
th
 century. 
 
Similar to all of the above-mentioned researches, the 
dissertation studies the factors i.e. ethnicity, year of birth and 
historical event in the choice of Christian names. Furthermore, some 
tradition and religious beliefs of Catholics will be revealed  
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Why Do Sociologists Study Names? 
From a sociological point of view, the choice of name is a result 
of culture and social force. Therefore, the naming pattern is a 
reflection of the culture, social norms and different aspects of society. 
Sociologists study names as they act likes a mirror of the society.  
 
Miller (1929: 585) pointed out that the nature of societal 
evolution can be deduced from the study of names. People can learn 
about the evolution of social institutions and the nature of social 
forces through tracing the folkways built about the name.  
 
For the use of name studies, Zelinsky (1970: 743) provided a 
more comprehensive explanation. Zelinsky pointed out that the 
pattern of the choice of given-names is an ideal measure for analyzing 
spatial and temporal variations in the total cultural system. In his 
studies of the culture of Eastern American culture, he also suggested 
that, personal names are sensitive indicators of the essential character 
of the culture 
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What Is A Christian Name? 
According to Wilson‟s (1998: 60) studies, there are four 
categories of Christian names.  
 
The first category is the Theophoric name. These names come 
from the name of a god and were popular among pagans at first. 
Kajanto (1963) stated that,  
 
These were either dedicatory, ‘derived from the name of the 
deity with a suffix and bringing out the idea of a human being 
belonging to, or supposed to enjoy the protection of the deity’ 
or they made direct use of the name of the deity.   
 
Christians continued the pagan practice and took over some of the 
existing Theophoric names to link them with their own God (Wilson 
1998: 60). Theodore, Hermes, Mercurius and Apollonius are typical 
Theophoric names.  
 
The second category is the name derived from significant 
religious times. As Pagans would be named after days and months, 
Christians have also followed this practice (Wilson 1998: 60). 
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The third category includes names expressing Christian 
meaning . For example, Felix means evoking the hope for beatitude, 
Victor means the victory over sin, Vitalis means eternal life (Marrou 
1977). 
 
The fourth category is the Biblical name and the name of saints. 
For children named after a canonized saint, it is hoped that the saint 
might act as a model and a special protector and advocate before God. 
(Wilson 1998: 61). Therefore, popular saints‟ names are usually the 
name „great‟ and universal saints like the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. 
Joseph, and the Apostles.   
 
 
The Development Of Christian Names In Western Europe 
Christian names were not popular until the central medieval 
period.  Wilson (1998:86) said there was a fairly progressive 
Christianization of names and that more and more people were given 
the names of the saints. Before that time, Christian names were found 
to be very uncommon. Only a small proportion of names was 
specifically Christian by the end of Roman Empire and it continued to 
be unpopular in the early medieval time (Wilson 1998: 86).  
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  Wilson (1998: 99) commented that the Christianization of 
names was Europe-wide and represented a radical departure from the 
old Germanic name system. And La Ronciere (1990) stated there was 
a break in the transmission of names within families and „a new 
religious value‟ was attached to the name.  
 
According to Wilson‟s (1998: 99, 100) analysis, there were two 
main reasons for the Christianization of names. Firstly, naming was 
incorporated into the baptism ritual in parts of the Continent in the 
11
th
 century and in English dioceses in the 13
th
 century. Therefore, 
many people obtained their Christian names after they were baptized. 
Secondly, laymen started to focus their worship on saints. Kempers 
(1987) said that  
 
Through the exertions of the friars, for laymen to … worship on 
saints with whom they felt a social and emotional affinity.  
 
As much effort has been put into the worship of saints by friars, 
saints have become more important among laymen. Furthermore, 
veneration and worship of saints have been emphasized and people 
would like to use the saint names more. 
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Christian Names In Medieval Times 
In medieval times, names of the New Testament saints were the 
most popular among males of Western Europe. People at that time 
preferred names like Peter, Andrew, Bartholomew, Matthew and 
Thomas. Furthermore, the popularity of the name „Peter‟ was 
outstanding in early medieval times (Wilson 1998: 103, 104).  
 
In the central and later medieval periods, the name John 
displaced Peter from the first position. Wilson (1998: 104) stated that 
„across Europe from Warboys in Huntingdonshire to Nuits in 
Burgundy up to one man in three used this name‟.  John was popular 
as it is the name of two great saints, Saint John and John the Baptist. 
Biget who held similar ideas further explained that  
 
Naming a child John was to place him under the double sign of 
the Precursor of Christ and the Visionary of the Second 
Coming, of baptism and resurrection. 
 
Apart from the names of the Apostles, other names like Stephen, 
Philip, Antonius and Nicholas were also popular among men.  
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On the other hand,  Christian names like Elizabeth (or Isabel), 
Agnes and Margaret were popular among females in Western Europe 
at that time.  
 
Agnes was common in France in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries. It was the third most common female name in Flanders in 
the twelfth century and in Evreux and Paris around 1300 (Wilson 
1998: 105). In England, it was even the commonest Christian name 
for women in the early thirteenth century. At Warboys, it was the 
second commonest female name in the first half of the fourteenth 
century and the commonest female name in the second half (Wilson 
1998: 105). 
 
The popularity of the name Margaret was even higher when 
compared with the name Agnes. This name was ranked the first or 
second in Forez, Metz, Calais, Nuits and Arras in the fourteenth 
century and in Paris in the fifteenth century. In England, Margaret 
ranked in the top five at Warboys throughout the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries (Wilson 1998: 105). 
 
Christian Names In Modern Times (1500-1900) 
In modern times, the name of the “great” saints like the 
Apostles continued to be popular and there was little change in the 
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name stock. The only change was that names of the Holy Family (The 
Blessed Mary, Saint Joseph and Jesus) started to be used commonly 
(Wilson 1998: 192). 
 
Mary was a rare name in medieval times in Italy. In some 
places, this name was seen as taboo as people thought that no creature 
was worthy to bear it (Canestrier 1951). However, it started to be 
popular in the eighteenth century. Wilson (1998: 192) stated that the 
name Mary was nearly held by all women in Corsica in the later 
eighteenth century and it was even adopted by Italian men in the 
sixteenth century. This custom also spread to other countries in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
 
Joseph (or Giuseppe) was the other main novelty of the 
Counter-Reformation era (Wilson 1998: 192). It appeared in the 
sixteenth century in France and became very common in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In Perpignan , this name became 
the commonest name and 40 percent of males used it in the period 
1686-1738 (Wilson 1998: 192). 
 
Unlike Spain, the name Jesus was not commonly used and it 
appeared as the variant of Savior, like Salvayre, Sauvaire or Sauveur. 
These names were also common in the Nice region of France (Wilson 
1998: 192).  
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In this dissertation, the factors to choice of the traditional 
Christian names i.e. names of the holy family and 12 apostles are 
studied. These traditional names have become popular since the 
central medieval age. 
 
Hierarchical Order Of Saints 
The hierarchical order of saints is a tradition of the Roman 
Catholic Church. „Great‟ and „universal‟ saints who are more 
important to church history are in a higher place in the hierarchy. 
While „local‟ saints who are less famous are in a lower place. Since 
the hierarchy is merely a tradition, there is no rule showing the order 
directly and explicitly. Nevertheless, studying the prayers, customs 
and the formalities could be helpful in understanding it.  
 
The calendar of saints and the litany of saints can be used in 
revealing the hierarchical order of saints. 
 
Calendar Of Saints 
The calendar of saints is a traditional Christian method in 
organizing a year by linking each day to one or more canonized saints 
and referring the day as that saint‟s feast day. There are three types of 
feast days and they have different levels of importance: 
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1. Solemnities 
2. Feasts 
3. Memorials 
 
Solemnities are the most important and are the principal holy 
days in the liturgical calendar. They usually commemorate an event in 
the life of Jesus, the Virgin Mary and other great saints. Easter and 
Christmas are typical examples. Christians have the obligation to 
attend the mass and celebration.  
 
Feasts are the second important and it commemorates saints 
who are not as famous as those mentioned above.  
 
Memorials are the least important and the celebration is either 
obligatory or optional. They are usually celebrated by some particular 
Church, region or religious families which are related to that saint. 
 
The importance of the feast day depends on how well known 
the saints are. Feast days that commemorated saints in the higher level 
of the hierarchy are more important. They are less important if they 
commemorate saints that are from the lower level. 
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A Solemnity which is the most important feast day in the 
calendar of saints commemorates saints who are in the higher place of 
the hierarchical order. According to Ordo
2
, there are 17 solemnities 
with different number of days. These solemnities are made to 
celebrate: 
 
1. God 
2. Our Lady, the Virgin Mary 
3. St. Joseph 
4. St. John the Baptist 
5. St. Peter  
6. St. Paul 
 
From the calendar of saints, the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. 
Joseph, John the Baptist and the Apostles are in the higher position of 
the hierarchy. However, this has just given us a brief summary of the 
hierarchical order, details are not provided.  
 
Litany Of Saints 
Litany of saints is a sacred prayer of the Roman Catholic 
Church. It is a prayer for God, Mary, the angels and all the martyrs 
                                                          
2
 The Ordo is the liturgical calendar of the Roman Catholic Church according to a 
given calendar year 
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and saints upon whom Christianity was founded. It is usually sung 
during the Easter Vigil, baptism ceremony and the liturgy for Holy 
order. Until now, it is still unknown when and by whom the litany was 
composed. However, the order in which the Apostles are given, 
corresponding with that of the Canon of the Mass, proves its antiquity 
(Walafr. Strabo, “De Reb Eccl.‟, xxiii) 
 
The litany begins with the call for mercy upon God and this 
reflects that God is the utmost of everything. After that, the angels and 
the saints are invoked.  
 
The order of the invocation is as follows: 
 
1. God 
2. Our Lady, the Virgin Mary 
3. The Angels 
4. Patriarchs and Prophets 
5. The Apostles and Disciples of the Lord 
6. Martyrs 
7. Bishops and Doctors of the Church 
8. Priests and Religious 
9. Laity 
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The order of invocation has reflected the tradition of the 
hierarchical order of saints. Saints who are earlier to be invoked are in 
the higher level of the hierarchy. However, it should be noted that 
God and Angels are not saints and they are not included in the 
hierarchy.  
 
From the Litany of Saints, the hierarchical of saints are deduced as 
follows: 
 
1. Our Lady, the Virgin Mary 
2. Patriarchs and Prophets 
3. The Apostles and Disciples of the Lord 
4. Martyrs 
5. Bishops and Doctors of the Church 
6. Priests and Religious 
7. Laity 
 
The Virgin Mary is the first in the hierarchical order. Followed 
by her are the Patriarchs and Prophets. Therefore, Joseph and John the 
Baptist are the second in the hierarchical order. The Apostles and 
Disciples of the Lord are the third. Hence, the 12 apostles are just 
below Joseph and John the Baptist in terms of the hierarchical order. 
After that are the martyrs, bishops and doctors of the church, priests 
and religious and the laity. 
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Changes After The Second Vatican Council 
In the 1950s, the theological and biblical studies of the Catholic 
Church started to sway from the neo-scholasticism and biblical 
literalism. Also, bishops over the world faced different challenges 
driven by economic, political, social and technological changes. 
Because of these reasons, Pope John XXIII raised the idea to convene 
a Council in 1959. The discussion topics of the council included the 
church itself, the relation to ecumenism and other religions and the 
relations to the modern world. Over 2,500 men including bishops 
around the world, superiors‟ orders participated in the council. It is the 
largest gathering in the church history. As John Pope John often said, 
„It was the time to open the windows of the Church to let in some 
fresh air‟, Christians outside the Roman Catholic Church like the 
Protestant denominations and Eastern Orthodox Churches were 
invited to send observers to the Council.  
 
The Council named as the Second Ecumenical Council of the 
Vatican was opened under Pope John XXIII on 11 October, 1962 and 
closed under Pope Paul VI on 21 November, 1965.  
 
Ebaugh (2009) and Wilde (2007) said that Vatican II is the 
most significant example of the institutionalized religious change 
since the Reformation. Wilde (2007: 1) also stated that the Council 
had „turned the Church on its head.‟ For example, the Roman Catholic 
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Church relinquished its claim to be the one true church, abdicated 
claim to power in relation to nation-states and reinterpreted its identity 
from a hierarchical authority to a church as the people of God.  
 
In supporting her argument, Wilde (2007) used cases studies of 
three specific council proposals which are the (1) Declaration of 
Religious Freedom, (2) Elevating the status of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary and (3) Allowing the Catholic laity to use artificial birth control. 
As the second case study relates to the dissertation, it will be further 
studied in the following. 
 
According to Wilde (2007: 103), The Blessed Virgin Mary has 
held a very special place in Catholicism for a long period of time. A 
Catholic theologian said that, „Devotion to Mary the mother of Jesus 
has been a hallmark of the Catholic tradition.‟ (McCarthy 1994). 
Furthermore, the devotions to Mary also flourished in many places, 
like Ireland, France, Italy and Latin America. 
 
However, Protestants hold a very different view and see the 
Catholic devotion to Mary as inappropriate. Although Protestants 
accept that Mary is the human mother of Jesus and was a Virgin when 
she conceived him, they think that the Catholic devotion to Mary is 
too intense and is more than Jesus. Many Protestants felt that „Mary 
had been so elevated to a semi-divine status that either she was given 
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titles that parallel those given to Christ or she functioned like the 
Spirit‟. The conflict in the devotion to Mary has existed for a very 
long time and is one of the major differences between Catholicism 
and Protestantism.   
 
In responding to the divergence, nearly a quarter of bishops in 
the Council said that they would like to discuss Mary (Wilde 2007: 
104). The discussion consisted of three sessions and emphasized the 
position of Mary in the Church. There are generally two groups of 
bishops which are the progressives and conservatives. Progressives 
include bishops who wanted to improve ecumenical relations and 
would like to minimize the gap between Protestants and Catholics. 
Therefore, they did not agree with the status of Mary in the Church at 
that time. On the other hand, Conservatives include bishops who 
agreed that Mary should be especially respected. And they would like 
to restrain the change of status of Mary in the church. 
 
The discussion includes topics about the schema of Mary and 
the Church and the terminology for Mary. In discussing whether Mary 
should have her own schema, the Conservatives insist that Mary 
should be treated in her special schema so as to emphasize her special 
dignity and pre-eminence (Wilde 2007: 105). On the other hand, 
Progressives proposed that the schema of Mary should be 
incorporated into the schema of the Church to avoid „creating new 
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Marian dogmas‟ or „encourage false and baseless exaggerations‟ 
(Wilde 2007: 105).  The Council finally proceeded to the voting stage 
and the progressive side won from the conservatives by 40 votes 
(1,114 to 1,074) (Wilde 2007: 106).   
 
In discussing the terminology used in any conciliar statement 
on Mary, the progressives succeeded again in keeping the majority of 
the problematic terms out of it. In reviewing the discussion, Douglas 
Horton (1964: 26-27), a Protestant observer wrote that: 
 
Instead of calling Mary either ‘The Mother of the Church’ or  
‘The Mother of our Lord’, which have come to be slogans of 
two differing groups within the church, the schema now speaks 
of Mary as ‘a most-loved mother’. Some had objected to 
describing Mary as ‘Mediatrix’. Instead of deleting this word, 
which would have offended one part of the church, the word 
had been softened by adding the loose appositives, ‘Advocate’, 
and ‘Helper’. (Wilde 2007: 111) 
 
After the discussions and voting, the proposal to elevate the 
status of Blessed Virgin Mary failed. Wilde (2007: 114) concluded 
that the Council resulted in an overall de-accentuation of Mary.  
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Conclusion Of The Literature Review 
By using the cemetery as a data source, this dissertation studies 
the naming pattern of Catholics. Studies related to cemeteries were 
first reviewed and it can be seen that there are more studies of the 
local cemeteries. Most of the local studies concern the history of Hong 
Kong and some studies from other countries are sociological like this 
dissertation. After that, the methodologies of gravestone studies were 
introduced and it is important to the data collection of this research.   
 
As this dissertation studies the names of Catholics, sociological 
meanings of names were explained. The naming habits of Catholics 
and the four types of Christian names were introduced afterwards.  It 
gave readers an idea of what is studied.  
 
Finally, religious beliefs of the Catholics were explained by 
using different prayers, customs and events of the Roman Catholic 
Church.  The idea of Hypotheses I, II and III comes from the tradition 
of the hierarchical order of saints. Hypotheses IV to VIII emphasize 
the naming habits of Catholics.  
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CHAPTER 3 
HYPOTHESES AND METHODOLOGY 
Eight hypotheses which evaluate the naming pattern of 
Catholics are introduced and explained. After that, the methodologies 
adopted to study the naming pattern are elaborated. For the purpose of 
explanation, equations of the arithmetic comparisons and the Probit 
analyses are stated. The data collection procedures and the results are 
described in the final part of this chapter.  
 
   
Hypotheses 
By using the data collected from the gravestones of the St. 
Michael‟s Catholics‟ Cemetery and the Hong Kong Cemetery, it is 
possible for us 
 
(1) to test whether the naming pattern of Catholics is consistent 
with the hierarchical order of saints 
 
(2) to find out the factors for Catholics to choose traditional 
Christian names 
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The evaluation should be conducted with reference to eight 
refutable hypotheses regarding to the name, nationality, year of birth 
and death of the deceased. 
 
Hypothesis I: Female Catholic tombs do not have a higher 
probability of bearing the name Mary than other 
names; 
 
Hypothesis II: Male Catholic tombs do not have a higher 
probability of bearing the names Joseph and John 
than other names; 
 
Hypothesis III: Male Catholic tombs do not have a higher 
probability of bearing the names of the 12 Apostles 
than other names after Joseph and John; 
 
Hypothesis IV: The probability of a female Catholic tomb bearing 
the name Mary will not be higher if the deceased is 
a Chinese person; 
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Hypothesis V: The probability of a male Catholic tomb bearing 
the name Joseph or John or the 12 Apostles will 
not be higher if the deceased is a Chinese person; 
 
Hypothesis VI: The probability of a female Catholic tomb bearing 
the name Mary will not be lower if the year of 
birth of deceased is later; 
 
Hypothesis VII: The probability of a male Catholic tomb bearing 
the name Joseph or John or the 12 Apostles will 
not be lower if the year of birth of deceased is later; 
 
Hypothesis VIII: The probability of a female Catholic tomb bearing 
the name Mary will not be lower if the deceased is 
born after 1965 
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Interpretation Of Hypotheses 
Hypotheses I, II and III are to test whether the naming pattern 
of Catholics is consistent with the hierarchical order of saints. They 
are constructed to see if this tradition is still respected by Catholics.  
 
Hypothesis I is to test whether Mary is the most common name 
among female Catholics. Since the Blessed Virgin Mary is the first in 
the hierarchical order of saints, Mary will be the most common name 
among female Catholics if the naming pattern is consistent with the 
hierarchical order. Furthermore, the probability that a female Catholic 
tomb will bear the name Mary will be higher than all other names and 
Hypothesis I will be refuted. 
 
Hypothesis II is to test whether Joseph and John are the two 
most common names among male Catholics. Since Saint Joseph and 
John the Baptist are the second in the hierarchical order, Joseph and 
John will be the two most common names among male Catholics if 
the naming pattern is consistent with the hierarchical order. 
Furthermore, the probability that a male Catholic tomb will bear the 
name Joseph and John will be higher than all other names and 
Hypothesis II will be refuted. 
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If Hypothesis II is refuted, Hypothesis III will test whether the 
names of the 12 apostles are the third most common name among 
male Catholics. Since the 12 apostles are the third in the hierarchal 
order, name of the 12 apostles will be the third most common name 
among male Catholics if the naming pattern is consistent with the 
hierarchical order. Furthermore, the probability that a male Catholic 
tomb will bear the name of the 12 apostles will be higher than all 
other names except John and Joseph and Hypothesis III will be 
refuted. 
 
Hypotheses IV, V, VI, VII and VIII are to find out the factors 
affecting Catholics to choose traditional Christian names i.e. Mary, 
Joseph, John and the name of the 12 apostles. As discussed in Chapter 
Two, these names have become very popular among Catholics since 
medieval times.  
 
Hypotheses IV and V are to test whether there will be a higher 
probability for Chinese Catholics to use traditional Christian names. 
The idea that ethnicity will affect the choice of name was studied 
previously. From the studies in comparing the naming pattern of 
White and Black in America, Lieberson & Bell (1992: 520) found that 
the White are more in favor of traditional and historically rooted 
names and the Black are more in favor of the fashionable names. 
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Similarly, these hypotheses see whether the ethnicity of Catholics i.e. 
Chinese will affect the choice of name. 
 
Hypotheses VI and VII are to test whether there will be a lower 
probability for a Catholic to use traditional Christian names if he/she 
is born later. As younger Catholics may see traditional Christian 
names old-fashioned and unattractive, new names will be more 
popular and the use of these names will become less common over 
time. These hypotheses assume that deceased were named at the time 
they were born.  
 
Hypothesis VIII is to test whether there will be a lower 
probability for a female Catholic to use the name Mary if she was 
born after the end of the Second Vatican Council. Vatican II was 
opened in 1962 and closed in 1965. 2540 men including bishops 
around the world and the superiors of religious order were invited to 
the Council. They discussed dogma of the Roman Catholic Church 
and the relation between the church and the modern world. Over the 
years, researchers have studied the significance of the Second Vatican 
Council from a sociological perspective. They tried to find out the 
effect of the council on the customs and religious belief of the 
Catholics. In 2007, Wilde stated that the Vatican II council caused an 
overall de-accentuation of Mary. This hypothesis is to test whether the 
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council will also bring the same effect to female Catholics in the 
naming process. 
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Methodology 
Sociologists have adopted different methods in studying the 
naming pattern. They include interviews (Rossi 1965), simple 
statistical study (Lieberson & Bell 1992, Franklin 1986, Main 1996) 
and Cramer‟s V (Lieberson & Bell 1992).  
 
Arithmetic comparison and probit analyses are used here to 
study the naming pattern. This dissertation is the first one which 
adopts probit analyses in name studies. 
 
Arithmetic Comparison 
Arithmetic comparison of data will be used to evaluate 
Hypotheses I, II and III. Names from the data sample will be ranked 
according to their probability of being borne on a tomb. By using this 
method, the probability of a tomb bearing a particular name can be 
compared easily.  
 
The probability stated here is calculated by the following equation. 
 
Probability of a name to be borne =   
 
(3.1) 
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This method was also used by Lieberson & Bell (1992)‟s 
studies which concern the choice of first names of the boys and girls 
in New York. Names are ranked according to the percentage (the 
number of a particular name over the total number of data) for 
analysis. 
 
The ranking of the Protestants‟ name will be used for control 
and comparison. Yet, it is just a reference and has no effect on the 
analyses. Furthermore, the study for the males‟ names will be 
conducted separately from the study for the females‟ names. 
 
Probit Analysis 
Probit analysis was firstly used by Bliss in 1934 when he 
carried out a study on the impact of insecticides on the insects. Over 
the years, probit analysis has been used in many different fields like 
urban economics (Farrell 1954; Lee and Trost 1978; Goodman and 
Lawai 1981; Horioka 1988; Bourassa 1995; Chan 1999; Painter 2000), 
town planning (Lai and Ho 2001a, b, c, d, 2002a, b, c, 2003; Chau and 
Lai 2004), Sociology (Vanneman 1980; Huber & Spitze 1980; Waite 
1980; Bould 1980; Noell 1982; Mare et al. 1984; Ghali & Chesney-
Lind 1986; Wielgosz & Carpenter 1987; Bielby & Bielby 1988; 
Mikesell & Pirog-Good 1990) and sociology of religion (Argue et al. 
1999; Cosgel 2001; Oldmixon & Hudson 2008; Uslaner & Lichbach 
2009; Martin 2009)   
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Model Specification
3
 
Linear Probabilty Model, Probit Model and Logit Model can be 
used for the analysis. However, as the dependent variable of the 
Linear Probability Model is not constrained and its value may range 
from negative infinity to positive infinity, the result will be 
unfavorable as the dependent variable of the study should be 
constrained from 0 to 1 (Amemiya 1981, p.1486). Therefore, linear 
regression model will not be used here. Since the results of Probit and 
Logit models are more or less the same except in extreme values 
(Amemiya 1981; Aldrick 1984), we will only use probit models in this 
dissertation. 
 
In this dissertation, analyses of the male and female names will 
be conducted separately.  
 
Analysis I will find out the relationship between (a) the 
probability of a female Catholic using the name “Mary” and (b) the 
personal information of the female Catholic deceased. Hypothesis IV, 
VI, and VIII will be evaluated. 
 
Analysis II will find out the relationship between (a) the 
probability of a male Catholic using the name “Joseph” or “John” or 
                                                          
3
 This part is adapted from Yung (2001) 
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the name of the 12 Apostles and (b) the personal information of the 
male Catholic deceased. Hypotheses V and VII will be evaluated. 
 
Probit model
4
 
Suppose there is an unobserved variable y* which ranges 
from –∞ to + ∞. This y* is assumed to be linearly related to the 
observed independent variables X‟s such that 
 
y*  =  ∑ bj Xj + e                                         
 
y* is then linked to the observed binary variable y (the outcome) 
by the following equation: 
 
       
 
Hence, Pr (y = 1) = Pr (y* > 0), and Pr (y = 0) = Pr (y* ≤ 0) =              
1- Pr(y = 1). Since y* is continuous, the problems of specifying a 
linear probability model are avoided. We assume that the expected 
value of the error term is 0, i.e. E(e│X) = 0. Since y* is not observable, 
                                                          
4
 This part is adapted from Yung (2001) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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the variance of the error term e, i.e. Var(e│X), cannot be estimated. 
We have to assume the distribution of the error term. As “the 
probability of an event is unaffected by the identifying assumption 
regarding Var(e│X)” (Long 1997, p.50), we here assume the error 
term e follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. The 
cumulative distribution function of a normal distribution with     
E(e│X) = 0 and Var(e│X) = 1 is 
 
Φ(e) =                
 
Pr (y = 1) = Pr (y* > 0) = Pr (∑ bj Xj + e > 0) = Pr (e > -∑ bj  Xj). 
Since the cumulative normal distribution is symmetrical, Pr (e >-∑ bj 
Xj) = Pr (e < ∑ bj Xj). Hence, 
 
Pr (y = 1) 
= Pr (e < -∑bj Xj) = Φ (∑ bj Xj) 
=   
 
 
 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Maximum Likelihood Method
5
 
Since y* is not observable, we cannot use the Ordinary Least 
Square (OLS) method to estimate the parameter bj, Maximum 
Likelihood Method is hence used here. 
 
Since there are only 2 possible outcomes : either bearing the 
name –Mary, Joseph or anyone of the 12 apostles (y = 1) or not (y = 
0), and since all the personal information of the descents are 
independent to each other, we can apply the binomial distribution to 
find the likelihood of happening of a particular event: 
 
L(bj) =    
 
where i denotes the i
th
 descent. 
 
We may also obtain the Log Likelihood equation by taking logs 
on both side of the equation (3.6) 
 
                                                          
5
 This part is adapted from Yung (2001) 
(3.6) 
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As we can never know what the exact values of bj are, 
Maximum Likelihood is used to find the set of values of bj that can 
maximize the probability (likelihood) of a particular observation. 
 
Since it can be shown that Log Likelihood equation is globally 
concave, i.e., there will be only 1 maximum, we can use iterative 
procedure to converge our estimations to the single maximum 
(Amemiya 1981). The iteration method starts with an initial value, 
attempts to improve on this guess by adding a vector of adjustments, 
and ends until there is convergence (Long 1997). 
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The Variables (Analysis I) 
The Dependent Variables (Mary) 
This is the choice of name by female Catholics. From the data sample, 
female deceased used different names, like Rose, Elizabeth, Anna, 
Lucia etc. In the analysis, it is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the 
Christian name of the deceased is Mary and 0 otherwise.  Mary is the 
name of the Blessed Virgin Mary and is a traditional and common 
Christian name. 
 
The Independent Variables 
Chinese Ethnicity (CHINESE) 
The deceased in the St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery could be 
Chinese, Spanish, British, Irish, and Portuguese etc. To study the 
effect of Chinese ethnicity to the use of the name Mary, the data is 
sorted to two groups i.e., the Chinese and non-Chinese.  
 
The dummy variable will equal 1 if the deceased is a Chinese person 
and 0 otherwise 
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Year of birth (BIRTH) 
A control variable (BIRTH) will be used to study the relationship 
between the year of birth of the deceased and the use of the female 
name Mary. The variable represents the year of birth of the deceased.  
 
Year of death (DEATH) 
DEATH represents the year of death of the deceased. It is a control 
variable to study the relationship between the year of death of the 
deceased and the use of the name Mary. 
 
Second Vatican Council (VATICAN2) 
A dummy variable (VATICAN2) is to study the use of the name Mary 
before and after the second Vatican council. As the council ended in 
1965, it will equal 1 if the deceased was born after 1965 and 0 
otherwise. 
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The Variables (Analysis II) 
The Dependent Variable (SAINTS) 
This is the choice of name by male Catholics. From the data sample, 
male deceased used different names, like Peter, William, Thomas and 
John etc. In the analysis, it is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the 
Christian name of the deceased is any of the following 
 
1. Joseph 
2. John 
3. Peter 
4. Andrew 
5. James 
6. Philip 
7. Bartholomew 
8. Matthew 
9. Thomas 
10. Thaddeus 
11. Simon 
12. Matthias 
 
and 0 if the name is not stated above. These names belong to Saint 
Joseph, John the Baptist and the 12 Apostles and are the traditional 
and common Christian names. 
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The Independent Variables 
Chinese Ethnicity (CHINESE) 
The deceased in the St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery could be 
Chinese, Spanish, British, Irish, and Portuguese etc. To study the 
effect of Chinese ethnicity in the use of the name of Joseph or John or 
the 12 apostles, data will be sorted to two groups i.e., the Chinese and 
non-Chinese.  
 
The dummy variable will be 1 if the deceased is a Chinese person and 
0 otherwise. 
 
Year of birth (BIRTH) 
A control variable (BIRTH) will be used to study the relationship 
between the year of birth of the deceased and the use of the 12 male 
names stated above. The variable represents the year of birth of the 
deceased.  
 
Year of death (DEATH) 
DEATH represents the year of death of the deceased. It is a control 
variable to study the relationship between the year of death of the 
deceased and the use of the 12 male names stated above. 
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Second Vatican Council (VATICAN2) 
A dummy variable (VATICAN2) is to study the use of the 12 names 
stated above before and after the second Vatican council. As the 
council ended in 1965, it will equal 1 if the deceased was born after 
1965 and 0 otherwise. 
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Gravestone Study 
Gravestone studies were conducted in the Saint Michael‟s 
Catholic Cemetery and the Hong Kong Cemetery. The data was 
obtained by directly copying the inscription on the gravestones.  
 
The Hong Kong Cemetery has approximately 12,000 tombs 
dating from the year 1845 and the Saint Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
had 15,000 tombs dating from 1858.   In both cemeteries, earth burial 
graves were arranged by section. The former has 35 sections and the 
latter 14 sections (See fig 3.1 and 3.2).  
 
1,627 names and personal details of Catholic deceased 
(including Chinese (65%) and European (35%)) were collected from 4 
sections (sections 1, 2, 3-I, 3-II, 4-I and 4-II) and ossaria on the flat 
ground of the Saint Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery from June 2009 to 
March 2010.  
 
For control and comparison purpose, a sample of tombs in the 
Hong Kong Cemetery was also surveyed. A total of 1,118 names of 
Protestant deceased were collected from 13 sections (sections 7, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 15, 16A, 16B, 16D, 17A, 17B, 18, 19, 20, 20A, 21, 21A) 
in the Hong Kong Cemetery in the same period for this study.  
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The years of birth of the deceased in the data sample span over 
2 centuries, from 1771 to 1988, while the range of the years of death 
is from 1840 to 2009.  
  
Five categories of human data as inscribed on the gravestones 
were recorded. They were the names, sexes, nationalities, years of 
birth and years of death. 
 
 Photographs 12 to 18 show the typical tombs found on the two 
cemeteries. 
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Fig 3.1 Map of a St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong 
Kong: Some Graves and Monuments at Happy Valley. The 
Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong : p.18.  
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Fig 3.2 Map of the Hong Kong Cemetery 
Extracted from Bard, S. (1997), Garrison Memorials in Hong Kong: Some Graves and 
Monuments at Happy Valley. The Antiquities and Monuments Office : Hong Kong: p.16.  
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Photograph 12 A Typical Grave of Chinese Catholic in St. 
Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 13 A Typical Grave of Chinese Catholic in St. 
Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 14 A Typical Grave of European Catholic in St. 
Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 15 A Typical Grave of European Catholic in St. 
Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 16 A Typical Grave of Chinese Protestant in Hong 
Kong Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 17 A Typical Grave of European Protestant in 
Hong Kong Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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Photograph 18 A Typical Grave of European Protestant 
in Hong Kong Cemetery 
Photograph taken by author on: 15/3/2010 
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CHAPTER 4 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 
To evaluate the eight hypotheses, two methodologies which are the 
arithmetic comparison and probit analyses are adopted. Since the 
analyses of male names and female names will be separated in the two 
methodologies, there are a total of four analyses in this chapter. 
 
(1) Arithmetic Comparison of female names 
(2) Arithmetic Comparison of male names 
(3) Probit Analysis of female names (Analysis 1) 
(4) Probit Analysis of male names  (Analysis 2) 
 
After the analyses, the results are explained to support the theory 
proposed in this dissertation.  
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Arithmetic Comparison Of Female Names 
The following table shows the 10 most common female names 
borne by the tombs of Catholics and Protestants. The names are 
ranked according to the probability that it appears on the tomb.  
 
Table 4.1 Ten most popularly adopted female Christian names as 
found in Saint Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery and Hong Kong 
Cemeteries 
Catholic Protestant 
 frequency Probability 
(%) 
 frequency Probability 
(%) 
Mary 367 43.6 Elizabeth 14 6.4 
Anna 60 7.1 Anna 12 5.5 
Theresa 33 3.9 Mary 11 5.0 
Rose 31 3.7 Alice 8 3.7 
Margaret 25 3.0 Margaret 8 3.7 
Lucia 19 2.3 Katherine 6 2.7 
Katherine 17 2.0 Dorothy 5 2.3 
Alice 13 1.5 Cecilia 4 1.8 
Elizabeth 13 1.5 Rose 4 1.8 
Monica 10 1.2 Lilian 4 1.8 
      
Sub-Total 588 69.9 Sub-Total 76 34.7 
Total 841  Total 219  
 
Mary is the most common name among female Catholics. 43.6 
% of the female Catholic tombs bear this name. Anna (7.1%), Theresa 
(3.9%), Rose (3.7%) and Margaret (3.0%) are the names after Mary in 
terms of probability.  
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On the other hand, Elizabeth is the most common name for 
female Protestants. 6.4% of the female Protestant tombs bear this 
name. Anna (5.5%), Mary (5.0%), Alice (3.7%) and Margaret (3.7%) 
are the names after Elizabeth in terms of the probability.  
 
There is also an overlapping between the 10 most common 
names. Mary, the most common name of female Catholics is the third 
most common name of Protestants. Elizabeth, the most common name 
of Protestants is ranked the ninth in the Catholic side. Anna, Rose, 
Margaret, Katherine and Alice can all be seen from both side of the 
chart. 
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Arithmetic Comparison Of Male Names 
The following table shows the 10 most common male names 
borne by tombs of Catholics and Protestants. The names are ranked 
according to the probability that it appears on the tomb.  
 
Table 4.2 Ten most popularly adopted male Christian names as found 
in Saint Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery and Hong Kong Cemeteries 
Catholic Protestant 
 Frequency Probability 
(%) 
 Frequency Probability 
(%) 
Joseph 210 26.7 John 76 8.5 
John 72 9.2 William 73 8.1 
Peter 62 7.9 James 66 7.3 
Anthony 47 6.0 George 53 5.9 
Francis 39 5.0 Charles 43 4.8 
Paul 29 3.7 Henry 34 3.8 
Charles 21 2.7 Frederick 31 3.4 
Louis 19 2.4 Robert 27 3.0 
William 14 1.8 Edward 26 2.9 
Albert 12 1.5 Thomas 23 2.6 
      
Sub-
Total 
525 66.8 Sub-
Total 
452 50.3 
Total 786  Total 899  
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Joseph is the most common name for male Catholics. 26.7 % of 
the male Catholic tombs bear this name. John is the second most 
common name and 9.2% of the Catholic tombs bear this name. Peter 
which is the name of one of the 12 Apostles comes third. 7.9% of the 
tombs bear this name  
 
On the other hand, John is the most common for male 
Protestants. 8.5% of the male Protestant tombs bear this name. 
William (8.1%), James (7.3%), George (5.9%) and Charles (4.8%) are 
the names after John in terms of the probability.  
 
Unlike the naming pattern of the female, the preference of male 
names is very different between two religions. Joseph and Peter 
ranked as the first and third in Catholic are not found in the Protestant 
side. And only 3 names can be found from both sides.  
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Interpretation Of Result (Arithmetic Comparison) 
From the arithmetic comparison of female names, the 
probability that a female Catholic tomb will bear the name Mary is the 
highest (43.6%) compared with other names. Therefore, Hypothesis I 
is refuted.  
 
Mary which is the most common name for female Catholics has 
an outstanding popularity by comparison.  Mary leads the second 
most common name Anna by 36.5%. And the probability of a tomb 
bearing any name after Mary is lower than 10%. 
  
The outstanding popularity of Mary can be discovered when 
comparing to the naming pattern of female Protestants.  Only 6.4% of 
the female Protestant tombs bear the most common name Elizabeth 
and the figure is also very low when compared with Mary (43.6%). In 
addition, Elizabeth only leads the second common name Anna by 
0.9%. The probability of the name to be borne decreases gradually. 
Anna leads Mary by 0.5%, Mary leads Alice and Margaret by 1.3% 
and Alice leads Katherine by 1%. 
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From the statistical study of male names, the probability that a 
male Catholic tomb will bear the name Joseph (26.7%) and John 
(9.2%) is higher than all other male names. Therefore, Hypothesis II is 
refuted.  
 
Similar to the female names, the popularity of the most 
common is outstanding. Joseph leads the second common name John 
by 17.5%. And the probability that a male Catholic tomb will bear any 
name after Joseph is not higher than 10.0%.  
 
The outstanding popularity can be seen by comparing the 
naming pattern with male Protestants. Only 8.5% of the male 
Protestant tombs bear the most common name John and the figure is 
very low compared with Joseph (26.7%). In addition, John only leads 
the next popular name William by 0.4%. The probability of a name to 
be borne decreases gradually. William leads James by 0.8%, James 
leads George by 1.4% and George leads Charles by 1.1%. 
 
The probability that a male Catholic tomb will bear the name 
Peter (7.9%) which is the name of one of the 12 apostles is higher 
than all other male names except Joseph and John. Hence, Hypothesis 
III is refuted.  
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As three of the hypotheses concerning the hierarchical order of 
saints are refuted, the naming pattern of the Catholics is consistent 
with the order. It is because 
 
1. While the Blessed Virgin Mary is the first in the hierarchical 
order of saints,  Mary is the most common name among female 
Catholics 
  
2. While the Patriarchs and Prophet (St. Joseph and John the 
Baptist) are the second in the hierarchical order, Joseph and 
John are the two most common names among male Catholics.   
 
3. While the Apostles are the third in the hierarchical order, Peter 
which is the name of an Apostle is the third most common 
name among male Catholics.  
 
From the result, the hierarchical order of saints is still respected by 
Catholics. 
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The Probit Analysis (Analysis 1) 
Analysis 1 studies the naming pattern of female Catholics. It 
studies the relationship between the use of the name Mary and the 
characteristics of the personal information of female Catholic 
deceased. When all the independent variables (CHINESE, BIRTH, 
DEATH, VATICAN2) are put into the equation, the results in Table 
4.3 are obtained. 
 
 
 
Table 4.3 Equation 1 of Analysis 1 
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A total of 84 observations out of 841 have been automatically 
excluded due to the incomplete information.  
 
From the result, the variable CHINESE has a positive 
coefficient (+ 0.646405) and is significant at a 1% level. 
 
The variable BIRTH has a negative coefficient (-0.008959) and 
is significant at 1% level.  
 
However, the other two variables are insignificant (p-value of 
DEATH is 0.4928 and VATICAN2 is 0.2700) because they are highly 
co-related with the variable BIRTH. According to Appendix I which 
shows the statistical correlation of different independent variables, the 
correlation of the variables (BIRTH and DEATH) is 0.584 and the 
variables (BIRTH and VATICAN2) is 0.389.  
 
Therefore, BIRTH must be taken off when investigating the 
properties of DEATH and VATICAN2. 
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When BIRTH was excluded, the significance of the other 
variables improved a lot. Table 4.4 shows the result of putting the 
independent variables (CHINESE, DEATH and VATICAN2) into the 
equation.  
 
Table 4.4 Equation 2 of Analysis 1 
 
 
The variable DEATH has a negative coefficient (-0.006540) 
and is significant at 1% level now (p-value improved from 0.4928 to 
0.0009). 
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The variable VATICAN2 has a negative coefficient (-1.200740) 
and is significance at 5% level now (p-value improved from 0.2700 to 
0.0247). 
 
The coefficient of CHINESE remained positive and its 
significance still kept at 1% level. 
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As BIRTH is highly co-related to the two other variables 
(DEATH and VATICAN2), a test will be conducted in the absence of 
these two variables.  
 
Table 4.5 Equation 3 of Analysis 1 
 
 
The result is consistent with the result of Equation 1. The 
coefficient of CHINESE remains positive and the coefficient of 
BIRTH remains negative. P-value of these variables (BIRTH and 
CHINESE) remains at 1% level. 
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The Probit Analysis (Analysis 2) 
Analysis 2 studies the naming pattern of male Catholics. It 
studies the relationship between the use of the name of Joseph, John 
or the 12 Apostles and the characteristics of the personal information 
of male Catholic deceased. When all the four independent variables 
(CHINESE, BIRTH, DEATH, VATICAN2) are put into the equation, 
the results in Table 4.6 are obtained. 
 
Table 4.6 Equation 1 of Analysis 2 
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A total of 55 observations out of 786 have been automatically 
excluded due to the incomplete information.  
 
Apart from CHINESE which is significant at 1% level, all other 
variables are insignificant (p-value of BIRTH is 0.0616, DEATH is 
0.7960 and VATICAN2 is 0.2021). It is because they are highly co-
related with each other. According to Appendix II, the correlation of 
the variables (BIRTH and DEATH) is 0.642 and the variables 
(BIRTH and VATICAN2) is 0.349.  
 
As the correlation of the variables BIRTH and DEATH is too 
high, DEATH will be excluded. 
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When DEATH was excluded, the significance of the variable 
BIRTH improved a lot.  
 
Table 4.7 Equation 2 of Analysis 2 
 
 
From the result, the variable CHINESE has a positive 
coefficient (+1.052111) and is significant at 1% level. 
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The variable BIRTH has a negative coefficient (-0.004249) and 
is significant at 5% level.  
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Interpretation Of Results (Probit Analyses) 
CHINESE 
From the probit analysis of female names (Analysis 1), the 
variable CHINESE has a positive coefficient and is significant at 1% 
level. This means that the probability of a female Catholic tomb 
bearing the name Mary will be higher if the deceased is a Chinese 
person. Hypothesis IV is refuted.  
 
From the probit analysis of male names (Analysis 2), the 
variable CHINESE also has a positive coefficient and is significant at 
1% level. This means that the probability of a male Catholic tomb 
bearing the name of Joseph or John or the 12 Apostles will be higher 
if the deceased is a Chinese person. Hypothesis V is refuted.  
 
Since Hypotheses IV and V are refuted, the use of the 
traditional Christian names is more common among Chinese Catholics.  
 
This is because Chinese have little understanding towards 
Catholicism when compared with Europeans. Unlike European 
countries like Spain, Italy, Ireland and Portugal where Catholicism is 
the state-religion for several hundreds of years, the history of 
Catholicism is very short in Hong Kong. Until the first missionaries 
came to Hong Kong in the mid 19
th
 century, it was a completely new 
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religion to the Chinese and they know very little about it.  As the 
history of Catholicism is not very long in Hong Kong, it is not as 
popular as the local religions and there are fewer ways for disciples to 
learn about it. Therefore, disciples‟ understanding of the religions will 
be shallower in general. Chinese Catholics in Hong Kong may only be 
familiar with great and universal saints like the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
John the Baptist and the Apostles. Hence, traditional Christian names 
will be more popular among them.   
 
BIRTH 
From the probit analysis of female names (Analysis 1), the 
variable BIRTH has a negative coefficient and is significant at 1% 
level. This means that the probability of a female Catholic tomb 
bearing the name Mary will be lower if the year of birth of the 
deceased is later. Hypothesis VI is refuted.  
 
From the probit analysis of male names (Analysis 2), the 
variable BIRTH also has a negative coefficient and is significant at 
5% level. This means that the probability of a male Catholic tomb 
bearing the name of Joseph or John or the 12 Apostles will be lower if 
the year of birth of the deceased is later. Hypothesis VII is refuted.  
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Since Hypotheses VI and VII are refuted, the use of the 
traditional Christian names will become less common when time 
passes. 
 
The phenomenon can be explained by the psychological effect 
that young people are reluctant to use the old and traditional names. 
As the traditional names were commonly used in the old days, young 
people may find them old fashioned. With a wish to discard the old 
beliefs, people intend to search for new and fashionable names. 
Therefore, the uses of traditional names have decreased over time.     
 
VATICAN2 
From the probit analysis of female names (Analysis 1), the 
variable VATICAN2 has a negative coefficient and is significant at 
5% level. This means that the probability of a female Catholic tomb 
bearing the name Mary will be lower if the deceased was born after 
1965. Hypothesis VIII is refuted.  
 
Since Hypothesis VIII is refuted, the use of the name Mary has 
become less common after the end of the Second Vatican Council. 
Furthermore, it is consistent with Wilde‟s (2007) idea that the council 
resulted in an overall de-accentuation of Mary.  
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The Vatican II which was held in the 1960s discussed the topic 
about the devotion to Blessed Virgin Mary. At that time, the Blessed 
Virgin Mary has held a very special place in Catholicism and the 
devotion to Mary has been a hallmark of the Catholic tradition (Wilde 
2007: 103). However, the immense respect for Mary has aroused 
criticism especially from Protestants. In discussing this topic, two 
groups of bishops were holding two totally different views. The 
progressives did not agree with the status of Mary in the Church and 
would like to diminish the devotion to Mary. On the other hand, the 
conservatives agreed that Mary should be especially respected and 
would like to restrain the change of the status of Mary in the Church. 
After a series of debates and voting, the progressive side won and the 
devotion to Mary was agreed to be diminished.  
 
As there is a decrease in the veneration to the Blessed Virgin 
Mary after the council in 1965, it can be expected that the use of the 
name Mary will become less common. The result does not refute what 
Wilde (2007)‟s said that there is an overall de-accentuation of Mary 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
By using the data obtained from the Saint Michael‟s Catholic 
Cemetery and the Hong Kong Cemetery, the naming habits of 
Catholics have been studied. The discovery has significant 
implications for the sociology of religion and was original because 
grave stone data have not been used this way using statistical 
techniques that are commonly used in real estate research. Grave 
stones are real estate and at the same time a source of reliable public 
information.  
 
The research began with data collection in the St. Michael‟s 
Catholic Cemetery and Hong Kong Cemetery. Names and details of 
1,627 Catholic deceased were collected from gravestones of the 4 
sections of St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery. And 1,118 names of 
Protestant deceased were collected from 13 sections of the Hong 
Kong Cemetery. 
 
Result of the arithmetic comparison shows that Catholic 
naming pattern is consistent with the hierarchical order of saints.  It 
can be deduced that the hierarchical order of saints is still respected by 
the Catholics.  
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The probit analyses studied the factors affecting Catholics to 
choose the traditional Christian name i.e. Mary, Joseph, John and 
the names of the 12 apostles. Results show that the Chinese 
Ethnicity, year of birth of the deceased and the second Vatican 
council possess significant effects on the choice of traditional names.  
 
By studying the names of Catholics which are also the name 
of the special form of real estate, the traditions and religious belief 
of Catholics are revealed. This dissertation shows that names are 
effective means to understand the social aspect of a community. 
Furthermore, it has demonstrated that the cemetery could be a useful 
information source. 
 
Limitations And Further Studies 
Due to the constraint of time and human resources, the research 
was based on a sample of just two cemeteries (St. Michael‟s Catholic 
Cemetery and the Hong Kong Cemetery) in Hong Kong.  But there 
are altogether four Catholic and two Protestant Cemeteries in Hong 
Kong.  Furthermore, there should be Christians buried in the Chinese 
Permanent Cemeteries which are open to any religious professions. As 
the two cemeteries were opened in the mid-19
th
 century and were full 
in the mid 20
th
 century, the collected data are mostly from deceased 
who were born in the early 19
th
 century to early 20
th
 century. The 
amount of data of the deceased who were born in the late 20
th
 century 
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could be improved by collecting the data from the newer Catholic 
cemeteries e.g. St. Raphael‟s Catholic Cemetery in Hong Kong.  
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APPENDICIES 
 
Appendix I  
Correlation Table of All Independent Variables of Analysis 1 
Appendix II  
Correlation Table of All Independent Variables of Analysis 2 
Appendix III 
Personal Data collected from the St. Michael‟s Catholic Cemetery 
Appendix IV 
Personal Data collected from the Hong Kong Cemetery 
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Appendix I  Correlation Table of All Independent Variables 
of Analysis 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  CHINESE BIRTH DEATH VATICAN2 
CHINESE 1.0000       
BIRTH 0.1510 1.0000     
DEATH 0.2773 0.5837 1.0000   
VATICAN2 0.0417 0.3893 0.1297 1.0000 
Correlation among independent variables used in Equation 1, 2 and 
3 of Analysis 1 
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Appendix II  Correlation Table of All Independent Variables 
of Analysis 2 
 
  CHINESE BIRTH DEATH VATICAN2 
CHINESE 1.0000       
BIRTH 0.2250 1.0000     
DEATH 0.3182 0.6415 1.0000   
VATICAN2 0.0758 0.3495 0.1277 1.0000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Correlation among independent variables used in Equation 1, 2 of 
Analysis 2 
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Appendix III  Personal Data collected from the St. Michael’s 
Catholic Cemetery 
Name Sex Ethnicity 
Year of 
Birth 
Year of 
Death 
Maria Francisca Danenberg F European NA 1882 
Carmelina Anacleta Robarts F European NA 1947 
Carmelina M. Pereira Rocha F European NA 1918 
Maria Francisca Da Cruz Rocha F European NA 1905 
Lilia Maria Da Cruz Rocha F European NA 1903 
Charles C.A. Wohlters M European 1880 1909 
Leonie Marie Manson F European 1885 1963 
Joseph M. Houghton M European 1854 1910 
Maria Houghton F European 1865 1904 
Marie Houghton F European 1903 1937 
Bertha Houghton F European 1909 1970 
Francisco Maria Silva M European 1882 1952 
Maria Thereza Botelho Da Silva F European 1892 1976 
黃門彭氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1822 1887 
黃門陳氏 莫尼加 F Chinese 1860 1916 
鐘蓮清 瑪利亞雅各多 F Chinese 1902 1960 
John Chan Shek Kui M Chinese 1864 1957 
Alice Chan Lo Yun F Chinese 1892 1966 
吳樂生 伯多祿 M Chinese 1889 1965 
Gladys H. Coates F European 1910 1941 
Alfred Edward Coates M European 1899 1970 
Louis Victor Coates M European 1896 1963 
梁有發 安多尼 M Chinese 1892 1960 
Maria Chan Ming Sau F Chinese 1928 1951 
張璟生 保祿若翰 M Chinese 1885 1959 
馮國才 若翰 M Chinese NA NA 
陳燕翔 若望 M Chinese 1910 1967 
Joseph Kho Sin Bin M Chinese 1944 1964 
張母馮太夫人 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1880 1964 
Mabel Florence F European 1882 1906 
Hilda M. Decepida F European 1912 1957 
聶傅裳 威廉 M Chinese 1880 1959 
聶母李氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1889 1957 
黃惠邦 老楞佐 M Chinese 1890 1960 
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Maria Leung Yee F Chinese 1851 1911 
Maria Wong San Koo F Chinese 1892 1983 
蕭紹恩 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1968 
Jose Felipe Tvavare M European 1893 1974 
Henry S.K. Chan M Chinese 1935 1971 
伍學衍 保祿 M Chinese 1863 1949 
梁先曉 若瑟 M Chinese 1870 1949 
Carlos Maria Ozorio Sequeira M European 1889 1951 
Helena Maria Seoueira F European 1892 1951 
Henrique Maria Carmo Da Costa M European 1909 1967 
Norma Gonsalves Tong M Chinese 1919 2002 
Verissimo Caludio Gonsalves M European 1882 1931 
Maria Hyndman Gonsalves F European 1882 1940 
Peter Lau M Chinese 1955 1955 
Josephine Lau F Chinese 1965 1965 
阮廣颷 多明我 M Chinese 1884 1945 
凌冠三 若瑟 M Chinese 1885 1960 
馮錦榮 若亞敬 M Chinese 1893 1972 
郭晚 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1897 1932 
Samuel C. Lee M Chinese 1895 1964 
Jeannie Leung Wai Ling F Chinese 1927 1965 
杜銓乾 若瑟 M Chinese 1886 1963 
陳路 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1970 
Helena Jong A Lock F European 1892 1944 
Joseph Fung Lwok Wah M Chinese 1908 1941 
Angela Ruth Chu Fung F Chinese 1911 1941 
Jane Frances F European 1881 1939 
George Gosling M European 1880 1950 
Victor Antonio Guiterrez M European 1924 1948 
Joseph Albert Gutierrez M European 1897 1963 
方許蕙蘭 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1896 1949 
方鎮標 安多尼 M Chinese 1922 1951 
Maria Jaaquina Marcal F European 1882 1915 
Felix Gregorio Rozario M European NA 1917 
雷太公 安德肋 M Chinese 1837 1906 
雷太母 馬利亞 F Chinese 1842 1903 
雷榮星 鮑思高 M Chinese 1913 1976 
Maria Wong F Chinese 1882 1907 
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Cynthia Landolt F European 1901 1931 
Francisco Xavier M European 1866 1933 
Domingo PH Koo M Chinese 1868 1937 
Juana C. De Koo F Chinese 1884 1918 
Aldia Yung F Chinese NA 1918 
Theresa Chan Yick Woon F Chinese 1912 1944 
Maria Naevidade Ferrera F European 1858 1881 
Maria Josepha Lai F Chinese 1873 1907 
Maria Francisco Cameron F European 1841 1896 
Peter McHugh M European 1868 1891 
Lawrence Anthony Martin M European 1912 1941 
Lilian Agnes Manning F European 1899 1955 
謝素蓮 亞納 F Chinese NA NA 
黃雅姫 亞納 F Chinese 1884 1960 
Katherine Leung Wai Hing F Chinese 1921 1954 
曹姑娘 馬利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
聶雪兒 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1923 1960 
顏昶 安多尼 M Chinese 1912 1984 
李露施 露濟亞 F Chinese 1908 1963 
葉母鄭太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1872 1964 
鄧燕芳 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1876 1960 
陳志芬 伯多祿 M Chinese 1913 1960 
簡偉文 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1920 1984 
陳國全 羅格 M Chinese 1893 1963 
黃月清 路濟亞 F Chinese 1901 1959 
關母补太夫人 瑪利 F Chinese 1893 1961 
Sarah Leticia Castro Alves F European 1883 1914 
Alberto Eduaro Selavisa Alves M European 1879 1952 
Louis Liu Chi Sang M Chinese 1874 1975 
Joseph K.K. Wong M Chinese 1892 1974 
Joseph Solomon M European 1902 1937 
顏漢強 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1900 1952 
黃梁氏夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1880 1960 
Antonio Francisco Marcal Prerrira M European 1844 1911 
Celestina Maria Ferreir E. Pereria  M European 1841 1903 
Anthony Yuet Hung Kan M Chinese 1925 1955 
Antonio Augusto Da Cruz M European 1845 1900 
何蘇 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1911 1986 
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鄧錦輝 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
金仲光 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
Eunice Katy Ayock F European 1884 1965 
Paul Ayock M European 1884 1959 
Joseph Ayock M European 1844 1911 
Mimi Ayock F European 1849 1942 
姚士金 若瑟 M Chinese 1904 1964 
周佩莊 瑪利 F Chinese 1912 2006 
周仲南 約瑟 M Chinese NA 1964 
周門陳氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1890 1960 
譚毓英 伯多祿 M Chinese 1924 1963 
黃月 瑪加利 F Chinese 1923 1994 
鐘蘭施 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1918 1964 
何玉田 瑪利亞  F Chinese 1888 1961 
王偉修 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1924 1957 
吳月嫺 玫瑰 F Chinese 1915 1967 
Albert Kwan Shem M Chinese 1898 1933 
Maria Cordeiro F European 1865 1915 
Marcellus Francis Houghton M European 1900 1963 
Luis Koo Shiu Ting M Chinese 1894 1946 
Mary Liu Lan Fong F Chinese 1894 1968 
Francisco Tse Yat M Chinese 1853 1928 
Jessie R. Williams F European 1874 1918 
鄧炳南 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
李好 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
Matthew Hew Fan Yuen M Chinese 1881 1954 
Felix Cezar Mendes M European 1911 1937 
Milyidia Geralda Xavier Mendes F European 1886 1954 
Antonio Philip Sousa M European 1908 1971 
簡鐸鏗 若望 M Chinese 1911 1956 
Margaret Rhoderick F Chinese 1890 1963 
Luis Higinio Fermandez Irure M European 1894 1935 
Charles Edward George Rhoderick M European 1875 1960 
Elizabeth Tse F Chinese NA 1953 
Simon Tse Ka Po M Chinese NA 1966 
Mary Doreen Tse F Chinese NA 1936 
Lucy Evelyn Tse F Chinese NA 1994 
Ann Beatrice Tse F Chinese NA 2004 
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張母林太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
John Chui Siu Nam M Chinese 1873 1950 
Mary Yeung Choy King F Chinese 1884 1967 
Thomas Chan Tong M Chinese 1905 1957 
Joseph L.A. Lee M Chinese 1905 1965 
Jacob Chuang  M Chinese 1940 1984 
Francisco de Sales Botelho M European 1876 1901 
Joseph A. Young M Chinese 1891 1943 
Mary Young F Chinese 1898 1980 
John Pak-Sun Wong M Chinese 1929 1953 
Catherine Chan Yung Ngan Yee F Chinese 1912 1954 
Peter Fung Loi M Chinese 1921 2000 
Theresa Au Kit Yee F Chinese 1924 1957 
Charles Aurelius Bowern  M European 1893 1964 
林鏡滄 若瑟  M Chinese 1883 1953 
張瑞英 莫尼加 F Chinese 1891 1975 
梁太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1881 1964 
郭照滿 保羅 M Chinese 1901 1964 
陳婉琪 瑪利 F Chinese 1890 1951 
鐘母盧太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1897 1968 
梁門李氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1857 1916 
George Alberto Neves M European 1899 1956 
Agatha Neves F European 1900 1977 
Joseph Wong Po Sum M Chinese 1896 1979 
Elizabeth Chou Kam Chiang F Chinese 1896 1965 
Hugh Gregory Asome M European 1912 1963 
張母方太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
盧門熊氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1901 1932 
謝太夫人 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1887 1959 
譚洪 若瑟 M Chinese 1899 1979 
黃幗超 德肋撒 F Chinese 1904 1948 
譚秀珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1885 1966 
譚君維 若翰 M Chinese 1912 1935 
譚鐘氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1859 1929 
李秋蓮 亞納 F Chinese 1885 1967 
陳洪 保祿 M Chinese 1880 1970 
曾定葵 玫瑰 F Chinese 1886 1932 
張葉鸞 約瑟 M Chinese 1891 1957 
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李懿嫻 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1916 2003 
Maria Jesus Julyan F European 1882 1964 
John Henry Julyan M European 1870 1908 
譚靜懷 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 1956 
陳超倫 若瑟 M Chinese 1882 1959 
陳裕安 保祿 M Chinese 1862 1940 
Christina Maria Marino Xavier F European 1879 1960 
Hermenegildo Maria Xavier M European 1878 1970 
Jose Hilario Xavier M European 1911 1978 
Benedicta Maria Xavier F European 1909 1999 
Margarida Cassiana Xavier F European 1912 2007 
Estelita Christina Xavier F European 1908 2007 
Alicia Maria Filipa Xavier F European 1916 2007 
謝文輝 斯德望 M Chinese NA NA 
郭氏 羅撤 F Chinese NA NA 
Francis Szeto Kwong  M Chinese 1895 1944 
Mary Leung Shuk Kei F Chinese 1901 1982 
李萍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1906 1964 
陳母鍾太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1876 1959 
梁維棟 彌額爾 M Chinese NA NA 
Angela Gustinellez De Quindla F European 1876 1960 
Carmen Mascuremhas F European 1891 1945 
Regina Arco F European 1895 1980 
Mary Assuncion Arco de Yeung F Chinese 1914 1988 
鄧蕙韾 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 1960 
司徒慧卿 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 1961 
John Chan Yuk Wing  M Chinese 1883 1964 
高以明 約瑟 M Chinese 1839 1903 
高母方氏 瑪利 F Chinese 1840 1898 
盧秀蓮 貞德 F Chinese 1879 1963 
Catherine Shak F Chinese 1939 1995 
James Evans M European 1880 1969 
Theresa Evans F European 1910 1969 
Alice Chui Evans F Chinese 1900 1936 
John Michael Evans M European 1941 1942 
Lily Lisbella Lopes Da Silva F European NA 1904 
Mercedes Leticia De Silva Rosario F European 1899 1960 
Argymiro Maria Vicente Gomes M European 1896 1966 
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Arthur Dos Anjos Lopes M European 1888 1971 
Albertina Veronico Marinho Lopes F European 1895 1963 
Thomas Chan Pong Yick M Chinese 1907 1952 
Martha Mo Ching Lee Yick F Chinese 1908 2007 
梁蓮 亞納 F Chinese 1878 1958 
凌淑卿 德肋撒 F Chinese 1911 1969 
Joseph Maria Marshall M European 1866 1938 
James Gray Marshall M European 1899 1958 
黃門張氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA 1918 
鄧太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1958 
錢秋明 若瑟 M Chinese NA 1908 
錢蓮 亞納 F Chinese NA 1920 
張宗常 威廉 M Chinese 1919 1963 
Maria Ricci Pereira F European 1877 1913 
Francisco Montalo De Jesus M European 1869 1914 
Maria Augusta Montalto De Jesus F European 1903 1930 
石抱玉 羅撒 F Chinese 1893 1962 
Leong Shak Chi Yau Rosa F Chinese 1904 1995 
Joseph Leong Wing Tak M Chinese 1906 1966 
林門余氏 亞納 F Chinese NA NA 
Yvonne Aitken OU F European 1889 1962 
司徒恩 若瑟 M Chinese 1889 1968 
陳月雲 則濟利亞 F Chinese 1891 1952 
Anotnio Anna Barros M European 1878 1940 
Luiz Antonio Barros  M European 1911 1943 
Nicole Andera Baleros F European 1979 1979 
Henrique Alberto Barros M European 1907 1984 
Jose Pedro Baleros M European 1910 1985 
Mary Ann Agnes Egan F European 1859 1891 
Maria Jose Campbell F European 1879 1940 
Luiz Antonio Pepes M European 1902 1972 
陳瑞英 德肋撤 F Chinese 1897 1961 
鄭金葉 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1881 1963 
Lucy Wong  F Chinese 1930 1974 
謝灼玲 方濟各 M Chinese 1860 1942 
蘇卿 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1880 1926 
Ellen Shak F Chinese 1917 1966 
Joseph Stephen Shak M Chinese 1901 1958 
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Maria Shak F Chinese 1912 1953 
何母文氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1873 1952 
陳耀茜 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1961 
葉紹興 安多尼 M Chinese 1896 1954 
何勵先 瑪利亞亞松大 F Chinese 1910 1989 
容日生 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1954 
丁酉太公 伯多祿 M Chinese NA NA 
胡氏太婆 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
黎嫦 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1891 1962 
馬福蘭 路濟亞 F Chinese 1891 1951 
陳麗鈿 瑪利 F Chinese 1911 1988 
石銀秀 芳濟嘉 F Chinese NA NA 
石奕華 厄都門 M Chinese 1866 1916 
石門余太夫人 若翰納 F Chinese 1868 1934 
石慕潔 勒彼加 F Chinese 1906 1931 
陳流芳 伯多祿 M Chinese NA NA 
陳林氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
黃善修 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1892 1961 
廖母蘇太夫人 亞加大 F Chinese 1892 1961 
丘長吉 若瑟 M Chinese 1919 1958 
方瑛 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1923 2003 
余母葉 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1884 1962 
Maria Man Fung Shi F Chinese 1854 1914 
梁太君 若瑟 M Chinese 1841 1923 
Harold H.W. Lee M Chinese 1910 1980 
Clare Yun Mei Lee F Chinese NA 1962 
陳潔瑜 玫瑰 F Chinese NA NA 
Maria Do Carmo Baptista F European 1866 1933 
Adelaide Amphitrite Baptista F European 1853 1936 
余迪 若瑟 M Chinese 1883 1956 
陳金菊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1879 1961 
Mary Lung F Chinese 1915 1961 
陳懿仙 亞納 F Chinese 1880 1960 
陳潤清 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
陳潤蘭 依撤伯爾 F Chinese NA NA 
John James Choa M Chinese 1901 1942 
Anna Choa F Chinese 1907 2008 
John Shui Pui Lee M Chinese 1893 1964 
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Mary Leung Wei Hing F Chinese 1890 1993 
陳太夫人 亞加大 F Chinese NA NA 
李母曾太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1907 1959 
Jose Paulino Xavier M European 1873 1945 
Emilia Jorge Xavier F European 1882 1950 
Cesar Henry Osmund M European 1877 1950 
Maria Helena Rodrigues Osmund F European 1879 1911 
William Francis Osmund M European 1900 1900 
陳寧基 若瑟 M Chinese 1853 1913 
楊金娣 瑪利 F Chinese 1883 1950 
Antonio R. Rocha M European 1810 1889 
Claudio Lisola Rocha M European 1899 1964 
Felicia Maria Rocha F European 1908 1990 
徐根餘 伯多祿 M Chinese 1943 1959 
劉公 瑪弟亞 M Chinese 1886 1918 
劉國柱 伯多祿 M Chinese 1919 2008 
呂翠英 莫尼加 F Chinese 1916 1964 
John Tong Kwok Hing M Chinese 1939 1955 
霍孟潛 安多尼 M Chinese 1907 1989 
George Fok Manthim M Chinese NA NA 
Josephine Fok Manthim F Chinese NA NA 
Joseph Fok Manthim M Chinese NA NA 
Catherine Fok Manthim F Chinese NA NA 
Isabel Y.W. Chan F Chinese NA 1939 
曹子斌 若瑟 M Chinese 1929 1957 
Regina Filomena Mauricio F European 1906 1939 
Alfred Joseph Mauricio M European 1899 1963 
周母阮太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1981 
Maria Francisca Da Luz F European 1884 1963 
Joseph Tam Ting Fong M Chinese 1893 1961 
張心清 亞納 F Chinese 1892 1971 
Bramdan Chan F Chinese 1921 1961 
劉乾祖 斐理斯 M Chinese 1900 1969 
鄧冠芳 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1898 1961 
鄧碧臣 保祿 M Chinese 1878 1960 
陳惠娟 亞納 F Chinese 1888 1968 
Maria De Menezes Rodrigues F European 1924 1979 
Salvacion Dio Diesta M European 1911 1964 
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Angela Dio Diesta  F European 1935 1970 
梁門羅氏 保辣 F Chinese 1804 1897 
吳銀 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1891 1966 
Mary Beaumont F Chinese 1914 1957 
容門林氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1814 1844 
容門張氏 安娜 F Chinese 1842 1913 
黃福 若瑟 M Chinese 1857 1921 
呂恩 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1846 1919 
Camile Plumbly F European 1939 1958 
John Andrew Dissmeyer M European 1892 1976 
盧漢泉 若瑟安多尼 M Chinese 1886 1958 
William Y. Fong M Chinese 1912 1958 
葉門黎氏 依搦斯 F Chinese 1877 1911 
葉永才 安多尼 M Chinese 1910 1930 
葉玉卿 亞納 F Chinese 1898 1918 
Angeliga Maria Ozorio Osmund F European 1872 1907 
Sarah Augusta F European 1900 1901 
Gustavo Alberto M European 1902 1925 
Maria Honorlna Xavier Osmund F European 1883 1932 
Arthur Frederick Osmund M European NA NA 
Alvaro Eugenio Osmund M European 1897 1966 
Charles Osmund M European 1842 1925 
Felicia Vicencia F European 1847 1889 
Mary Felicia F European 1871 1885 
林仲勉 若瑟 M Chinese 1897 1963 
Katherine Da Cruz F European 1922 1973 
楊碵碵 洛沙利亞 F Chinese 1922 1964 
周門梁氏 亞加大 F Chinese NA NA 
呂母周氏 路濟亞 F Chinese NA NA 
黃耀 伯多祿 M Chinese 1885 1925 
韋碧琴 羅撤 F Chinese 1887 1988 
Antonio De P. Barros M European 1872 1907 
Maria J. De Barros Maher F European 1863 1940 
Carlota Maria De Barros F European 1870 1960 
車湛流 伯多祿 M Chinese 1902 1963 
凌太夫人 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1863 1940 
Alberto Jose Azevedo M European 1915 1962 
Frederico Alberto Azevedo M European 1907 1973 
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Mario Lizola Rocha M European 1890 1965 
Rufus Lizola Rocha M European 1916 1972 
Vivian Begum Rocha F European 1923 1999 
Alberto Jose Osmund Mano M European 1899 1946 
Francisca M. Lima Yvanovich F European 1849 1929 
Maria Lourdes Yvanovich F European 1923 1924 
Charles Pereira Simoes M European 1887 1958 
Arthur Edward Perry M European 1904 1979 
Peter Tsao Kwang Yung M Chinese 1933 2005 
周國興 安多尼 M Chinese 1925 2006 
劉祖佑 若瑟 M Chinese 1919 1979 
林彥芬 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1912 1943 
Alicia Maria Sequeira Guterres F European 1913 1949 
郭應麟 若瑟 M Chinese NA 1961 
陳梅 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1866 1924 
Maggie Forbes F European 1873 1885 
Emma Hunter F European 1877 1933 
Anne Hunter F European 1771 1854 
Mary Ann Winch F European 1950 1952 
Marian Rose Winch  F European 1954 1956 
崔雪英 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1907 1961 
Margarida Do Rozario F European 1824 1875 
Joseph Alfred Winch M European 1910 1965 
Theresa Chan Shiu Kam F Chinese 1920 2007 
周光祥 約瑟 M Chinese 1909 1955 
伍寶德 赫理納 M Chinese 1915 1998 
Michael Bhumgara M European 1931 1955 
Philip Dixon  M European 1894 1945 
Henry Dixon M European 1873 1905 
Marie Augusta Pereira Rull F European 1925 1968 
Elaine Mary Nannie Rull F European 1927 1932 
Maria Fausta F European 1910 1941 
Alicia M. Carvalho F European 1891 1919 
Marie Therese Britto F European 1898 1933 
Esther Carvalho Birtto F European 1896 1943 
William Henry Dixon M European 1867 1898 
林慶華 伯多祿 M Chinese 1907 1934 
Lisbello Valeriano Xavier F European 1896 1967 
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Alzira Alvares Xavier M European 1899 1960 
Arthur Augusto Gill M European 1878 1919 
Paula Magdalena Gill F European 1883 1964 
Celeste Maria Gill F European 1909 1992 
Maria Alves Danenberg F European 1843 1918 
Francisco A. Seabra M European 1821 1877 
李冠球 Thomas M Chinese 1917 1986 
許惠卿 Maria Theresa F Chinese 1919 1965 
黃亞桂 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1961 
譚逢佳 若瑟 M Chinese 1842 1901 
黃雪貞 依撤伯爾 F Chinese 1913 1982 
何母余太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1872 1961 
李麗瑜 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1911 1961 
William Gardener M European 1862 1930 
Maria Ozorio Garderner F European 1864 1933 
Francis David Gardener M European 1920 1982 
張耀初 本篤 M Chinese 1885 1948 
周英 路濟亞 F Chinese 1894 1961 
Angela De Graca F European 1909 1911 
Jose A. M. De Graca M European 1874 1942 
Maria Dulcimina Da Silva F European 1921 1930 
Mary Emily Brown Garcia F European 1891 1975 
Alexandre Garcia M European 1892 1978 
Alvaro Alvares Alves M European 1877 1937 
Julio Montesna M European 1914 1970 
Rosario E. Montesena  F European 1918 1999 
王母曲太夫人 瑪利亞  F Chinese NA NA 
鄧麗絹 德肋撒 F Chinese 1914 1957 
Jose M. Barradas M European 1904 1909 
Maria Stella Barradas F European 1880 1975 
Francisco Paulo De Vasconcellos M European 1867 1953 
盧太安人 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA 1997 
余裕發 方濟各 M Chinese NA 1997 
汪仲雲 若翰 M Chinese 1876 1965 
何瑪利 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1914 2006 
彭日來 若瑟 M Chinese 1864 1924 
戴英 方濟加 F Chinese 1886 1969 
黃耀南 保祿 M Chinese 1894 2002 
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Lucy Knight Ozorio F European 1867 1937 
Jose Filomeno Eca Da Silva M European 1914 1939 
Antonio Padua Eca Da Silva M European 1903 1961 
Francisca M.B. Monteiro F European 1911 1923 
Charles Smith Aitken M European 1888 1961 
陳集傳 若翰 M Chinese 1868 1924 
Theresa Yee Portaria F European NA 1939 
Maria Portaria Young F European 1919 1947 
張母何太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1884 1933 
Mary Tse F Chinese 1919 1992 
Marcai Cheng  F Chinese 1916 1981 
Maria Luiza De Menezes F European 1893 1923 
梁康平 保祿 M Chinese 1900 1958 
胡智勝 若瑟 M Chinese 1944 1954 
Maria Emilia De Loureiro F European 1920 1921 
Erigem Esta Lousa F European NA NA 
Maria Eulalia Tercio Da Silva F European 1910 1940 
Maria Christina Gemania F European 1868 1922 
Maria Augusta Dos Remedios F European 1878 1932 
Francisco Paulo Carmo M European 1881 1938 
Elizabeth Blanche Carmo F European 1886 1963 
麥伯建 若瑟 M Chinese 1906 1962 
周志權 若瑟 M Chinese 1903 1956 
余玉麟 西滿 M Chinese NA 1969 
余金蘭 瑪利 F Chinese NA 1969 
盧玉蓮 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1921 2001 
譚少玲 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1905 1964 
Marcus Soccorro Prereira M European 1923 1983 
Sarah Marie Pereira F European 1895 1987 
Joseph Liu Kin Pak M Chinese 1900 1959 
Rose Emma White Souza F European 1903 1968 
Luiz Carlos Do Rozario Souza M European 1895 1954 
Maria D.L. Guedes F European 1863 1877 
聶冠洲 斐理伯 M Chinese 1908 1964 
葉鳳好 亞納 F Chinese 1911 1958 
Helen Clayson Gomeze F European 1902 1957 
Albert M. Gomeze M European 1902 1973 
曾嬌 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1883 1957 
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Jaoo Maria Gutierrez M European 1870 1939 
Maria Chan Gutierrez F Chinese 1919 1966 
Susan Anne Gutierez F European 1958 1958 
Theresa Maria Gutierez F European 1927 1974 
Francisco Sales Souze M European 1855 1931 
Michael Robert Knox M European 1974 1974 
梁好 瑪利 F Chinese 1908 1956 
Luiz Eduardo De Castro Basto M European 1892 1958 
李伯強 若瑟 M Chinese 1920 1956 
John W.A. Pepperell M European 1878 1948 
馮禮畬 若瑟 M Chinese 1884 1958 
馮兆禧 多比亞 M Chinese 1920 1974 
Anna Helen Sim Wong Mui King F Chinese 1920 1960 
黎慧如 亞納 F Chinese 1895 1961 
Elizabeth Caine F European 1843 1890 
Carlos Stanley Leung M Chinese 1928 1953 
林潤珊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1912 1945 
李啟榮 方濟各 M Chinese 1941 1971 
曾繁顯 保祿 M Chinese 1910 1984 
陳玉芬 瑪利 F Chinese 1913 1965 
李母黃氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
李玉麟 伯多祿 M Chinese NA NA 
麥秀芝 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 1957 
譚鏗賢 路加  M Chinese 1850 1914 
譚母謝氏 亞納 F Chinese 1865 1951 
Henry Hyndman M European 1891 1959 
Alfred Hyndman M European 1859 1920 
Francisco D'Assis Gomes M European 1837 1923 
Maria Francisca De Figueiredo F European 1838 1923 
Marie Stella Noronha F European 1901 1920 
Jose Maria Nornha M European 1880 1950 
Leonardo Noronha M European NA NA 
Anna D'almeida Noronha F European NA 1888 
Maria Tong Yu Sim F Chinese 1884 1956 
Augustine Chiu Fook Hing M Chinese 1922 1984 
John Chiu Fook Cheung M Chinese 1929 1955 
陳雲屏 威廉 M Chinese 1891 1962 
李馥蓀 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1956 
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張騤 若望 M Chinese 1942 1952 
張天寶 若瑟 M Chinese 1955 1956 
謝振聲 若瑟 M Chinese 1877 1957 
謝母黎氏 瑪利 F Chinese 1888 1953 
Alison Perry F European NA 1976 
Clara Maria Dos Silva F European NA 1908 
Lucia Maria Da Silva F European NA 1942 
Rai Stephen Da Silva M European NA 1940 
陳振聲 若瑟 M Chinese 1887 1962 
Theresa Ho Wai Sang F Chinese 1902 1962 
Francis Henry Barnes M European 1875 1944 
Joseph William Barnes M European 1904 1949 
Angelina Maria De Sousa Barnes F European 1886 1954 
Anna Maria De Sousa F European 1899 1999 
馮光 若瑟 M Chinese 1873 1956 
Henry William Pomeroy M European 1887 1956 
Patrick Albert Pomeroy M European 1933 1956 
Daniel L. Silva M European 1904 1969 
劉有成 方濟各五傷 M Chinese 1888 1941 
石喜女 瑪大肋納 F Chinese 1890 1980 
Maria Theresa Silva F Chinese 1900 1960 
劉瑞玲 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1918 2004 
Alfred John Maitland M European 1896 1957 
Robert John Maitland M European 1899 1979 
陳允卿 玫瑰 F Chinese 1899 1963 
蘇秉衡 若瑟 M Chinese 1908 1963 
Louis Cheung Li Cho M Chinese 1887 1962 
Charles George Gray M European 1906 1957 
Jose Remedios M European 1875 1954 
Alberto Eduardo M European 1927 1967 
James Williamson M European 1867 1904 
Mary Williamson F European 1867 1942 
Mario Emilio Da Silva M European 1880 1922 
Luiz D'Araujo Roza M European NA 1840 
Joseph Charles Gardener M European 1888 1967 
Laura M.De Souza F European 1877 1967 
Francisco Xavier Vieira Ribeiro M European 1882 1944 
Rose Fan Young F Chinese 1904 1962 
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Kenneth Philip Young M Chinese 1893 1979 
王天聰 若瑟 M Chinese 1928 1962 
Carlos Tuffy Vincente Ferrera Da Roz M European 1905 1961 
Maria Antonia Delgado F European 1900 1923 
盧受之 若望 M Chinese 1880 1969 
林碧芝 維多利亞 F Chinese 1928 1961 
James C. Rew M European 1855 1897 
Lydia A.F. Rew F European NA 1884 
Thomas Janes Rew M European 1896 1939 
Thomas W. Hajes M European 1860 1884 
方海 若瑟 M Chinese 1911 1959 
陳樹年 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1960 
余淑珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1910 1996 
唐伯強 若瑟 M Chinese 1881 1947 
鄧存 德肋撤 F Chinese 1886 1955 
李成志 若瑟 M Chinese 1916 1960 
Joseph Nutall M European 1893 1901 
Gabriel Mamende M European 1896 1902 
Harry W. Thum Hee Wai M Chinese 1899 1960 
Maria Chu Sau Ying F Chinese 1899 1985 
Joseph Thomas Tawares M European 1916 1982 
顧月卿 若翰納 F Chinese 1919 1962 
Joseph Kay Yuen Lee M Chinese 1888 1962 
Maria Francisca Almaria F European 1859 1921 
Lilian Foster Rocha F European 1919 1959 
Charles William Foster M European 1923 1984 
Thomas Manuel Castihlo M European 1913 1976 
馮一景 瑪利奧 M Chinese 1892 1961 
李惠馨 玫瑰 F Chinese 1892 1962 
Laura Maria Fernandes F European 1894 1956 
梁太夫人 安納 F Chinese 1882 1961 
陳素文 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1918 1963 
田經煜 若瑟 M Chinese 1886 1962 
林喜 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1963 
Pauline Olsson F European 1894 1966 
Maria Luzi Olsson F European 1918 2004 
Lucia Maria Riberio Castro F European 1902 1965 
伍仲佩 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
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周程任 瑪弟亞 M Chinese 1855 1925 
潘順燕 亞納 F Chinese 1875 1969 
Francisco Dibeiro M European 1864 1905 
Maria Carmo Alves F European 1890 1941 
李良碧 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1885 1962 
周碧瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1913 1962 
Paul Lau Chung Yue M Chinese 1891 1948 
Benedicta Fung F Chinese 1891 1948 
George Chung Foo En M Chinese NA 1958 
李吉城 伯多祿 M Chinese 1874 1939 
周志芬 玫瑰 F Chinese 1905 1968 
周副任 瑪爾谷 M Chinese 1851 1921 
周月愛 日名達 F Chinese 1881 1956 
周致祥 瑪弟亞 M Chinese 1892 1967 
麥雪梅 瑪大利納 F Chinese 1899 1927 
周祖坤 若翰 M Chinese 1922 2002 
周才任 西滿 M Chinese 1863 1921 
呂素蘭 路濟亞 F Chinese 1871 1930 
周裕祥 安多尼 M Chinese 1909 1932 
周愛嬌 則濟利亞 F Chinese 1893 1990 
陳榮軒 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
姚念流 伯多祿 M Chinese 1895 1961 
龍瑪利 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1911 1995 
盧門彭氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
劉鳳英 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1879 1956 
Christina Thomasina F Chinese 1947 2008 
陳瑞麟 若瑟 M Chinese 1920 1962 
Luz Yau Kwan Lon F Chinese 1906 1992 
楊柱南 伯多祿 M Chinese 1893 1962 
鐘佩貞 瑪大肋納 F Chinese 1897 1957 
李志嫦 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1970 1982 
李志強 安多尼 M Chinese 1918 1962 
關寶珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1915 2007 
鄺母甄太夫人 伯爾大 F Chinese 1877 1962 
王加大 F Chinese 1877 1970 
趙潤良 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1881 1962 
Rosie Martin Go  F Chinese 1916 1945 
李文 安多尼 M Chinese 1911 1958 
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孫淑錦 則濟利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
王廣信 菲力士 M Chinese NA NA 
梁麗娟 瑪利 F Chinese 1877 1958 
林母劉太夫人 依撒伯爾 F Chinese 1895 1964 
梁兆英 若望 M Chinese 1895 1950 
盧瑞芳 德肋撒 F Chinese 1907 1981 
梁兆雄 伯多祿 M Chinese 1941 2007 
Gladys Mary King F European 1909 1942 
黃瑪大利納 F Chinese 1860 1942 
林潭 德肋撤 F Chinese 1918 1991 
陳允波 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
Joseph Go Shing Kiem M Chinese 1900 1951 
Mary Mable Wong Yu Fun F Chinese 1924 1953 
Jospeh Chan Sing M Chinese 1873 1922 
Maria Ada Chan F Chinese 1885 1959 
黃瑞娥 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1890 1935 
周玉珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA 1961 
黃國禎 伯多祿 M Chinese NA 1961 
Henry S.T. Chan M Chinese 1920 1977 
Maria Cheung Yuk F Chinese 1879 1959 
高贊圴 若瑟 M Chinese 1944 1963 
黃母張太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1876 1961 
Bernabe Antonio Dalmeida M European 1908 1962 
Rosa Dalmeida F European NA 1941 
Antonio Dalmeida M European NA 1923 
Roberto Dalmeida M European NA 1963 
Anthony Henry Lee M Chinese 1908 1970 
Paul Lai Po Lin M Chinese 1907 1982 
Florita Floriza Flonsceca Renedios F European 1884 1957 
Jose Antionio Remedios M European 1911 2003 
Maria Thomazia Souza Xavier F European 1884 1967 
劉素心 亞納 F Chinese 1911 1962 
李天生 若瑟 M Chinese 1904 1960 
王泮荇 保祿 M Chinese NA NA 
彭深豪 斯德望 M Chinese 1868 1942 
麥寬容 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1874 1962 
黃廷觀 若瑟 M Chinese 1890 1972 
Peter Chan Ho Yip M Chinese 1884 1964 
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John Sung M Chinese 1951 1972 
何東 瑪利 F Chinese 1909 1962 
張母鄧太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1900 1962 
Joseph Leung Wai Man M Chinese 1878 1944 
Maria Chin Yuet Chau F Chinese 1885 1972 
Priscilla Yu F Chinese 1954 1964 
黃浣仁 若瑟 M Chinese 1886 1960 
黃志端 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
廖祝千 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1892 1962 
梅家朝 若瑟 M Chinese 1910 1962 
周亞榮 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1919 1972 
Richard Liu  M Chinese 1926 1964 
Peter Mahn M Chinese 1851 1893 
Theresa Liu F Chinese 1867 1939 
Joseph Damhlan M Chinese 1950 1983 
陳萬有 伯多祿 M Chinese 1900 1931 
劉氏斐樂美納 F Chinese 1900 1931 
陳國祥 保祿 M Chinese NA NA 
甄贊旺 方濟各 M Chinese 1916 1977 
梁秀瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1917 2005 
Jose Cruz M European NA NA 
Francisco Xavier Rosario M European 1854 1910 
Paulina Margarid Rosario F European 1865 1938 
Luiz Gonzaga Rosario M European 1900 1963 
Aurea Maria Scully F European 1899 1971 
許振海 方濟各 M Chinese 1915 1977 
曾寶生 若瑟 M Chinese 1899 1963 
蘇道珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1907 2004 
Diana Hsu Tsai Pao Kai F Chinese 1916 1963 
Anna Maria Tsui Ling Sum F Chinese 1940 1963 
何細妹 德肋撤 F Chinese 1912 1963 
羅壽華 亞爾拔 M Chinese 1897 1954 
黃素雯 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1899 1991 
楊福光 若翰 M Chinese 1886 1945 
徐穩權  若瑟 M Chinese 1915 1971 
陳門劉氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1894 1961 
Sara Sousa Alvares F European 1868 1935 
Fernando Jose Alvares M European 1896 1935 
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Mary Ling Wong Yuk Ying F Chinese 1896 1948 
吳建華 若瑟 M Chinese 1887 1957 
Margarida Iassos F European 1856 1936 
Ismenai Maria Leonard F European 1899 1928 
Maria Francisca Passos Brook F European 1896 1972 
Joshua Brook M European 1884 1941 
Francis Ells Worth Brook M European 1930 1994 
葉嗚樁 安多尼 M Chinese 1908 1972 
雷慧英 瑪大肋納 F Chinese 1909 1962 
雷學廷 方濟各 M Chinese NA NA 
Bernadette Marie Mallek M European 1909 1961 
Lorna Leong F Chinese 1917 1938 
張少紅 加大肋納 F Chinese 1903 1937 
John Henry Simmons M European 1891 1958 
Helen Liang F Chinese 1920 1960 
鄭錦全 喬治 M Chinese 1954 1974 
Albano Luiz Dalmeida M European 1951 1963 
Martin Jose Gaan M European 1890 1951 
譚修文 安多尼 M Chinese 1856 1911 
譚門嚴氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1858 1944 
馮二妹 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
鄧貞女 加大利納 F Chinese NA NA 
羅毋鄧太夫人 莫尼加 F Chinese 1884 1960 
黃福龍 安多尼 M Chinese 1914 1928 
林寶全 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1914 1996 
余毋姚太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1893 1962 
葉毋林太夫人 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1884 1960 
羅毋鮑太夫人 亞納 F Chinese NA 1957 
John Francis Leo M European 1953 1959 
譚毋鄺太夫人 依搦斯 F Chinese 1893 1982 
黃佩珊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1923 1988 
黃祥駒伯多祿 M Chinese 1915 1999 
馮培英 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1916 1966 
Theresa Tiu Kwai Chai F Chinese 1882 1961 
文燦福  路加 M Chinese 1889 1960 
Tan An Choy Peter M Chinese 1883 1936 
黎毋朱太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1894 1955 
林承業 菲立 M Chinese 1891 1958 
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Alice Suffiad Teo F Chinese 1910 1954 
Benny SW Teo M Chinese 1903 1976 
Mary Eliza Cruise F European NA 1947 
Cypelle Maria Guivnares M European NA 1959 
余文彬 亞納 F Chinese 1912 1993 
李偉 若瑟 M Chinese 1879 1956 
陳彩蘭 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1880 1968 
Carmen Cecilia Dos Demedios Alves F European 1886 1935 
Carlos Martinho De Sevavisa Alves M European 1884 1960 
Antonio Maria Alves M European 1916 1985 
Pedro Jose Tonnochy M European 1913 1959 
黃家豐 保祿 M Chinese 1909 1946 
馮燕貞 貞德 F Chinese 1915 1996 
潘志剛 若瑟 M Chinese 1896 1995 
方濃 若望 M Chinese 1905 1961 
陳逢好 亞加大 F Chinese 1909 1982 
黃母李太夫人 瑪利 F Chinese 1887 1959 
羅蓮 依曼特 F Chinese 1894 1977 
陳澤鈞 若瑟 M Chinese 1913 1953 
Henry Chan M Chinese 1924 1962 
洪喜蓮 海倫娜 F Chinese 1863 1946 
刁偉德 類斯 M Chinese 1911 1981 
刁奕冠 保祿 M Chinese 1888 1956 
鄧佩嬌 瑪爾大 F Chinese 1888 1952 
張瑞瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1917 1957 
李毋嚴太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1884 1957 
Pedro Fernando Da Cruz Prata M European 1868 1934 
Maria Jose Gomes Prata F European 1879 1961 
Manuel Gonzaga Prata F European 1909 1943 
Jose Maria Darta M European 1905 1906 
Roberto Maria Darta M European 1918 1918 
Liliana Maria Prata F European 1897 1953 
Alberto Maria Prata M European 1914 1983 
Nancy Winifred Prata F European 1917 1985 
葉巧冰 德肋撤 F Chinese 1920 1967 
羅景星 安多尼 M Chinese 1919 1993 
朱毋李氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA 1959 
Florence Yau F Chinese 1930 1947 
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陳樹芳 若翰 M Chinese 1879 1967 
陳毋葉氏 玫瑰 F Chinese NA NA 
陳門門氏安人 保辣 F Chinese NA NA 
鐘劉惠馨 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 1943 
Paul Marie Gabriel M European 1898 1944 
朱黎翠英 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1898 1943 
Mary Phoon Su Wan F Chinese 1936 1946 
Philomena Lai Sze Wo M Chinese 1867 1938 
李泰 類斯 M Chinese NA NA 
李崔文 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
Flavio Maria Garcia F European 1905 1967 
Maria Noronha F European 1874 1952 
Marie Luiza Noronha Garcia F European 1903 1986 
William Alberta Johnstord M European 1889 1951 
吳啟明 保祿 M Chinese 1916 1951 
Emma Shuster F European 1882 1937 
Edward Henry Shuster M European 1927 1975 
譚仁基 類斯 M Chinese 1900 1954 
譚劉氏 依撒伯爾 F Chinese 1904 1966 
譚麗瓊 德肋撒 F Chinese 1898 1975 
Rosalina Gomes F European 1880 1947 
Jose Costa Gones M European 1900 1967 
Joseph Fong Sam M Chinese 1878 1957 
Daniel Anthero Rozario M European 1887 1961 
Filomeno Angelo Rozario M European 1926 1987 
陳子疇 若瑟 M Chinese 1902 1969 
姚德英 莫尼加 F Chinese 1918 1961 
陳銳賢 安德肋 M Chinese 1941 1989 
鐘瑤仙 伯爾納德 F Chinese 1918 1963 
羅潤 若望 M Chinese NA NA 
黃毓如 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1932 1962 
彭母何夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1883 1958 
何冰若 若望 M Chinese 1884 1960 
Margaret Ngan F Chinese 1942 2007 
蘇少谷 方濟各 M Chinese 1898 1965 
李妙如 路濟亞 F Chinese 1901 1982 
鄭玉如 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1896 1973 
Maria Etelvina Vieria Ribeiro F European 1892 1962 
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Marguerite Marie Corlobe F European 1897 1943 
Cecile Corlbe F European NA 1943 
Francisco Xavier Tavares M European 1870 1934 
Anna Joaquina Tavares F European 1870 1937 
Raul Fernando Tavares M European 1904 1928 
Rita Maria Tavares F European 1940 1963 
Carlos Eugenio Tavares M European 1894 1975 
Alferdo Augusto Tavares M European 1924 1977 
Antonio Maria Barros Da Rocha M European 1902 1934 
Antonio Jose De Cruz Rocha M European 1869 1941 
Maria Teresa Da Rocha F European 1888 1970 
Mary Ablong F European 1891 1940 
James Henry Thompson M European 1885 1958 
James Edward Vance M European 1931 1939 
Lin Chung Sau David M Chinese 1916 1967 
Magdalen Jpamela Li Po Luen F Chinese 1925 1946 
Kate Mary Guiaraes F European NA NA 
Jose Arthur Guimaraes M European NA NA 
Earnesto Antonio M European 1859 1906 
Laura Antonio F European 1892 1920 
Francisco E. Antonion M European 1897 1923 
Filomena Maria Triggs M European 1897 1976 
譚義義 馬竇 M Chinese 1888 1929 
劉鳳開 莫尼加 F Chinese 1894 1966 
Joao Victor De Jesus M European 1826 1895 
Albina Roza De Jesus M European 1825 1898 
李漆英 若瑟 M Chinese 1912 1965 
鄭淑怡 亞納 F Chinese 1879 1961 
楊寶君 若瑟 M Chinese 1880 1929 
黃玉馨 貞德 F Chinese 1876 1961 
朱秋守 嘉卑厄爾 F Chinese 1903 1997 
陳有歡 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1906 1973 
Maria Chan  F Chinese 1853 1923 
Luis Xavier Souza M European 1870 1935 
Henry Lin Kuang Tien M Chinese 1902 1958 
陳洐禧 伯多祿 M Chinese 1917 1961 
翁儀忠 若瑟 M Chinese 1896 1957 
Anthony Kong Pui Ying M Chinese 1938 1991 
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顏世榮 瑪爾谷 M Chinese 1873 1958 
Melene Homem De Carvalno F European 1909 1947 
Antonio Homen De Carvalno M European 1903 1967 
Mary P.Y. Vung F Chinese 1890 1963 
Veronica Lam F Chinese 1947 2004 
Cynthia Lam F Chinese 1979 2004 
高耀基 多明我 M Chinese 1928 1959 
吳母葉太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
龍永銘 猶達 M Chinese 1901 1960 
何若夢 依撒伯爾 F Chinese 1905 1974 
龍力橋 多默 M Chinese 1928 2005 
康貽創 若瑟 M Chinese 1890 1976 
梁恭順 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1891 1959 
張廷階 若瑟 M Chinese 1909 1961 
麥瑞霞 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1908 1998 
陳門陸太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1958 
劉淑賢 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1960 
Manuel Martins Lopes M European 1884 1914 
張懷樑 瑪爾谷 M Chinese 1872 1940 
葉如雯 瑪利亞納 F Chinese 1886 1959 
鐘境培 伯多祿 M Chinese 1897 1965 
林慧貞 安絲妮 F Chinese 1904 2007 
Lousie Mabel Lee Leong F Chinese 1888 1929 
Rosa Yau F Chinese 1934 1952 
鄭麗賢 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1920 1947 
John Yue Foon Wo M Chinese 1891 1968 
Theresa Wong Fung Kwei F Chinese 1892 1956 
李百煉 弟茂德 M Chinese 1904 1971 
周麗馨 嘉麗斯 F Chinese 1905 1989 
Jose Vincente Gomes M European 1894 1968 
Jose Vincente Comes M European 1926 1947 
李銳昌 雅各伯 M Chinese 1918 2007 
劉慕貞 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1917 1956 
Francisco Garcia M European 1830 1890 
Maria Garcia F European 1916 2000 
Joseph Tang Shing Cheng M Chinese 1885 1957 
Maria Martinez F Chinese 1900 1940 
Julia Tsao Martinez F Chinese 1921 1947 
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Ivy Monica Tsang Martinez F Chinese 1919 1984 
Antonio Raul Tang Martinez M Chinese 1918 2005 
Joseph C.L. Vung M Chinese 1892 1957 
張門鄭氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1814 1897 
龔錫麟 伯多祿 M Chinese 1900 1959 
黎母尤太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1900 1961 
周淑嫻 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1962 
林家林 奧雲 M Chinese 1916 1961 
林梅閣 威廉 M Chinese 1903 1958 
葉柏棠 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
Julia Vivienne Chan F Chinese 1940 1959 
何萬祿 若瑟 M Chinese 1911 1987 
曲稟雲 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1910 1956 
梁珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1885 1960 
溫錫海 若瑟 M Chinese 1921 1961 
盧信良 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1913 1938 
陳玉貞 則濟利亞 F Chinese 1911 1981 
Antonio Maria Dos Santos M European 1856 1924 
Maria Conceico Dos Santo F European 1890 1988 
梁錦照 若瑟 M Chinese 1871 1939 
Theresa Perpetuo F European 1886 1958 
Tito Maria Perpetuo M European 1882 1931 
Maria Thereza Perpetuo F European 1881 1907 
麥景瑞 德肋撒 F Chinese 1906 1965 
董妙賢 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1881 1961 
李德鈞 若瑟 M Chinese 1916 1956 
Maria Bud Lee Chung Kwong F Chinese 1902 1960 
黃培錦 若瑟 M Chinese 1894 1957 
麥學珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1904 1987 
練愛儀 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1889 1957 
胡煜康 若瑟 M Chinese 1880 1963 
羅燕顏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1890 1959 
黃笑瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1958 
郭天恩 若瑟 M Chinese 1924 1961 
蘇美材 若瑟 M Chinese 1910 1956 
李佩瓊 瑪利 F Chinese 1915 1999 
Wong Tak Chai Timothy M Chinese 1911 1961 
莫士煦 若瑟 M Chinese NA 1961 
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李錦香 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA 2000 
陳榮昌 若瑟 M Chinese 1885 1961 
盧蘊嫦 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1958 
Chien Han Lee Anthony M Chinese 1952 1958 
呂次眉 約瑟 M Chinese 1902 1957 
Richard Antonio Romedios M European 1947 1965 
黃禮裘 若瑟 M Chinese 1898 1958 
李育偉 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1897 1938 
Lydia Maria Remedios F European 1873 1954 
陳茂賢 保祿 M Chinese 1825 1894 
John Chan Kwok Kar M Chinese 1903 1961 
Maria Tse Po Kuen F Chinese 1906 1996 
馮就 若瑟 M Chinese 1885 1959 
余廣和 若瑟 M Chinese 1896 1959 
光億 伯多祿 M Chinese 1881 1959 
Peter Francis Kwok M Chinese 1906 1970 
黃梁允芳 瑪大肋納 F Chinese 1925 1960 
Joseph Lee Shiu Hang M Chinese 1883 1954 
Mary Kwan So Ching F Chinese 1897 1952 
李杏嬌 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
阮炳 保祿 M Chinese 1876 1961 
顏鳳 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1883 1964 
Mary Wong Wai Chun F Chinese 1944 1961 
李日才 多明我 M Chinese 1888 1945 
譚鳳賢 加大利納 F Chinese 1884 1971 
周潾灝 若瑟 M Chinese 1874 1959 
廖世勛 若望 M Chinese 1891 1959 
Catherine Gertrude Sherwood F European 1910 1963 
Margaret Mary Cambell F European 1912 1956 
Julian Arca Eramela F European 1902 1952 
Louis Arca Eramela M European 1904 1954 
Bernard K.S. Wong M Chinese 1937 1973 
許智 若瑟 M Chinese 1925 1961 
Vernon Byrop Wrad F European 1932 1933 
John Edward Ward M European 1904 1951 
Albert Stephen Ward M European 1907 1952 
Maria Lee Lin Ho F Chinese 1900 1961 
Adelaide Lilian O'Brien Collaco F European 1899 1923 
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William O' Brien M European 1871 1908 
Eugenia O' Brien M European 1866 1953 
Thomas O' Brien M European 1835 1876 
Henry Joseph Yeung M Chinese 1867 1899 
楊俊儀 亞加大 F Chinese 1937 1956 
Jose Sabino Gill M European 1880 1932 
Mario Augusto Gill M European 1919 1942 
Leonor Marie Gill M European 1913 1943 
陳月明 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1901 1960 
陳顯芳 若望 M Chinese 1890 1975 
文麗娟 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1892 1961 
吳仕邦 若瑟 M Chinese 1912 1962 
何母黃太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1879 1964 
余母朱太夫的人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1882 1968 
黎母區太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1898 1958 
Marion Luk F Chinese NA 1931 
李門雷氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1851 1932 
Peter Tong Tsung Po M Chinese 1885 1953 
梁母姚太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1889 1962 
Esther Maria Gonzales F European 1923 1939 
Pedro Jude Gonzales M European 1936 1938 
Theresa De Jesus Gonzales F European 1929 1929 
Carlotta Maria Gonzales F European 1900 1953 
Jose Angel Gonzalles M European 1900 1979 
Amina Diana Gonzalles F European 1929 1990 
Albert Gonzalles M European 1930 1955 
Francis Maria Gonzales M European 1933 1961 
Jose Antonio Farias M European 1875 1923 
John Marie Ledbury  M European 1844 1894 
Matilda Francisca Riberira Ledbury M European 1855 1901 
Bibiana Marie Ledbury F European 1881 1958 
Florence Ledbury Guiterrez F European 1881 1958 
Joachim Maria Gutierrez M European 1900 1946 
Charles Ledbury Gutierrez M European 1914 1980 
John Denniford M European 1840 1907 
John Renniford Minhinnett M European 1851 1951 
Marie Minihinnett Nee Chan F Chinese 1903 1981 
Elfrida Maria Cordeiro Mininnett M European 1917 1999 
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Maria Natiriadade Gonsalves Pereira F European NA NA 
Ida Maria F Chinese 1915 1965 
Jeronimo Augusto Da Silva  M European 1876 1940 
Aida Maria Da Silva Alarcon F European 1916 1968 
Alberto Maria Da Silva M European 1907 1971 
黎廣鋈 約翰 M Chinese 1923 1942 
Ida Marriott F European 1886 1938 
Anita Vincenta Pepperell F European 1881 1932 
李耀明 若望 M Chinese 1874 1957 
何鳳連 瑪爾大 F Chinese 1877 1955 
Antonius Sheung Dn Wong M Chinese 1949 1952 
劉和 若瑟 M Chinese 1886 1961 
潘五 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1908 1989 
韋蕙文 則濟利亞 F Chinese 1905 1961 
鄭慕貞 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1901 1971 
Eugenia Christina Da Sale Silva F European 1832 1911 
Guilhermina Francisca Da Silva Dos 
Remedios F European 1870 1933 
Thomas Jose Da Silva Dos Remedios M European 1889 1934 
Augusto Jose Vieira Ribeiro M European 1885 1953 
Maria Wong Chiang So Kam F Chinese 1917 1964 
林長達 若瑟 M Chinese 1893 1959 
鄭潤 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1990 
吳芳 瑪利 F Chinese 1910 1990 
Jose Miguel Victor De Figueiredo M European 1835 1895 
Alda Maria De Figueiredo F European 1910 2004 
Marie Christine F European NA 1941 
Eduardo Jose De Figueiredo M European 1874 1953 
John Henessey Seth M European 1891 1950 
Mary Lin F Chinese NA 1954 
Alice Kau Fholz F Chinese NA 1937 
Maria Francsica Da Luiz F European NA 1912 
彭母梁太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1957 
梁母張太夫人 瑪利亞德肋撒 F Chinese 1881 1959 
陳薌林 約翰 M Chinese 1900 1957 
梁淑德 德肋撒 F Chinese NA NA 
陳壽荃 德肋撒 F Chinese 1893 1996 
歐陽文基 亞納瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
鄭惠瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1897 1978 
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鄭蕙蓮 莫尼加 F Chinese 1901 1958 
歐陽太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1898 1954 
Michael George Lenz M European 1914 1938 
Emilia Julia Margues De Figueiredo F European 1879 1959 
Mary Margaret Tsang F Chinese 1911 1958 
Albert Chung Ting Tang M Chinese 1910 1994 
何炎 若瑟 M Chinese 1911 1966 
Mary Lee F Chinese 1863 1928 
Anna Leung F Chinese 1841 1937 
林滿露 路加 M Chinese 1899 1974 
林門區氏 斐樂美納 F Chinese 1850 1897 
區蓮桂 方濟加 F Chinese 1869 1941 
林谷 瑪爾谷 M Chinese 1869 1925 
Antonio Joao Re Figueiredo M European NA 1905 
盧母黃太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1959 
Emilia Maria Lopes Ferras F European 1881 1959 
蘇永珍 若瑟 M Chinese 1898 1962 
趙普雅 若瑟 M Chinese 1884 1960 
梁母鐘太夫人 加辣 F Chinese 1882 1937 
鄭瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
Augustin Luz M European NA 1912 
Francisco Filomenus Luz M European NA 1927 
Augusta M. Gutierrez Do Rozario M European 1885 1960 
Jackson C.S. Wong M Chinese 1929 1993 
Angela Yuk King Mong F Chinese 1952 1965 
Patrick Michael Kennedy M European 1863 1908 
Evelyn May Kennedy F European 1886 1910 
Phyllis Philomena Kennedy F European 1930 1936 
Frederick Patrick Kennedy M European 1895 1969 
Lorelei Maria Kennedy F European 1898 1972 
李福守 若瑟 M Chinese 1873 1960 
Joseph Tien Lau Chuen M Chinese 1891 1956 
Maria Tien Shon Kun Yue F Chinese 1901 1966 
John F. Linennen M.B.E. M European 1925 1985 
Lily Linennen F European 1921 1938 
Roman Jesus Maualac M European 1899 1952 
Remegia Elarte Manalac F European 1907 1966 
陳桂運 若瑟 M Chinese 1903 1967 
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范桂屏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1910 1979 
Augusto Vannini M European 1892 1962 
Margaret Mary Wong F Chinese 1870 1951 
Jose Domingos Da Silva M European NA 1953 
Mary L.S. Yenson F Chinese 1914 1948 
丁銘基 若瑟 M Chinese 1904 1959 
譚秀英 德肋撒 F Chinese 1905 1980 
Anna Maria Chan Yee Hing F Chinese 1935 1962 
Martha Delfina Fisher F European 1845 1914 
Gereviene C. Fisher M European 1922 1923 
Joseph Frederick Fisher M European 1890 1941 
Elizabeth Veronica Fisher F European 1919 1961 
Catherine Rose Fisher F European 1927 2004 
Umbelina Misa E. Senna F European 1846 1920 
Sophia M. Gutierrez Fisher F European 1859 1924 
Maria Joanna Fisher F European 1881 1971 
Patrick Fisher M European 1954 1956 
Stephen Darius Fisher M European 1925 1998 
John Joseph Francis K.C. M European 1839 1901 
葉門孫氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1884 1952 
張金秀 加大利納 F Chinese 1902 1981 
Francis P. Young M Chinese 1894 1963 
Malvina H. Young F Chinese 1905 1987 
Jose Henrique De Figueiredo M European 1908 1979 
Laura Maria Figueiredo F European 1903 1989 
霍細玖 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
霍陳潤年 亞納 F Chinese NA NA 
霍炳耀 伯多祿 M Chinese NA NA 
霍梁好 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
霍枝 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
霍細之 加大利納 F Chinese NA NA 
Mary Yuen Ip How Shuet F Chinese 1915 1966 
譚馬氏 瑪大利納 F Chinese 1878 1961 
麥伯庭 若瑟 M Chinese 1906 1973 
鄺時喜 莫尼加 F Chinese 1906 1973 
Joseph Leung Cho Yiu M Chinese 1921 1956 
劉瑞生 雅各伯 M Chinese 1892 1959 
蔡媽福 方濟各 M Chinese 1894 1958 
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楊漢 若翰 M Chinese NA NA 
陳七 瑪利 F Chinese NA NA 
Carmen Soares Alves F European 1887 1940 
Jose Miguel Alves M European 1872 1961 
Eduardo Maria Alves M European 1911 1942 
Margaret Alves Blunden F European 1923 1962 
Alves Jack Michael  M European 1920 1953 
Alfred Francisco De Jesus Soares M European 1953 1910 
何餘慶 若瑟 M Chinese 1894 1982 
宋淑怡 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1897 1954 
Maria De Carmo Lopes F European NA 1896 
Angela Azevedo Busto F European 1913 1935 
Maria Bernadette Hina Morita F European 1872 1930 
楊安多尼 M Chinese NA NA 
伍尚照 若翰 M Chinese 1882 1961 
Pedro Manuel Carmo  M European 1874 1932 
Margarida Fatina Carmo F European 1888 1961 
Peter Mannuel Carmo JR M European 1922 1943 
Mario Carmo M European 1950 1950 
Walter Henry Wilde M European 1871 1926 
鄭雪娥 亞納 F Chinese 1906 1958 
Anthony Kung Kei Cheung M Chinese 1909 1959 
Mary Lin F Chinese 1874 1960 
梁煥珍 路濟亞 F Chinese 1891 1960 
馮培峰 方濟各 M Chinese 1891 1973 
Joseph C.Y. Fung M Chinese 1917 1962 
梁卓文 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1918 1962 
谷鈞光 伯多祿 M Chinese 1895 1962 
叢維蘭 亞納 F Chinese 1895 1970 
胡維光 若瑟 M Chinese 1875 1961 
陳母鄧太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1894 1961 
郭母梁氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1850 1910 
陳亞有 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1866 1926 
Peter Lo Kan Wah M Chinese 1920 1962 
蔡爾城 若瑟 M Chinese 1897 1962 
Jose Maria Dos Passos M European 1873 1938 
Maria Bothelo Dos Passos F European 1880 1950 
Paul Ka Cheng Tsui M Chinese 1916 1994 
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Alferdo Jorge Vieira Ribeiro M European 1849 1912 
Fernando Alferdo Vieira Ribeiro M European 1882 1947 
George Lucas Thomas M European 1864 1937 
Beatrice Mary Thomas F European 1907 1945 
Francisco Antonio Machodo M European 1891 1963 
黃繼興 多明我 M Chinese 1945 1961 
Anna Kwan Hiu Foon F Chinese NA 1960 
李耀棠 伯多祿 M Chinese 1923 1962 
林門彭氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
周氏 玫瑰 F Chinese 1918 1966 
潘門林氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1834 1926 
Josephine Lo Kar Po F Chinese 1946 1965 
謝啟昌 若瑟 M Chinese 1895 1964 
謝母陳氏 瑪利 F Chinese 1902 1960 
鄭國有 保祿 M Chinese 1912 1963 
Julia Yau Kwan Yuk F Chinese 1908 2001 
Edward P.H. Ma M Chinese 1914 1964 
黃門梁太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1883 1964 
Ho Siew Um Alfred M Chinese 1908 1980 
Celine Po Fong Ho F Chinese 1918 1999 
George Foo Soon Punn M Chinese 1900 1960 
Anna Tang Sun Ying F Chinese 1903 1962 
王履安 若瑟 M Chinese 1910 1955 
Christopher Patrick Fallon M European 1883 1961 
黃惠賢 瑪利 F Chinese 1917 1997 
麥母梁太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1889 1961 
陳吳如香 德肋撒 F Chinese 1896 1961 
姚滿 約瑟 M Chinese 1823 1893 
姚戴珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1833 1902 
謝蔭培 若瑟 M Chinese 1891 1957 
Thomas L.C. Liu M Chinese 1946 2002 
黎鉅強 安多尼 M Chinese 1896 1959 
唐謙亮 若瑟 M Chinese 1882 1960 
唐盧太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1883 1959 
譚門孫氏 亞納 F Chinese 1896 1925 
John Jex Maxwell M European 1877 1945 
Kathlene Minhinnett Maxwell F European 1891 1964 
Joseph William Maxwell M European 1926 1979 
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黃永傑 斯德望 M Chinese 1915 1963 
劉德利 安多尼 M Chinese 1947 2006 
Thebaldo Antonio Cordeiro M European 1869 1919 
Maria Theresa Cordeiro Boreham F European 1852 1925 
Julio A. Cordeiro M European 1895 1899 
Charles A. Borham M European 1839 1921 
Alberta Maria Marques F European 1908 1953 
Roberto Romano Marques M European 1906 1955 
Pedro Jose Lobo M European NA 1965 
陳江 Benedict M Chinese 1922 1959 
Howard 方召麔 M Chinese NA NA 
Lydia  方心誥 F Chinese NA NA 
馮群娣 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
徐敏亨 伯多祿 M Chinese 1905 1954 
黃來弟 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1910 2009 
梁達卿 若望 M Chinese 1893 1956 
潘駿德 瑪弟亞 M Chinese 1931 1955 
陳潤清 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1870 1925 
韋福如 威廉 M Chinese 1895 1956 
甘秀英 德肋撒 F Chinese 1910 1956 
Maria Chan Li Cheuk Pui F Chinese 1879 1956 
高鴻振 若瑟 M Chinese 1896 1958 
王瑞玉 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1898 1986 
Nancy 麗卿 F Chinese 1918 2006 
Clare 慧卿 F Chinese 1919 2001 
林聲金 若瑟 M Chinese 1885 1962 
Joseph Gustar Siegfried Horn M European 1897 1962 
Mary Hung Wan Chun F Chinese 1885 1963 
林國棟 Gordon M Chinese 1979 1985 
甄禮健 保祿 M Chinese 1978 1988 
蔡擎宇 伯爾鈉鐸 M Chinese 1987 1988 
司徒匡行 安德肋 M Chinese 1979 1980 
莫允康 Christopher M Chinese 1985 1985 
潘雄薜 類斯 M Chinese 1967 1967 
施潔妍 路濟亞 F Chinese 1967 1985 
廖寶琳 Anita F Chinese 1977 1985 
Jospeh Shum Bui Ching M Chinese 1971 1975 
譚嘉敏 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1974 1981 
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陳善存 多默 M Chinese 1973 1980 
Jacob Kong Kit Wu M Chinese 1963 1982 
Alvin Lo M Chinese 1962 1982 
何明泰 Puis M Chinese 1956 1982 
陳德明 嘉俾厄爾 M Chinese 1956 1983 
馮詠誼 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1964 1975 
簡桂煊 若瑟 M Chinese 1934 1982 
黃穎儀 亞納 F Chinese 1980 1983 
Sharon Eva Liang F Chinese 1982 1982 
鄭成光 味增爵 M Chinese 1939 1957 
陳道宏 若瑟 M Chinese 1943 1982 
林祺曜 保祿 M Chinese 1952 1987 
潘暖 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1903 1987 
Clara Law Chan F Chinese 1955 2001 
Gwendolen Chan F Chinese 1982 1987 
Joan Davis Bank F European 1935 1987 
Angelina Lam Sin Mi F Chinese 1953 1987 
宋樹甯 保祿 M Chinese 1952 1988 
Andrea Acconci F European 1977 1988 
潘安琪拉 F Chinese 1988 1988 
陳牛 伯多祿 M Chinese 1932 1987 
莫滿佳 彌額爾 M Chinese 1964 2003 
Rose Maria Goretti F European 1948 1987 
林桂棠 若瑟 M Chinese 1948 1987 
甘玉鳳 瑪利亞  F Chinese 1964 1987 
Theodora S. Winslow F Chinese 1947 1987 
Rebecca Lee Hang Mei F Chinese 1952 1988 
林芷菱 Virginia F Chinese 1979 1987 
Lilian Lee May Lam F Chinese 1937 1989 
Wilma Maria Lee F Chinese 1964 1987 
Rose Mak F Chinese 1946 1987 
Sylviane Forissier F European 1961 1983 
Peter Apolonario Pereira M European 1935 1986 
謝鏞泉 多明我  M Chinese 1952 1997 
劉全之 若瑟 M Chinese 1936 1986 
曹文貞 則濟利亞 F Chinese 1958 1964 
Felicismo Gatchaliam JR. M European 1941 1953 
林秀珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1933 1986 
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莫偉樑 羅蘭士 M Chinese 1955 1987 
張麗瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1924 1985 
Tong Chak Lun, John M Chinese 1949 1989 
黃玉珍 喜德 F Chinese 1931 1985 
阮惠蘭 Bernadette F Chinese 1940 1985 
Jane Geralda Pearson F European 1887 1981 
Elizabeth Catherine D'almada F European 1908 1984 
劉國賢 安多尼 M Chinese 1918 1984 
Victoria Mattos Botelho F European 1902 1984 
張瑞蘭 瑪利亞  F Chinese 1895 1977 
馮廣興 多明我沙維豪 M Chinese 1960 1977 
Antonio Pui Sin Chow M Chinese 1990 1991 
陳乾忠 馬弟 M Chinese 1920 1976 
曾雲 亞納 F Chinese 1923 2006 
溫秀軒 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1903 1948 
曾蔭甫 若翰 M Chinese 1913 1984 
林鳳瓊 若瑟芬 F Chinese 1956 1984 
李惠蘭 德肋撒 F Chinese 1908 1984 
吳漢英 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1901 1984 
張少珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1916 1984 
蔡錦泉 Anthony M Chinese 1927 2000 
郭蓮 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1904 1978 
陳佩蘭 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1905 1984 
梁雲仙 亞納 F Chinese 1900 1984 
張道煥 若瑟 M Chinese 1932 1984 
羅國維 若望 M Chinese 1935 2004 
文劍秋 若瑟 M Chinese 1904 1984 
吳笑珠 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1906 1984 
易嘉蓮 依撒伯爾 F Chinese 1905 1984 
陳照壽 若望 M Chinese 1901 1984 
杜文煥 若望鮑思高 M Chinese 1899 1984 
何淑蘭 多明加 F Chinese 1909 1997 
何蘇 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1893 1990 
許黃蕙珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1896 1984 
廖振鵬 伯多祿 M Chinese 1933 1976 
劉金培 若瑟 M Chinese 1933 1984 
林家 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1901 1977 
周滄人 多明我 M Chinese 1922 1984 
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鄭乃琛 若望 M Chinese 1911 1984 
江植生 約瑟 M Chinese 1901 1984 
陳錦蘭 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1905 1999 
張瑞華 莫尼加 F Chinese 1898 1984 
潘關莊之 亞納 F Chinese 1888 1984 
黃貴揖 若望 M Chinese 1910 1984 
胡瑞珍  瑪加烈 F Chinese 1915 2001 
謝慧瓊 Clare F Chinese 1948 1989 
蔡俠飛 伯多祿 M Chinese 1906 1985 
劉蘇因 巴斯卦 F Chinese 1913 1988 
Joseph Li Yeung Shan M Chinese 1925 1995 
梁月蓮 羅撒 F Chinese 1901 1941 
馬松耀 Mario M Chinese 1944 1984 
張珠 若瑟 M Chinese 1916 1984 
鄺遠安 約翰洗者 M Chinese 1909 1991 
吳詠芬 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1916 1984 
鄺其威 安多尼 M Chinese 1949 1950 
Reinaldo Antonio Remedios M European 1908 1984 
Marguerite Marie Remedios F European 1910 1993 
朱宏業 亨利 M Chinese 1912 1977 
Angela M.L. Lopez F European 1873 1956 
Leocadio L. Lopes M European 1874 1931 
Emilia Stella Lopes F European 1907 1995 
Richard Joao Gabriel Ribeiro M European 1929 1984 
周振華 若望 M Chinese 1967 1984 
吳伍 瑪加利大 F Chinese 1900 1984 
莫志剛 若望鮑思高 M Chinese 1912 1992 
盧潤加 瑪利亞  F Chinese 1919 1978 
區慧亞 Vivien F Chinese 1950 1984 
梁基成 方濟各 M Chinese 1909 1957 
何麗娥 瑪利 F Chinese 1910 2007 
張碧如 伯多祿 M Chinese 1890 1976 
許繼祖 若瑟 M Chinese 1938 1938 
黃肇良 伯多祿 M Chinese 1906 1984 
黃建德 雲仙 M Chinese 1913 1984 
麥松坡 若瑟 M Chinese 1933 1984 
歐耀輝 Renzo Luigi M Chinese 1960 1984 
羅九 若瑟 M Chinese 1910 1983 
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龔連 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1916 1995 
林德建 雅各伯 M Chinese 1904 1984 
甄若愚 羅撤 F Chinese 
 
1942 
潘煥珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 1978 
歐女 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1919 1957 
楊善根 若翰 M Chinese 1924 1984 
黎志雄 若翰 M Chinese 1918 1984 
董學貞 瑪加烈 F Chinese 1927 2003 
Esther Maria Pereira F European 1908 1984 
Hermenegidoe A.M. Pereira M European 1889 1942 
吳德華 莫尼加 F Chinese 1905 1984 
鐘玉衡 方濟各 M Chinese 1921 1984 
李佳 若望 M Chinese 1925 1983 
余燕芬 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1956 
黃聯 若瑟 M Chinese 1928 1984 
梁慧根 瑪利 F Chinese 1918 1984 
蔡羅瑞珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1927 2000 
蘇關石 伯多祿 M Chinese 1906 1984 
林飛鳳 亞納 F Chinese 1909 1992 
李七 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1903 1984 
Vicente Reiss M European 1916 1984 
陳志雄 若瑟 M Chinese 1933 1984 
張蘊華 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1984 
Leopoldina E. Da Silva F European 1845 1899 
Libania Filippa Danenberg F European 
  Stephen S.C. Chan M Chinese 1932 1984 
Augusta Leonor Marques M European 1898 1984 
劉志遠 伯多祿 M Chinese 1951 1983 
Meleno Sagritalo F European 1913 1977 
Agnes Choa Wai Chung F Chinese 1912 1984 
陳淑英 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1984 
何宏 伯多祿 M Chinese 1924 1984 
羅春招 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1923 2009 
Martha Lee Soares F Chinese 1909 1993 
劉孔嘉 若瑟 M Chinese 1926 1999 
Fernandina Pureza Lopes  M European 1902 1908 
Dina Cristeta Lopes F European 1852 1922 
Maria Da Silva Lopes F European 1875 1948 
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Vicente Lopes M European 1904 1996 
Pedro De Jesus Lopes M European 1873 1967 
Lucio Augusta Lopes M European 1903 1984 
Fernando Henrique Lopes M European 1912 1991 
Delminda L. Lopes M European 1899 1992 
Maria Theresa William F European 1887 1982 
張文生 斐理 M Chinese 1918 1973 
Carlos F.X. Da Roza M European 1898 1980 
Felix Villarveyes M European 1935 1943 
Lydia Villarveyes F European 1929 1974 
Anita Villarveyes F European 1880 1978 
Marie Stella Ozorio F European 1940 1945 
蔡母吳燕芬 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1911 1958 
何慧芬 則濟利亞 F Chinese 1909 1960 
何寵佑 若翰 M Chinese 1923 1960 
Mary Law Ko Wai Fun F Chinese 1900 1960 
張應鐳 若瑟 M Chinese 1935 1960 
Mary Fang Ko Wing Hing F Chinese 1892 1973 
Maria Luiza Guterres Remedios F European 1883 1913 
Maria Thereza Coelho F European 1854 1906 
梁母盧太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1876 1962 
陳炳賢 若翰 M Chinese 1889 1957 
Anna Tam Raptis F Chinese 1899 1972 
何門黃太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1963 
Ignacia M. Cotton F European 1868 1944 
Marie Emilia Cotton F European 1901 1962 
Walter W. Cotton M European 1896 1897 
Joseph Albert Cotton M European 1903 1971 
Charles Henry Cotton M European 1899 1966 
Cornelius Pereira M European 1841 1888 
Francisco Pereira M European 1872 1900 
Annie Alice Pereira F European 1873 1951 
Augusto Pedro Pereira M European 1883 1958 
William Josiah Wilkinson M European 1871 1926 
Alfred George William Marr M European 1895 1955 
Alice Felicia Leon Marr F European 1900 1958 
唐太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1878 1964 
孫母王夫人 瑪加利大 F Chinese NA NA 
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蕭文傑 若瑟 M Chinese 1892 1963 
鐘顯仁 若瑟 M Chinese 1875 1925 
李德 盎博羅削 M Chinese 1905 1983 
黎齊 加大利納 F Chinese 1878 1918 
Anna Irene Margaret Wong F Chinese 1893 1955 
Paul William Wong Sumyou M Chinese 1891 1965 
陳漢 若瑟 M Chinese NA NA 
黃鳳貞 瑪利亞羅撒 F Chinese 1900 1961 
林滿德 安德肋 M Chinese 1902 1991 
林棠勝 若瑟 M Chinese 1924 1943 
Maria Encarnaco Soares F European 1870 1938 
徐興基 若瑟 M Chinese 1905 1961 
鄔秀珍 安娜 F Chinese 1914 2006 
呂惠珍 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1925 1960 
王氏安人 日多達 F Chinese 1873 1945 
Peter Tsui Yung On M Chinese 1898 1961 
Lucy Pang Yuet Ngo F Chinese 1908 1979 
Carmelita Carion Braga F European 1891 1961 
Augusto De Sousa Braga M European 1894 1963 
Leonor Maria Carion F European 1892 1965 
繆偉興 若瑟 M Chinese 1881 1961 
James Cecil Gui Mgam M European 1900 1953 
陳振波 伯多祿 M Chinese 1887 1959 
姚玉 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1895 1983 
Anne Mary Wong Yuk Wing F Chinese 1906 1962 
周惠瓊 羅撒 F Chinese 1897 1983 
周恩德 加大利納 F Chinese 1933 1947 
何子超 若望 M Chinese 1892 1962 
何母謝太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1902 2004 
李伯劻 約瑟 M Chinese 1899 1962 
黃維新 若瑟 M Chinese 1898 1962 
梁容仙 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1900 1990 
Carl. C. Chiu M Chinese 1938 1961 
Aubrey Kirean Dimond M European 1905 1962 
梁三 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1959 
霍亞金 德肋撒 F Chinese 1914 1985 
梁母 吳太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1899 1960 
馮守真 路濟亞 F Chinese 1895 1960 
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Carmen Guirina Gomeze F European 1916 2008 
Etelvina Lorancia Gomeze F European 1907 1997 
Esperanza M. Gomeze F European 1876 1958 
Guilherme Jeronimo Gomeze M European 1912 1966 
郭麗萍 瑪利德肋撒 F Chinese 1921 1963 
Annie Patell F European 1878 1927 
Evaristo Mauricio M European 1868 1954 
Arthemiza F. Mauricio M European 1867 1915 
Balvino Mauricio M European 1813 1892 
Wilfred Alexander Reed M European 1906 1971 
Victor Henry William Chittender M European 1897 1950 
Patrick Henry Murray M European 1866 1927 
Mary Mildred Murray F European 1901 1942 
Evelyn Mary Andrews F European 1906 1947 
Lucretia Mary Murray F European 1867 1922 
Letitia Julia Murray F European 1904 1927 
Franklin Pepe Yen M European 1939 1953 
Maria Xavier De Souza F European 1890 1937 
Manuel Joaquin Zeferino M European 1911 1958 
林梅生 若亞敬 M Chinese NA NA 
劉楚華 安多尼 M Chinese 1915 1961 
陳美金 玫瑰 F Chinese 1917 2008 
徐近志 伯多祿 M Chinese 1922 1961 
蔡瓊芳 依撒伯爾 F Chinese 1922 2000 
周二太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1890 1960 
陳明 多明我 M Chinese 1902 1950 
陳錦泉 安多尼 M Chinese 1873 1933 
彭瓊珍 亞納 F Chinese 1901 1960 
屈母程太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1877 1962 
李碧池 瑪利亞德肋撒 F Chinese 1917 1961 
葉木蘭 路濟亞 F Chinese 1879 1963 
鄧靜山 若瑟 M Chinese 1884 1980 
呂景全 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1887 1960 
關氏太夫人 依搦斯 F Chinese 1900 1960 
范母陳太夫人 加大利納 F Chinese 1915 1969 
范晉文 若翰 M Chinese 1893 1960 
Anthony Cheng Kam Fai M Chinese 1889 1955 
Camile Cheng F Chinese 1916 1945 
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Teresa Ma So Yin F Chinese 1909 1982 
何氏庶太夫人 亞納 F Chinese 1889 1962 
Augustinus Tsang Yiu Bun M Chinese 1885 1941 
Jorge Maria Ozorio Remedios M European 1886 1953 
Leonor Maria Ozorio Remedios F European 1886 1908 
Anna Gribovsky Leitao F European 1895 1925 
Emilia Carolina De Oliveria Sales F European 1895 1961 
Reinaldo Camilo Maria Sales M European 1891 1982 
Margaret Yeung Cardoso F Chinese 1919 1970 
Bernardino Senna Vieira M European 1891 1953 
Marilia Argelina Vieira F European 1896 1971 
Jose Maria Vieira M European NA 1905 
Bomfilho Maria Vieira M European NA 1939 
Maria L. Vieria F European 1911 1990 
Anna Maria Pak F Chinese NA 1961 
雷杏橋 若瑟 M Chinese 1912 1985 
廖惠芳 瑪利 F Chinese 1915 1961 
王群 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1890 1959 
葉母莫氏 玫瑰 F Chinese NA 1926 
林星潮 彼得 M Chinese 1912 1962 
Elaine Yung Lei Yao F Chinese 1962 1970 
徐華記 保祿 M Chinese 1873 1924 
梁陞全 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1961 
廖清 瑪利 F Chinese 1875 1956 
伍君望 若瑟 M Chinese 1900 1962 
莊根林 若望 M Chinese 1912 1961 
Juan F. Velaszo M European 1874 1924 
Jose Fong M Chinese 1869 1932 
George Choa Po Sien M Chinese 1880 1945 
Maria Felicie Lee Wai Yin F Chinese 1885 1962 
Theresa Maria Cruz F European 1924 2006 
Jose Emilio Cruz M European 1916 1990 
陳國彬 若望 M Chinese 1907 1960 
黃連芬 若瑟芬 F Chinese 1909 1980 
林健卿 若瑟 M Chinese 1878 1963 
杜長娣 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1888 1966 
方昭澧 若瑟 M Chinese 1889 1959 
李如 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1907 1962 
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梁榮光 若瑟 M Chinese 1926 1965 
Maria Ng Kit Ching F Chinese 1822 1960 
Henry Chang M Chinese 1916 1969 
陳福 若瑟 M Chinese 1891 1957 
Paul Chan Mow Chee M Chinese 1888 1947 
徐翠屏 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1914 1959 
Leonardo Dalmada E Castro M European 1876 1942 
Laura Dalmada E Castro F European 1888 1977 
Carlos Augusto Da Roza M European 1884 1936 
Antonio Luiz Alves M European NA 1934 
Julio Cesar Franco M European 1902 1922 
Luiz Eduardo Franco M European 1897 1924 
Luiz Loureneo Franco M European 1849 1931 
Carlos Alberto Franco M European 1891 1965 
Maria Peres Franco  F European 1891 1974 
陳朱慧儀 玫瑰 F Chinese 1920 1961 
鄧兆榮 伯多祿 M Chinese 1847 1894 
余香用 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1850 1926 
鄧英璋 若望 M Chinese 1904 1922 
廖兆光 若瑟 M Chinese 1864 1933 
王德妍 亞納 F Chinese 1876 1963 
廖寶貞 加大利納 F Chinese 1913 1995 
游文雅 若瑟 M Chinese 1917 1981 
王麗瓊 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1922 1999 
Yvone Maria Amelia Yau F Chinese 1944 1964 
Marguerita Chan F Chinese 1927 1964 
Florence Verde F European 1907 1963 
Carlos Augsto Lopes M European 1882 1955 
Angelina Pracex Des D'Almada  F European 1871 1968 
熊素蘭 路濟亞 F Chinese 1921 2000 
鮑善之 安多尼 M Chinese 1899 1973 
簡蒨文 依搦斯 F Chinese 1900 1961 
蔡母梁太夫人 瑪利亞 F Chinese 1890 1961 
譚學榮 若瑟 M Chinese 1901 1955 
謝妙華 斐樂美納 F Chinese 1904 1940 
劉母馮太夫人 斐樂美納 F Chinese 1894 1964 
Ronald Edmund Roza M European 1950 1960 
Francisco J.V. Ribeiro M European 1873 1923 
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Maria De J.V. Ribeiro F European 1874 1952 
Luiza F.V. Ribeiro F European 1899 1943 
Carlos Alberto De Jesus Vieira Ribeiro M European 1898 1972 
譚光中 多默 M Chinese 1899 1967 
劉玩珍 斐樂美納 F Chinese 1908 1956 
Maria Cheung Law F Chinese 1899 1955 
John Lawrence Law M Chinese 1897 1961 
文國賢 伯多祿 M Chinese 1909 1954 
譚劉氏 瑪利亞 F Chinese NA NA 
譚連壽 彌額爾 M Chinese NA NA 
譚蔡氏 類斯 F Chinese NA NA 
John Tai Wo Kwok M Chinese 1877 1958 
易偉芬 Pauline F Chinese 1891 1955 
Peter Raymond Chin M Chinese 1895 1951 
何鉅榮 若瑟 M Chinese 1886 1957 
馮杏華 玫瑰 F Chinese 1908 1957 
Francis Edwards M European 1950 1950 
George Sylvester Edwards M European 1914 1980 
John Anthony Edward M European 1942 1962 
Theresa Cheng Tam Wai Ching F Chinese 1899 1954 
Joseph Leung Kau Kui M Chinese 1904 1994 
Sherla Anna Maria Barradas F European 1930 1954 
Luiza Maria Barradas F European 1898 1966 
Antonio Jude Da Rocha M European 1955 1973 
Peter Kim Cheung M Chinese 1938 1968 
Guilhermina Tam Leong F Chinese 1860 1941 
Peter Leong Kim Hung M Chinese 1887 1944 
Edward Leong Kwok Cheong M Chinese 1910 1938 
Rose Lee Kit Miu F Chinese 1926 2008 
Paul Wong Kwok Shuen M Chinese 1920 1957 
Peter Kingson Kwok M Chinese 1889 1953 
Rose Lai Hin Chu Kwok F Chinese 1882 1950 
孫北屏 若瑟 M Chinese 1899 1961 
William Lon Hang Song M Chinese 1898 1931 
Herr Karl Kwok Sui Pang M Chinese 1887 1969 
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Appendix IV Personal Data Collected from the Hong Kong 
Cemetery 
Name Sex Ethnicity 
Year of 
Birth 
Year of 
Death 
George Hynn M European 1900 1952 
Walter Morris Thomson M European 1905 1952 
Martha Salmon F European 1919 1950 
Alistar Mackenzie F European 1921 1949 
Frederick Charles Perry M European NA 1969 
Christine Knight F European 1933 1966 
Vera Handyside F European 1920 1948 
Sydney Charles Collins M European 1914 1947 
Vera Isabel F European 1911 1948 
Alexander Jonathan Lewis M European 1900 1948 
David Mann M European 1912 1948 
Lionel Edward Longbottom M European 1886 1936 
William Hill M European 1886 1937 
George Fowler M European 1881 1949 
Jay Alexander M European 1920 1973 
Paul Oscar Peuster M European 1881 1942 
Yin King (Cheng) Peuster M Chinese 1903 1970 
Paul William Peuster M European 1925 1942 
Edward Frank Warburton M European 1902 1970 
John Moore McDonald M European 1901 1966 
Robert Cecil Robertson M European 1889 1942 
John Coghill Brown M European 1888 1940 
James McDonald M European 1892 1921 
Elizabeth McDonald F European 1866 1921 
James William White M European 1879 1923 
Alfred Forbes Gordon Eastman M European 1933 1950 
James Henry Kynoch M European 1884 1926 
James John Hirst M European 1909 1931 
Francis Meade M European 1887 1935 
William Murray Stratton M European 1882 1935 
Grace Mclaren Stratton F European 1884 1949 
Lawrence J.F. Griffiths M European 1889 1936 
Florence Ada F European 1886 1936 
John Daniel Lloyd M European 1884 1935 
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Alice Janet Lockhart Smith F European 1905 1933 
Jeanie Chalmers Macgrecor F European 1884 1920 
Maria Hazeland F European 1879 1916 
Donald Kenneth Rotherham M European 1889 1916 
Thomas Henry Martin M European 1867 1916 
Eliza Ann Martin F European 1871 1941 
Emma Maude F European 1872 1917 
William Leonard Carter M European 1877 1917 
Frederick Alan Biden M European 1877 1918 
Harold Macfarlane M European 1877 1919 
William James Tutgher M European 1868 1920 
Alfred Turner Rowlandson M European NA 1913 
William Hunter M European 1875 1907 
Lewis Audley M. Johnston M European 1865 1908 
Warren Delabere Bannes M European 1865 1911 
Alexander Thomson Walker M European NA 1913 
Charles Mariay Fleury M European 1871 1913 
Constantine J. Dedoglou M European 1882 1939 
Hippocrate J. Dedeoglou M European 1889 1943 
Edward James Campbell M European 1870 1911 
Earnest Joseph Meucuens M European 1860 1907 
Herbert Canton M European 1860 1903 
Walter Godfrey Stackwood M European 1859 1908 
Alice Mand Sharrock F European NA 1908 
William Bennett M European 1865 1899 
Robert Parnell M European 1848 1900 
Nicholas Belfield Denny Ph.D M European 1839 1900 
Lydia Astahora F European NA 1948 
John Harry Ward M European 1868 1897 
Hugh Mc Callum M European 1853 1898 
Evelyn A. Govett  F European 1882 1899 
William Arthur Matthens M European 1868 1898 
Josephine Fon F Chinese 1877 1900 
Bertie Walter M European 1875 1900 
Alexander Lavson Walker M European 1868 1900 
Maurice Abel Fremantle M European 1867 1892 
Richard Henry Smythe M European 1863 1892 
Edward Martin Loring M European 1866 1892 
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William Kennedy Wylil M European 1858 1897 
Cecil Rowland Brook Drummondrn F European 1882 1897 
Francis Simpson Dmmanney M European 1853 1895 
John Bremner M European 1837 1896 
May Chang F Chinese 1914 1948 
Robert Harry Smith M Chinese 1899 1940 
James T. Wright M European 1928 1948 
Alfred James Nixon M European 1903 1940 
William Long M European 1905 1939 
Arthur Wolf M European 1919 1939 
John Issac Raven M European 1905 1939 
Joseph A. Cooney M European 1919 1939 
Cyril H. Boxall M European 1916 1939 
William G. Haynes M European 1907 1939 
Harry Rubie M European 1908 1940 
Frederick Fallick M European 1919 1940 
Annie Foreman F European 1911 1941 
Sidney J. Fakeley M European 1902 1939 
Derrick W. Farr M European 1918 1938 
Frederick G. Pitman M European 1902 1938 
Harry J. Stickells M European 1902 1938 
Francis B. Temane M European 1895 1938 
Frederick Brownlow M European 1914 1938 
Earnest Inchcomb M European 1888 1938 
Edgar George Abbott M European 1908 1938 
Richard F. White M European 1907 1937 
Leslie Frank Lindley M European 1909 1936 
William Johnson M European 1911 1935 
Trevor Handel Hughes M European NA 1935 
William John Willgoss M European NA 1935 
Edward Home Bain M European 1903 1934 
Anthony Dunn M European 1887 1934 
Herbert W. J. Curthoys M European 1907 1933 
Frank Percy M European 1901 1933 
Frederick Noel Bunt M European 1905 1933 
Norman R. Stirling M European NA 1932 
Thomas Harold Harding M European 1896 1933 
William Richard Fowler M European 1895 1932 
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Christopher Young M Chinese 1903 1932 
Archibald Scott M European 1931 1952 
David Boyle M European 1917 1952 
James William Pornan M European 1913 1951 
Joseph Harry Jordan M European 1926 1950 
Jack Hanson M European 1913 1950 
David Mc Manks M European 1924 1950 
James Jobson M European 1915 1945 
Robert Leslie Bowes M European 1929 1950 
Ronald Courtman M European 1931 1949 
Walter Innes M European 1917 1949 
William Henry Martin M European 1925 1949 
Thomas Krik M European 1919 1949 
Thomas Righ M European 1929 1949 
Edward Treheran Farr M European 1928 1948 
Geoffrey Brian Buttrick M European 1927 1946 
Kenneth William Kingston M European 1931 1950 
Richard John Minns M European 1933 1950 
Ralph Shearman M European 1930 1953 
Raymond Keyle M European 1931 1953 
Henry Geencross M European 1922 1945 
Lai Kow M Chinese 1919 1962 
James Edward Elletson M Chinese 1941 1962 
William Henry Coton M European NA 1959 
Earnest Sydney Howes M European 1927 1958 
Earnest S. Linton M European 1920 1957 
Wilfred R. Hewitt M European 1921 1957 
Brian W. Hailstone M European 1930 1956 
Roger A. Lowson M European 1931 1956 
Roy G.A. Hubbard M European 1933 1955 
Kenneth J. Elliott M European 1935 1955 
Edwin Barker M European 1931 1954 
James C.L. Cook M Chinese 1934 1954 
Peter Ashdown M European 1927 1947 
Charles Percy Hooton M European 1922 1946 
Gordon Newbitt M European 1925 1962 
Richard John Wiggins M European 1946 1970 
Sarah F. Perkins F European 1927 1950 
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Lieut Brian Earnest Gerber M European 1928 1950 
Robert William England M European 1927 1951 
Cheng Shiu Wah M Chinese 1940 1966 
Olive Batley F European 1925 1949 
James Weble Hope M European NA 1931 
William Frederick Crosthwait M European 1889 1930 
John Basil Roland Bacchus M European NA 1926 
John Severn Fuller M European 1896 1919 
James D. Struthers M European 1883 1919 
Dulcie Col. Christian F European 1911 1929 
Florence Jane Wall F European 1920 1950 
Eric Usher M European 1933 1953 
Ronald England M European 1932 1953 
Joseph W. Cox M European 1917 1953 
Elizabeth Foster F European 1860 1893 
Kenneth Steven Fenwick M European NA NA 
Peter Edward Mills M European 1960 1960 
George Sutherland Ireland M European 1957 1960 
Alison Louise Curzon F European 1960 1960 
Brian Patrick Shaw M European 1960 1960 
James Johnstone M European 1870 1934 
Edward Lawrence Stanfield M European 1890 1934 
Edward Charles Fingher M European 1902 1969 
Charles William Ward M European 1865 1931 
William Cooper Passmore M European 1861 1931 
Jane Benson F European 1854 1929 
Edward Midgles M European 1865 1929 
Agnes Adamson Hansen F European 1870 1929 
Selina Elliott Long F Chinese 1853 1921 
Thomas Gibbson M European 1862 1925 
Annie Gibbson F European 1866 1938 
Francis Charles Jogn Caigot M European 1883 1936 
Arthur Poonoo Samy  M European 1874 1936 
Joyce Adye F European 1903 1936 
Edward Cecil Vagg M European 1892 1964 
Francis Andrew Piesse M European 1871 1918 
Harry William Dick M European 1861 1922 
George Frederick Allen M European 1868 1923 
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David Harvey M European 1875 1929 
Janet Harvey F European 1877 1932 
John Peter Somerville M European 1857 1929 
Edward Marsh M European 1835 1861 
Peter Milnwosk M European 1903 1952 
Edward Mathews M European 1910 1961 
John Johnson M European NA 1931 
Lena Fincher F European 1872 1932 
William Francis Fincher M European 1866 1938 
Andrew William Millar M European 1869 1934 
William Edgar M European 1858 1934 
Robert E. Mitchell M European NA 1934 
William Mckenzil M European 1884 1936 
Chau Yeung M Chinese 1862 1939 
Chow Woon Yau F Chinese 1881 1913 
William James Howard M European 1903 1990 
George Halletl Madden M European 1875 1931 
Michael Desmond M European 1927 1938 
Alfred Edward Hall M European 1892 1936 
Edward Snowdon Jones M European 1893 1935 
Mary Rodger F European 1875 1918 
Peter Ryves Marsh M European 1860 1920 
Josephine Marsh F European 1880 1966 
William Steward M European 1867 1923 
Henry Percy White M European 1863 1929 
Joseph Whitelet Kew M European NA 1861 
Frederick Pierce Grove M European NA 1929 
May Hall F European 1861 1942 
Thekla Brotherton Harker F European 1860 1930 
Henry Earnest Scriven M European NA 1931 
May Friedrich F European 1857 1932 
George William Millar M European 1902 1963 
Ella Millar F European 1904 2000 
Dorothy Margaret Georging Wheeler F European 1905 1934 
Peter Allen Frederick M European 1925 1925 
Elizabeth Mackay F European 1877 1934 
Frederick William Winyard M European 1874 1934 
William Henry Bell M European NA 1933 
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Minnie Hall F European 1894 1942 
Steve Hall M European NA 1941 
Edwin John Cotton M European 1882 1930 
Aileen Manning Rapp F European 1879 1942 
George Gustan Rapp M European 1879 1929 
Karl Ludwig Stumpf M European 1913 1987 
Martin Ludwig Stumpf M European 1946 1968 
Jessie Tatam F European 1868 1924 
George William Gegg M European 1875 1920 
William Henry Wooley M European 1872 1920 
John George Swanston M European 1879 1935 
Mona Swanston F European 1924 1967 
Arthur Charles Maycook M European 1912 1936 
James Philip M European 1882 1936 
Arthur Samy M European 1901 1972 
Joan Kew F European NA 1937 
John Henry Maycock M European 1876 1954 
Josephine Black F European 1888 1936 
Willie Sanderson M European 1892 1936 
Harry Carnet Jex M European 1888 1936 
Agnes Murphy F European 1878 1936 
Arthur Perkins Nobbs M European 1859 1918 
Horace Rolant Dyson M European 1861 1920 
Samuel Ebenzer Green M European 1881 1947 
Elizabeth Green F European 1873 1962 
George Banker M European 1868 1924 
Paul Banker M European 1879 1924 
Cecil Hynes Lyson F European 1886 1925 
Violet Lyson F European 1888 1966 
Walter James Leonford M European 1878 1929 
Frederick Harold Brett Hanna M European 1891 1962 
Lena Johnsford Churn F European 1894 1940 
Samuel Macomber Churn M European 1887 1959 
William Hall M European 1881 1934 
Benjamin Culter Randall M European 1899 1962 
Henry John Howard M European 1901 1935 
Lily Mary Howard F European 1903 1965 
Richard Arthur Howard M European 1934 1980 
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Thomas Oscar Bernard Harman M European 1872 1935 
Elizabeth Emma Yang F Chinese 1911 1957 
James Parsons Barker M European NA 1938 
Choi Wan Barker M Chinese NA 1918 
Mabel Reiners F European 1898 1956 
William Farmer M European 1860 1930 
Eileen Margaret F European 1903 1930 
Starling Jex M European 1893 1943 
Charles Earnest Webb M European 1865 1927 
Peter Angus M European 1874 1925 
George Ian Angus M European NA 1945 
John Kerr Campbell MacCorquodale M European NA 1922 
Alfred Davis M European 1876 1921 
Leonard Le Breton M European 1889 1920 
Minnie Eunice Mooner F European 1869 1935 
Alfred Philip Greaves M European 1884 1949 
William Berkley Hardinge M European 1850 1937 
Louise Gibson F European 1873 1937 
Arthur Edward Moyhing M European 1888 1937 
Albert James Cox M European 1877 1942 
Sophie Cox F European 1888 1966 
Richard James Cox M European 1879 1910 
Charles James Cox M European 1885 1915 
Rose Hughes Greaves F European 1887 1937 
Alexander Claude Greaves M European 1910 1989 
Earnest William Louson M European 1879 1961 
James Vanstone M European 1847 1921 
Samuel Cornell Plant M European 1866 1921 
Alice Sophia Plant F European 1870 1921 
Thomas Michael Spafford M European 1849 1922 
Arthur Rylands Lowe M European 1873 1924 
Evelyn Jane Bliss F European 1884 1940 
Edmund William White M European 1882 1928 
Archibald John Jewell Brock M European 1879 1930 
William Walking Shaw Fox M European 1877 1931 
Margaret Ord F European 1875 1955 
John Osboorne M European 1858 1932 
Josephine Calista Thom F European 1856 1933 
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George Thomas May M European 1872 1935 
Elizabeth Jessie Byrne F European 1901 1958 
Annie Randall F European 1875 1935 
Robin Christopher Farrer Macagegor M European 1916 1969 
Dorothy Annette F European 1889 1965 
Ellen Hercus F European NA 1932 
Colin George Mackenzie M European 1890 1931 
Benjamin Culter Randall M European 1856 1930 
Alice D. Hickline F European 1876 1928 
William Knight M European 1890 1927 
James Daniel Bush M European 1886 1939 
Victoria Mary Bush F European 1886 1974 
Benjamin James Spittles M European 1875 1924 
May Gittins F European 1883 1969 
Aubrey Maurice Bowes Smith M European 1887 1935 
Helen Russell F European NA 1937 
John Russell M European 1881 1958 
Susan Lowson F European 1898 1973 
Albert Earnest Harves M European 1879 1938 
Charles D. Sullivan M European 1880 1937 
James Hunter M European 1874 1937 
Robert Gordon Shewan M European 1859 1934 
Henry Gittins M European 1871 1954 
Dorothy Gittins F European 1878 1961 
William Thompson Shewan M European 1860 1926 
James Henry Woodier  M European 1872 1930 
Harold Edward Henry M European 1879 1931 
Richard Henry Hamson M European 1810 1870 
George Grimble M European 1878 1933 
James Herbert Backhouse M European 1882 1933 
Dorothy Lilian Frost F European 1908 1932 
Agnes Anderson F European 1883 1931 
Carl Schroter M European NA 1931 
Charles Augustine Fulcher M European 1868 1931 
Winifred Barker F European 1874 1928 
Albert Blyth M European 1873 1928 
Rose Blyth  F European 1875 1928 
Leslie Jones M European 1952 1955 
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Mary Alice Liddell Lammert F European 1877 1926 
Niel August Johansson M European 1866 1937 
Albert Willie Eugene Davidson M European 1875 1937 
Donald Davidson M European 1910 1941 
David Willis M European 1882 1938 
Nora Willis F European 1888 1970 
William Thom M European 1890 1938 
Tam Lin Hing F Chinese 1908 2005 
Josephine Greaves F Chinese 1855 1942 
Rolfie Storm Erdmann M European 1952 1953 
Theresa Dorothy Paget F European 1945 1950 
Philip Thomas Mayne M European 1953 1954 
Sarah Anne Wilkinson F European 1947 1951 
Sidney Law M Chinese 1948 1949 
Elsie Gaby F European 1933 1941 
Daniel Gittins M European 1903 1903 
Peter Clarke M European 1940 1940 
Jeannette Lettige Brenda F European 1932 1940 
Gordon Albert Reginald Kew M European 1932 1940 
Timothy John Lamb M European 1938 1939 
Michael Butcher M European 1939 1939 
Stephen Bernard Topham M European 1953 1954 
George Forder M European 1892 1956 
Marlene Glymn F European 1937 1938 
Lucy Gdodridge F European NA 1950 
Kar Yat Ching M Chinese 1926 1937 
John Victor M European 1932 1936 
John Earnest Lynn M European 1919 1962 
John Beck M European 1934 1946 
Albert Brindle M European 1904 1964 
Mei Lai Kwan F Chinese 1913 1982 
Katherine Joyce Becker F European 1934 1935 
Gloria Audrey Becker F European 1939 1942 
John David Humphreys M European 1894 1940 
Olive Lilian Acock F European 1879 1939 
James Sinclair White M European 1875 1938 
Henry Alexander Allen M European 1872 1939 
Mary Allen F European 1890 1951 
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Charles Alexander Allen M European 1896 1916 
Thomas Huches Hammersley M European 1861 1889 
Corporal W.H. Stephens M European 1864 1896 
John Duncan M European 1871 1938 
Herbert Richardson Wells M European 1863 1950 
Jane Mernorn F European 1861 1938 
Charles Parkin Lee M Chinese 1927 2000 
James Lloyd Howell M European 1902 1938 
Willy Saencer M European 1838 1893 
Frank Bayliss Black M European NA 1961 
Leo Garland M European 1881 1954 
Erica Isabella Grimshaw F European 1869 1958 
Victor Geoffrey Goodwear M European 1928 1955 
William Davy M European NA 1916 
Edward Harold Smyth M European 1880 1955 
James Leitch M European NA 1954 
Nicholas Yachisnikoff M European 1896 1954 
William Albert Palmer M European 1861 1959 
Daniel McKenzie M European 1900 1940 
Jean Alice McKenzie F European 1876 1964 
Alice Jarrett F European 1902 1955 
June Marguraite Reeve F European 1925 1955 
James Liddell Stewart M European 1892 1955 
Henry Harris M European 1964 1986 
Jessie Baird Sorley Harris F European 1908 1955 
Mabel Harris  F European 1920 1995 
Elizabeth Norton Alward Betsy F European 1944 1955 
Margaret D. Uspersky F European 1911 1966 
Archpriest Dimtri Uspensku M European 1886 1970 
Joyce Victoria Richard F European 1913 1954 
Edward Bellamy M European 1909 1971 
Violet Bellamy Chung Lay Ying F Chinese 1909 2009 
John Kennedy Ross M European 1903 1967 
Daniel Pok Park Jai M European NA 1953 
Rose Louise Guignard F European NA 1953 
George Theodordoe Guignard M European 1884 1976 
Thomas Brown M European 1838 1862 
Samuel Jubb M European 1834 1862 
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Henry James Faers M European 1891 1954 
Charles Richards M European 1873 1953 
Esther Beatrice  F European 1878 1956 
James Wright Adams M European 1894 1953 
Emily Elizabeth Ellis F European 1853 1888 
Betty Eva Readman F European 1930 1968 
Rachel Richard F European 1907 1962 
Philip Campbell Annesley  M European 1931 1952 
Robert Adam M European 1892 1952 
Osmund Nevill Smyth M European 1920 1952 
John S. Carr M European 1901 1952 
Ralph Billen M European NA 1952 
Mary Tregillus F European 1882 1968 
Paul Tregillus M European 1880 1907 
George M. Davreux M European 1908 1968 
Hugh Pore M European 1880 1952 
Frank Robert Hardis M European 1940 1952 
Norman James Bournes M European 1892 1952 
Percival George Boswell M European 1905 1951 
Frank Cecil Roberts M European 1895 1951 
Robert Wnerry  M European 1888 1966 
Katherine Wherry F Chinese 1908 1970 
Catchick Paul Chater M European 1846 1926 
William Charles Gomersall M European 1895 1960 
Thomas Rose M European 1881 1940 
Olive Pauline Braga F European 1870 1952 
Josephine Kaherm F European 1854 1892 
Emma Kwai Chung Wong Tape F Chinese 1874 1953 
Benjamin Wong Tape M Chinese 1875 1967 
Robert Ho Tung M Chinese 1862 1956 
Margaret Mak Sau Ying F Chinese 1865 1944 
Karl Friderick August Gutzlaff M European 1803 1851 
Francis Aucustus Collier M European 1786 1849 
Deaby John Hunter M European NA NA 
Henry French  M European NA NA 
Henry Charles Stewart M European NA 1871 
Frederick Whollcombe M European NA NA 
Fanny Auousta Dickson F European NA NA 
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Walter Scott Burn M European 1856 1857 
George Henry Stacey M European 1897 1955 
Herbert Hancook M European 1832 1872 
James Ross M European 1888 1952 
John Millar Campbell M European 1841 1866 
Klara Maria Magdalene Wong F Chinese 1894 1961 
James Smith M European 1830 1866 
Ian Howard Minday M European 1928 1968 
Joseph Edye M European NA 1868 
Walter Keates M European 1905 1958 
George Mccallum M European 1869 1949 
Albert Leslie Landsbert M European 1900 1960 
Alexander Harvey M European 1890 1958 
Ina Robertson Harvey M European 1893 1997 
Robert Dixon Bell M European 1894 1958 
Arthur Robert Fenton-Raven M European 1877 1965 
Collins Matheson M European 1877 1965 
Charles Deas M European 1820 1859 
James Smith M European 1802 1867 
Henry Spring Blackhall M European 1865 1888 
Gertrude Elizabeth Bell F European 1896 1977 
William Ingram Keir M European 1883 1967 
Lieut Bacon M European 1930 1957 
Thomas Henry Gordon Brayfield M European 1879 1960 
Katherine Muriel Artindale F European 1883 1962 
Lieutenant C.E. Kingsmill M European 1922 1946 
Josef Horsky M European 1883 1961 
David Charleton Millar M European 1861 1895 
Max Eric Haefeli M European 1912 1961 
Philip Ashton M European 1892 1961 
Alan Cochrane M European 1929 1961 
Desmond Potter M European 1920 1960 
James Wilkie Ramsay M European 1903 1960 
Caroline Matilda  F European 1830 1972 
Frederick Joseph Brockbank M European NA 1960 
Norman Stanley Halladay M European 1898 1965 
Joseph Cockin M European NA 1960 
James Lachlan Machnture M European 1812 1960 
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Lottie Digby F European NA 1960 
Emily Chuhh F European 1882 1960 
John Swainson Chubb M European 1870 1919 
Erwin Denler M European 1928 1960 
Robert Drake Drysdale M European 1908 1961 
Arthurita Drysdale F European 1912 2000 
Richard Earnest Evered Haines M European 1912 1961 
James F. Perrine M European 1901 1960 
William Charles Johnstone M European 1892 1962 
Henry Arthur Martin M European 1909 1969 
Robert Henry Reginald M European NA NA 
Charles Edward Peacock M European 1888 1958 
Charles Trott M European 1881 1959 
Elizabeth Florence Graye F European 1910 1959 
Victor Orloff M European 1912 1959 
Nils Erick Nilsson M European 1890 1958 
Richard Louis Jeffery M European 1932 1959 
Denise Susan F European 1946 1963 
Elizabeth Madar F European 1901 1960 
Jack Turner M European NA 1959 
Evedoria Urchenko M European 1920 1959 
Alexander Stepanovich Paravieff M European 1922 1978 
Alexander Urchenko M European 1932 1980 
James Fleck Ouont M European 1873 1957 
Katie Fleck F European 1906 1960 
Arthur Richard Ross M European 1906 1959 
Isabel Louisa Lawrence F European 1947 1959 
Anna Stevens F European 1822 1848 
Francis Alfred Morris M European 1885 1957 
Alice Yuen Ming Holden F Chinese 1952 1957 
Mary Buchanan F European 1908 1957 
George Duncan Jack M European 1887 1957 
Leah Constance Hawkett F European NA 1957 
John D. Tobin M European 1900 1958 
Thomas Arthur Chadd M European 1941 1962 
William C. Fletcher M European 1912 1957 
Lilia Maureen Henderson F European 1935 1957 
John Stanley Clark M European 1946 1961 
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Nellie Crooks F European 1885 1956 
Douglas Ross M European 1919 1956 
Irene May Shepherd F European 1932 1956 
Henry Dempster M European 1911 1966 
Paul Turner M European 1957 1957 
Philip John Morgan M European 1956 1956 
Rolf Maslen M European 1958 1958 
Norman Lee M Chinese 1919 1940 
Stanley Lee M Chinese 1942 1942 
Earnest Savage M European 1889 1930 
Mary A. Lee F Chinese 1885 1931 
Stewart Allen Arthur M European 1891 1931 
Edgar James Mothersill M European NA 1932 
Theodore O. Ogier M European 1865 1932 
George Earnest Ellams M European 1892 1933 
Walter W. Cole M European 1869 1933 
Beatrice Rose Kew F European 1896 1960 
Arthur James Kew M European 1896 1965 
Isabelle Carr F European 1894 1934 
Margaret Hall F European 1897 1972 
James Mclearen Walker M European 1889 1934 
Eric Cawood Robinson M European 1890 1968 
Jimmy Holdman M European 1890 1933 
Robert Shannon M European NA 1933 
Frederick Wyatt M European 1911 1972 
Harry James Lamb M European 1892 1932 
Kenneth Kingsley Staple M European 1889 1931 
George Duncan McPherson Arthur M European 1872 1930 
Ada Lilian O'dell F European 1898 1929 
Avis Margaret Hill M European 1959 1959 
Russell Lloyd M European 1955 1958 
Merycon Philip Maxwell M European 1954 1958 
Christina Spence F European 1927 1927 
George Victor M European 1883 1927 
Leslie George M. Warner M European 1908 1973 
Mini Warner F Chinese 1924 1990 
Edward Clark Rock M European 1892 1928 
Michael Victor M European 1959 1959 
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Barry Hammond M European 1959 1959 
Louis Augusto M European NA 1929 
Earnest Edwin Hagger M European 1889 1970 
James Edgar Hancock M European 1894 1929 
Constance Mary Berg F European NA 1929 
Nancy Stewart F European 1906 1974 
Anne Maria Mchell F European NA NA 
George Edward Bell M European 1868 1935 
Rose Carnie F European NA 1927 
George Whiteley Kew M European 1862 1942 
Henry Cartwright M European 1877 1925 
Charles Dickens M European 1881 1925 
Michael John Wells M European 1857 1923 
James Shaw M European 1874 1922 
George James Robinson M European 1884 1921 
Gran Matthews Gregory M European 1879 1962 
Francis Henry Thomas M European 1877 1920 
Ripsime Homy Gregory M European 1891 1930 
Sophie Manuk F European 1859 1919 
Wilfred Tulip M European 1881 1919 
James Cray Marshall M European 1857 1919 
David Marshall M European 1889 1910 
Frederick Endell Rosser M European 1875 1920 
John Charles Wildin M European 1878 1920 
Catherine Walker F European 1875 1915 
John Weir M European 1876 1918 
Alexander Morton M European 1911 1971 
Richard Michael M European 1959 1959 
Mary Jordan Liang F Chinese 1877 1956 
Allston O'doiscoll Gourdin M European 1850 1915 
John Paterson M European 1872 1918 
Andrew High Gilmore Jackson M European 1882 1918 
Bernard Brotherton Harker M European 1862 1913 
Charles Lionel Maxwell M European 1883 1916 
Edward William Dawson M European 1879 1917 
Alice Dawson F European 1879 1927 
Charles Woodhead M European 1897 1917 
John Somerville Dobie M European 1868 1919 
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William Wallace M European 1923 1924 
Sheila Mavis Wilson F European 1923 1924 
Daniel Bently M European 1812 1846 
Harry Haynes M European 1870 1913 
Gottfried Fritz Eberius M European 1875 1912 
William Danby M European 1842 1908 
Harry Wicking M European 1841 1907 
Lawrence Mallory M European 1846 1904 
Paul Jordan M European 1851 1901 
Andrew Francis M European 1890 1936 
Robert Kenneth Liang M Chinese 1876 1949 
Albert Dransfield M European NA 1940 
Annie Erwin F European 1918 1927 
Edward Thomas Arnold M European 1913 1923 
Frederick Hugh Bender M European 1926 1926 
John Stephen Clerevaulx Neel M European 1917 1961 
Eric Clilley M European 1913 1971 
Robert Daniel Channell M European 1935 1972 
Henry Whittle M European 1899 1974 
Edward Henry Ray M European 1875 1952 
Dorothy Digby F European 1914 1918 
Florence Alberta F European 1886 1924 
Francis Edward Foyn M European 1905 1973 
Margaret Mackay F European 1921 1923 
James Dalziel M European 1908 1909 
James Wallace Allen M European 1906 1910 
Frances B. Wilks F European 1897 1974 
Philip A. Marangella M European 1896 1974 
Patrick William Arthur M European 1909 1974 
Mariam Mchair Ray F European 1925 1930 
John Robertson Mcfwan M European 1924 1969 
Duncan Leonard Gibson M European 1907 1907 
Charles Rathsam M European 1899 1975 
Frederick William M European 1909 1909 
James Merrill Craven M European 1880 1908 
Wei Kam Lin F Chinese NA 1908 
簡東浦 M Chinese NA NA 
Teng Chiam Chye Siew F Chinese 1890 1957 
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Teng Pin Hui M Chinese 1911 1991 
Teng Cheng Tak Kwan F Chinese 1914 1998 
Teng Yung Liang Donald M Chinese 1946 1967 
William Alexander Riach M European 1929 1963 
George MacDonald Oliphant M European 1829 1963 
Samuel William Denney M European 1925 1958 
John William Howlett M European 1913 1956 
Gilbert Joseph Perkins M European 1902 1954 
Alexander Paul Zaremba M European 1912 1947 
Luke Bright M European 1854 1881 
Vera Mary Mackenzie F European 1923 1962 
Charles Henry Craggs M European 1928 1971 
Frederick A. Ewins M European 1904 1974 
Edward Rutherford Common M European 1922 1977 
Joan Spencer F European 1923 2002 
Robert Spencer M European 1923 1968 
Duncan Mcneill M European 1863 1916 
Jessie Collinson F European 1897 1934 
William Kendall M European 1866 1915 
Charles Mooney M European 1859 1913 
Charles Christina Pedersen M European 1849 1913 
William Denny Sutton M European 1845 1913 
Henry George Baker M European 1861 1913 
John Buron Scott M European 1862 1912 
Andrew Charles More M European 1899 1950 
Martha Kate More F European 1858 1938 
David Douglas Cuthbert M European 1861 1908 
Edward Littlefield M European 1840 1908 
William MacGregor Smith M European 1832 1907 
Alfred John James Martib M European 1894 1940 
John Robertson M European 1867 1906 
Elizabeth Sarah F European NA 1947 
Mary Jex F European 1906 1940 
Thomas Garrick Jex M European 1890 1962 
George Parker M European 1837 1908 
James William Osborne M European 1843 1908 
Elizabeth Stanfield F European 1864 1913 
David McHardy M European NA NA 
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Isabella Smith F European 1871 1914 
Thomas Kerr M European 1850 1916 
John Lemm M European 1867 1917 
Andrew Birrell Bryson M European 1890 1918 
James Henry Moore Mead M European 1880 1919 
Albert Terrett M European 1876 1919 
William Alexander Stewart Brown M European NA NA 
Elizabeth Gidley F European 1845 1915 
John Smith M European 1861 1910 
Henry Smith M European 1872 1908 
Robert Downie Watt M European 1858 1909 
George Hermann Drewes M European 1835 1907 
Alfred George Tottmen M European 1903 1932 
Stanley Cleverton M European NA 1930 
George Colcough M European NA 1930 
James Noel Redmond Cooper M European 1902 1930 
George William Othen  M European NA 1928 
Fred Shaw M European NA 1928 
Alfred C. Rowett M European 1905 1928 
Thomas Bassett M European NA 1927 
Leonard Carbine M European 1901 1926 
John Joseph Stafford M European 1895 1925 
John Rogers Welks M European 1886 1924 
Harry Rodgwell M European 1891 1922 
Joseph Dixon M European NA 1922 
Joseph Millar Johnston M European NA 1919 
James Wright M European NA 1918 
Samuel Little M European NA 1918 
William Walter Bishop M European 1908 1932 
John Tremayne M European 1902 1923 
George Aubrey M European NA 1927 
John Henry Patrick M European 1903 1928 
Albert Ross Ward M European 1904 1929 
William A. Matthews M European 1896 1939 
Albert E.K. Dungey M European 1893 1950 
William Arthur Allen M European 1898 1946 
Allen Green M European 1920 1950 
Douglas Robert Louis Shanks M European 1906 1956 
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Gerald E. Brown M European 1929 1959 
Frederick Charles Devin M European 1901 1953 
John G. Taite M European 1908 1948 
Albert George Adcock M European 1911 1946 
Leslie G. Coombers M European 1905 1949 
Harry David Jenner M European 1891 1935 
George Leslie Reed M European 1900 1930 
Maurice Anthony Maude M European 1900 1926 
Henry Patrick Scholes M European 1895 1923 
Frank William Louis Beckingham M European 1914 1932 
Charles Adams M European NA 1918 
Henry Linfield M European 1871 1908 
William Hayward M European NA 1919 
James Holmes M European NA 1920 
William Morman M European 1883 1921 
Frederick Edgar Webber M European 1898 1922 
Charles Edward Simpson M European 1891 1924 
James Fleet Fraser M European NA 1924 
John William Whitehead M European 1903 1926 
William Head Spargo M European 1888 1927 
Ronald George French M European 1902 1927 
Earnest William Garrett M European 1890 1928 
Harry Whitear Fawcitt M European 1901 1928 
Alfred John Jarvis M European 1971 1990 
Charles Hill M European NA 1930 
William J. Draper M European NA 1930 
Richard Cowsill M European 1903 1931 
Cyril Jack Munson M European 1911 1932 
Leslie Cyril Norris M European 1906 1932 
Patrick Wack M European 1912 1932 
Frank Kirby M European NA 1931 
Arhchie Hall M European NA 1931 
Frank Albert Humphrey M European NA 1931 
Robert William Heywood M European NA 1930 
George Fry M European 1888 1930 
George Frederick Cornwell M European NA 1929 
Henry E. White M European 1901 1929 
Ronald Miller Rough M European NA 1928 
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William John Barner M European 1887 1927 
Leonard Norman Jeffery M European 1902 1927 
Edward Earnest Batchlor M European 1898 1926 
Frank Rhodes Waterworth M European NA 1924 
Edward V. Lungard M European NA 1923 
Harry Field M European 1895 1922 
John Nixon M European 1883 1922 
Albert V. Maxted M European 1890 1927 
Henry James Sutter M European 1885 1920 
Charles Henry Max M European NA 1919 
Frederick Woodhouse M European 1896 1919 
William H. Spooner M European 1897 1932 
Geoffroy William Winsmore Hooper M European 1892 1923 
Samuel F.G. Tuke M European NA 1925 
Charles A.W. Essan M European NA 1928 
Robert Tyrwhitt M European 1910 1932 
Michael Joyce M European 1901 1946 
Victor Lunggern M European 1898 1947 
John M. Crienton M European 1908 1948 
John Hereward McClinton M European 1932 1954 
Robert Beattie M European 1899 1947 
Leonard Samuel Churchill M European NA 1947 
Norman Eric Newton M European 1921 1946 
Calude S.B. Turnbuell M European 1903 1932 
Alfred W.B. Hale M European NA 1928 
Aubrey Cecil Newbold M European 1892 1924 
George Edward Walker Cunnington M European 1913 1932 
John William Johnson M European 1875 1920 
Stewart Colin Birch M European 1902 1920 
Walter Thomas Feller M European 1900 1921 
Thomas Rodham M European 1885 1921 
John Cameron M European 1888 1922 
Dudley John Richardson M European NA 1923 
Harold Webster Able Seaman M European 1901 1924 
James H. Whitky M European NA 1925 
Richard Freeborn M European 1904 1927 
Edward David M European NA 1927 
George W. Whitfield M European NA 1928 
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Thomas McGregor Millard M European NA 1929 
Louis McNamara Keenaw M European NA 1929 
George Hawkins M European NA 1930 
Walter Belderson M European NA 1930 
Maurice C. England M European NA 1929 
William Edward M European 1905 1929 
George Best M European NA 1927 
Harold Lesilie Harloway M European NA 1926 
Donald Mc Hendry M European 1900 1925 
John N. Johnson M European 1884 1924 
George Leah M European 1898 1922 
Harry Morgan M European 1894 1922 
Earnest W. Freeman M European 1895 1921 
Thomas Bowen M European 1890 1921 
Henry Thomas Hurn M European 1900 1921 
Horace William Henry Titman M European 1876 1920 
William Earnest Crozier M European 1901 1920 
John Fellowes M European 1898 1932 
John T. Williams M European NA 1921 
James Rowe M European NA NA 
Reginald Gregory M European NA 1922 
Patrick Spencer John Ponsonky M European 1894 1922 
Geoffrey Gordon Carter M European 1900 1933 
Frank Birse Sime M European 1903 1945 
Alexander Keir M European 1905 1946 
John Thompson Sea M European 1844 1868 
James R. Shannor M European 1831 1868 
John H. Loghhead  M European 1820 1868 
Alfred Gale M European 1833 1868 
John Sweeney M European 1861 1891 
Richard H. Ward M European 1875 1894 
George R. Hicks M European 1859 1894 
Albert E. Toms M European 1870 1894 
Joseph Christopher M European 1856 1894 
William J. Hart M European 1869 1894 
John Alexander M European 1866 1894 
William H. Cole M European 1857 1894 
John Hume Hart M European 1847 1872 
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Samuel Huxtable M European 1816 1862 
Erica Dorothy Broarbent F European 1925 1960 
Edward Earl M European 1826 1857 
John Day M European 1819 1858 
James White M European 1928 1952 
William Alexander Mcintyre M European 1912 1952 
Hugh McBride M European 1926 1952 
William Porter Mcintosh M European 1912 1952 
Stanley Robson M European NA 1952 
Edward William Gates M European 1917 1948 
James McAuley M European 1921 1949 
John Michael Murphy M European 1926 1949 
Richard Eric ManCock M European 1928 1949 
Sydney Thomas Ray Auger M European 1928 1949 
Thomas Edward O'Kelly M European 1923 1950 
Peter Deere M European 1931 1950 
Alexander Boyle M European 1929 1951 
Ronald Birscoe M European 1930 1951 
Benjamin Stanniland M European 1931 1951 
Trevor Anthony Lewis M European 1932 1951 
Charles Broadway M European 1930 1951 
Frank Farish M European 1920 1951 
Alfred Simpson M European 1927 1951 
James Donoguire M European 1926 1951 
Kenneth C. Grannell M European 1926 1951 
Harry Gordon Holloway  M European 1918 1951 
George Tout M European 1899 1951 
Henry Willis  M European 1924 1951 
Phyllis Mary Abbas F European 1928 1949 
Yip Hung Shi F Chinese 1879 1909 
James Alfred Lawlon M European NA 1938 
George Alfred Taylor M European NA NA 
Arthur Sutton M European NA NA 
Henry Sims M European NA 1939 
Herbert Gray M European 1900 1939 
Charles Harold Stevens M European 1910 1939 
John Stephen Mooney M European 1911 1940 
Frank Burdett M European 1911 1940 
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William Aubrey Taylor M European 1916 1940 
Earnest Trinimer M European 1898 1941 
George Edward Palmer M European 1934 1954 
William George Grover M European 1893 1941 
Joseph William Stephens M European 1926 1950 
Joseph Hughes M European 1926 1946 
John Charles Lang M Chinese 1899 1942 
Cameron Lang M Chinese 1872 1926 
Katherine Lang F Chinese 1875 1956 
James T. Ernshaw M European 1878 1909 
Leung Kin Shan M Chinese 1848 1909 
John Leonard Bentley M European 1886 1908 
Earnest G. Carpenter M European 1890 1909 
George Alfred Lawrence M European 1883 1974 
Mable Emma F European 1872 1909 
Johanna Lee F Chinese 1887 1965 
William Ewart Tingle M European 1900 1977 
Poon Kwok She F Chinese 1881 1909 
Harry Pidden  M European 1887 1908 
Benjamin Alfred Coombes M European 1883 1909 
John C. Linker M European 1941 1977 
Helen Patricia Bough F European 1913 1945 
Jones J.R. M European 1887 1976 
Julius M.  M European 1914 1976 
Maria Eugenia  F European 1914 1993 
Charles Collett M European 1880 1909 
Herbert John Lowe M European 1882 1965 
Violet Rowe F European 1911 1985 
Frances Rowe F European 1945 2007 
Roger T. Larken M European 1876 1908 
Charles F. Markwith M European 1879 1972 
Edwin Charles Tregillus M European 1861 1941 
Annie Tregillus F European 1865 1946 
Henry C. Bough M European 1906 1974 
Ann Chao Bough F Chinese 1818 1994 
William James Hobis M European NA 1908 
Li Ng Shi F Chinese NA NA 
Charles Frederick Towell M European 1922 1976 
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James B. Jackson M European NA 1908 
Evelyn O'Brien Saphiere F European 1904 1974 
Margaret Hune F European 1866 1908 
Philip Chan Ling M Chinese 1872 1908 
Reginald H. Streets M European 1887 1907 
James John Hope M European NA 1908 
James T. H. MacKenzie M European 1876 1908 
Petronella Kaastra Choi M Chinese 1906 1974 
Johnson Ching M Chinese 1880 1908 
Bessie Ting F Chinese 1855 1908 
David Roy McLellan M European 1860 1903 
Fred Millar M European 1880 1908 
Choy So F Chinese 1880 1908 
Stephen Urry M European 1878 1908 
Jack Lionel Kay M European 1903 1972 
Margaret Christina Davis F European 1939 1962 
Griffith Lloyd Hughes M European 1877 1911 
Christina Liyne Stone F European 1882 1911 
Walter C. Howard M European NA 1911 
William Hibberoine M European 1864 1911 
Charles Homer Jackson M European 1903 1952 
Joseph Ottes Wiedmer M European 1909 1965 
William Nicholson M European NA 1911 
John Anderson M European 1816 1863 
James Chue M Chinese 1843 1910 
Edmund Jasper Watson M European 1910 1971 
James Smith M European 1871 1911 
Frederick J Sadler M European 1889 1911 
Charles A. Robertson M European 1861 1911 
George J. Christie M European NA 1911 
Katherine Waller F European 1917 1953 
Candida Edith Waller F European 1880 1975 
Lionel Alfred Waller M European 1898 1941 
Charles Arnold Waller M European 1899 1954 
George Albert Waller M European 1915 1978 
Donald Kennedy Lawson M European 1919 1962 
Robert Neill  M European 1864 1911 
Albert W. Smith  M European 1885 1911 
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Margaret C. Allward F European 1871 1911 
Joseph Francis Callaham M European 1921 1963 
Cadwaldar Williams M European 1890 1910 
Arthur W. Pearce M European 1876 1910 
Lily Overback Ellis F European 1861 1887 
Henry Ellis  M European 1887 1910 
Robert James Semple M European 1889 1910 
Wong Leung Shi F Chinese 1885 1910 
George Wilson Whiting M European 1893 1919 
James Boye M European 1891 1910 
Archibald Henry James Ashby M European 1889 1910 
Jessie F European 1891 1910 
Chea Leep Chee F Chinese 1859 1909 
John Pan Chiu M Chinese 1865 1934 
Tong Oi Lin F Chinese 1885 1937 
Nicholas Michael Krasnoperoff M European 1900 1960 
Eugene P. Julebin M European 1894 1959 
Robert Lessels M European 1874 1909 
Wong Sheck Chun M Chinese NA 1909 
Na Yin Chan F Chinese 1858 1910 
Thomas Sale Reilly M European 1870 1909 
Charles Keginald Spencer M European 1866 1909 
Betty Learmond F European 1827 1968 
William Frederick Gray M European 1863 1910 
George H. Sparrow M European NA 1910 
George Jones M European NA 1910 
Ralph Duncan  M European 1902 1934 
James Trevaskus M European 1875 1908 
Henry Howarth  M European NA 1908 
Henry William Bellethy M European 1889 1964 
Reginald Harding M European 1876 1908 
Earnest William Partridge M European 1874 1908 
David Barker M European 1879 1908 
Henry Ewington M European 1889 1908 
James Lochead M European 1872 1907 
Rachel Ann F European 1876 1907 
Frederick Charles Dixon M European 1875 1952 
Frederick Charles M European 1923 1963 
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Anna M. Deane F European NA 1918 
Annie Tweedie Alexander F European 1875 1918 
John Olson M European 1838 1918 
Elmer B. Hammond M European 1884 1916 
Frank Penfold M European NA 1915 
Charles Henry Murphy M European 1881 1915 
Charles V. Knelohton M European NA 1914 
Hugh Mathias M European 1815 1864 
Annie Mebyo F European 1883 1915 
Ellen Olson F European 1854 1915 
Charles Roberts  M European 1876 1915 
Alfred Jogn Lindberg M European 1880 1915 
Edwin Manley M European NA 1915 
James Mar Millan M European 1887 1916 
Elizabeth Warnes F European 1882 1914 
Norman Leslie Howard M European 1894 1947 
Robert Ferghson M European 1869 1918 
Joseph William Steel M European 1877 1917 
Stewart Lack M European 1883 1916 
George J. Brunning M European NA 1914 
Chetta T. Rawson M European 1874 1914 
Reginald Dennis M European 1882 1914 
Chen Yuen Chow F Chinese 1859 1914 
David McKeddie M European 1880 1914 
Alex Robertson Millan M European 1873 1914 
Lilian Ellen Ablong F European 1880 1914 
William Leonard Parker M European 1858 1914 
Yeong Ah Lin F Chinese 1878 1959 
Arthur Parker M European 1904 1989 
Yvone Parker F European 1907 2004 
James Alfred Morgan M European 1854 1913 
Victor Augustus Small M European 1916 1916 
Laura Louise F European 1913 1916 
Frederick Brown Stoker M European 1896 1916 
William Richards Daniells M European 1874 1913 
Frederick John Walter M European 1878 1913 
John Ross M European 1857 1913 
Harold Earnest William Carson M European NA 1913 
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Jean Debrabank M European 1887 1913 
Walter Geo. Matthews M European NA 1913 
John O'neil M European 1885 1912 
Robert Knox M European 1879 1916 
James E. Foster M European NA 1916 
Henry James Newport M European 1880 1912 
George Thomas Sheloom M European 1892 1912 
John Gardiner M European 1879 1912 
Mabel Gertrude Thompson F European 1882 1912 
Philip Rees M European 1877 1912 
Richard Henry Mugford M European 1850 1911 
John William Stubbs M European NA NA 
Charles Thomas Hose M European 1880 1912 
Annie Jane Cole F European 1861 1912 
James William King M European 1854 1891 
John Forbes M European 1882 1916 
Pansy Anderson F European 1884 1917 
Frances Harland Smith F European 1846 1917 
Bernard Johann M European NA 1916 
Henry William Ahwee M European 1900 1959 
Maude Kathlenn Ahwee F European 1896 1992 
Rachel Mary Hele Lampson F European 1886 1930 
William Wodehouse M European 1895 1923 
Frederick J. Parker M European 1899 1921 
William Henry Griggs M European 1892 1924 
Albert Beck M European NA 1929 
John Lambert M European NA 1929 
Samuel Brown M European NA 1933 
Herbert Langdon M European NA NA 
Alfred Waldock M European 1914 1935 
Harold Setterfield M European 1900 1935 
Walter Vallance M European NA 1935 
Albert Lowe M European NA 1934 
John Thomas Cartwright M European 1907 1933 
Earnest Bellerby M European 1905 1929 
Charles William Begley M European NA 1928 
Cecil Howard Booth F European 1903 1924 
Charles Frederick Lintoht M European NA 1919 
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William F. Mayall M European 1876 1919 
Edward J. Agar M European 1883 1919 
Frederick Crocker M European 1892 1929 
John Richard Skinner M European 1895 1924 
Henry George White M European 1897 1929 
Charles Bank Williams M European 1906 1930 
Thomas James Colleman M European 1907 1932 
Richard Predin M European 1904 1934 
John Maldwyn Francis M European NA 1935 
Thomas Lawton M European 1911 1935 
Charles Albert Layzell M European 1896 1936 
Harold Thomas M European 1914 1936 
Lance Corporal H. Smith M European NA 1953 
Eric Watson M European 1918 1940 
David William Beswich M European 1917 1937 
Alfred Noddings M European 1912 1937 
Albert Pretty M European 1902 1937 
James Barclay M European 1910 1936 
William Patterson Walker M European 1938 1959 
Thomas Baxter M European NA 1935 
Harold Charles  M European 1910 1931 
Richard Yould M European 1906 1930 
Frederick Charles Gamsby M European NA 1928 
Leonard H. Jgager M European 1883 1925 
Robert J. Flexon M European 1901 1921 
Ruby Newman M European 1881 1919 
William Frederick M European 1900 1924 
George Edward Rogers M European 1905 1928 
Walter Seal M European 1906 1930 
Frederick Richardson M European 1896 1934 
Oliver Roberts M European 1908 1935 
Henry Spunks Saunders M European 1914 1936 
Albert Arthur Codo M European 1911 1937 
Bernad George Chisolm Ellans M European 1914 1937 
William Thompson M European 1902 1939 
Charles Alfred George Williams M European 1921 1939 
Percy George Hopwood M European 1905 1940 
Frederick James Evans M European 1910 1939 
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Alfred Thomas Borrow M European NA 1939 
David Benton M European 1916 1938 
Francis Henry  M European 1901 1937 
Walker Urauhavt M European 1908 1937 
Ronald Hickman M European NA 1937 
Cecil Edward Partridge F European 1913 1937 
Ronald Vibart M European NA 1935 
John William Green M European 1889 1931 
George William Pitcher M European 1904 1930 
Earnest Plume M European 1907 1928 
Harold Freick Jacob M European 1897 1926 
Henry C. Butler M European 1889 1921 
Richard Wilson M European 1896 1923 
Eric Charles Gough M European 1906 1927 
George Coventry M European 1904 1927 
Arthur Frederick M European 1896 1931 
David Wallace M European NA 1931 
Ralph Vicker M European 1908 1935 
Harold Courtney Hole M European NA NA 
James Farser M European 1916 1938 
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